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Abstract 
This master thesis project is conducted in order to obtain a master’s degree in Operations 
Management and Logistics from Eindhoven University of Technology. The thesis is 
performed the Dutch Semiconductor Company ASML. The research addresses the impact of 
variability, caused by failure and repair times, on the capacity planning of Field Service 
Engineers (FSE’s). The goal of the capacity planning model is to minimize the capacity and 
downtime costs, whilst meeting the Service level agreements (SLA’s). This research shows 
that variability has a significant impact on the costs and SLA’s. If a repair process 
experiences high levels of variability, then variability should be included into the capacity 
planning model. Additionally, this research shows that having a limited amount of cross-
trained engineers improves SLA’s and/or costs for processes which require multiple skills. 
Integrating the customers’ costs, caused by downtime, into ASML’s capacity planning 
model leads to an overall reduction of costs for ASML and their customer.  
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Executive summary 
This report is the outcome of a master thesis project at ASML. ASML is a manufacturer of 
lithography machines for the semiconductor industry. They are responsible for 
maintenance and repairs of ASML machines at customer locations. ASML is committed to 
provide customers with the service as agreed upon in Service Level Agreements (SLA’s). 
There are two SLA’s  Extreme Long Downs (XLD’s) and availability of machines. XLD’s are 
failures with a duration longer than 8 or 12 hours depending on the machine type. The 
duration is measured starting from the time the failure occurs and ending when a repair 
has been performed. It is measured as the average number of XLD’s per machine type in a 
quarterly moving average. Availability is the fraction of time for which a machine is not 
down due to ASML attributed downtime. It is measured as the average availability of all 
machines per machine type in a quarterly moving average.  

ASML business planning is responsible for the workforce capacity planning for Field Service 
Engineers (FSE’s) at customer fabs. Having an accurate capacity planning model is 
required in order to meet the SLA’s and minimize the cost attributed to the capacity 
planning. The SLA’s depend on the downtimes of machines. The downtimes are affected 
by variability of repair times (durations of repairs) and failure times (times between 
failures) and the amount of available FSE’s. The downtimes consist of waiting times, until 
engineers are available for repairs, and repair times. The waiting times, which are caused 
by variable repair & failure times and a limited availability of engineers, affect the 
waiting times of other downtimes. The downtimes cannot be computed analytically. The 
capacity planning model, for the minimum expected required number of engineers for 
meeting the SLA’s, might be inaccurate if the variability of failures and repair times are 
not taken into account.  

The goal of this research is to ‘Design a support tool for the decision making of the 
optimal workforce capacity with the right capabilities, given the uncertainty of failures & 
repairs of highly complex machines. The capacity levels must be cost optimal for labor and 
downtime costs, whilst respecting the SLA requirements of average machine availability 
and number of allowed XLD’s.’  

The current capacity planning model and the lack of variability is explained in order to 
address the problems with the current capacity planning. The current capacity planning 
model does not include variability and relies on historic averages in order to estimate the 
expected required number of engineers. The current capacity planning model is not able 
to estimate the expected number of XLD’s. Whereas the lack of variability might lead to 
an inaccurate planning. The current performance also leads to believe that the capacity 
planning can be improved. The actual availability of NXE machines is lower than the target 
availability. Additionally, the amount of hours worked on repairs is higher than the 
expected required hours. This is an indication that capacity of EUV engineers is too low.  

The absence of variability in the current capacity planning model, the inability to the 
effect on the amount of XLD’s and that some performance is lower than required, has 
resulted in the need for a redesigned model. This redesigned model is modelled after the 
maintenance process illustrated in figure 1. Since the downtimes cannot be obtained 
analytically, Simulation Based Optimization (SBO) was selected for addressing the problem 
in a redesigned model. Simulation based optimization is the practice of finding the best 
input values in a simulation model, without running the simulation model for all possible 
input values (Carson & Maria, 1997). This is done by using the results of prior simulation 
runs in order to obtain new input values for a new simulation run. The goal of the redesign 
is to minimize the costs involved, whilst meeting the SLA constraints.  
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Figure 1 also illustrates the redesigned simulation model. This includes the simulation of a 
maintenance process and the optimization by means of a genetic algorithm (GA).  

 

Figure 1 - Redesigned simulation 

The redesigned capacity planning model shows that the site size, the number of machines 
per site and type of those machines, has an impact on the amount of engineers which are 
required. Large sites have a buffer of engineers. The redesign takes this into account. 
Larger sites should have relatively less engineers per machine, compared to smaller sites. 
If multiple downs occur at a large site, they can resolve this since they already have many 
engineers. However smaller sites need relatively many engineers since events like multiple 
downs have a larger impact on their performance.  

Cross-training engineers is a promising method for reducing the effects of variability. By 
implementing cross-trained engineers the labor costs are reduced, whilst meeting the 
SLA’s. The reduction of labor costs, offsets any increase in training costs. Moreover, only a 
small amount of cross-trained engineers are required in order to obtain this effect. Some 
EUV engineers have prior experience with DUV/YS machines. Therefore it is time efficient 
and not expensive, in order to enable those engineers to be cross-trained. This would lead 
to improved performance with respect to the SLA’s and/or reduced costs. Therefore, we 
recommend the use of a limited amount of cross-trained engineers in the workforce. 

This research also considered value chain costs, the costs incurred by failures by ASML and 
their customers for repair and maintenance, for assessing the capacity planning. If value 
chain costs are applied for assessing the capacity planning, then high cost reductions can 
be realized by minimizing the downtime. Many engineers are required to actually 
minimizing the downtime costs. This shows that minimizing the downtime has a large 
potential in reducing the lost revenue for customers. This is an interesting opportunity for 
ASML and their customers to decrease the overall costs. The benefits need to be 
investigated in more detail. We propose a discussion between ASML and their customers, 
in order to see if they both can benefit from the value chain approach.  
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List of operational definition

Definition Description  

Appeal   
Changes in the capacity planning provided by information from local offices (offices near customer location). This includes 
but is not limited to FTE support which does not include repairs and missing contracts that require more headcount.  

Availability 

Availability is the fraction of time during which a machine has not failed or it has failed and ASML is not responsible for 
repairing that failure. It is measured as the average availability of all machines per machine type in a quarterly moving 
average.  

Blueprint Represents the expected number of required maintenance hours per machine, is calculated per machine type.  
Business 
Line Each business line covers different sets of machine types or required service, there are 3 business lines: DUV, EUV and APPS.   
Capacity 
planning Calculation for the amount of engineers required by ASML to meet their Service Level Agreements.  
Cross-
trained 
engineers Cross-trained engineers are FSE's who have the skills to perform repairs on all machine types.  

Downtime 

The duration between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired. Alternatively it can be defined as 
the duration for which a machine is unable to execute its task. Only the downtime where ASML is responsible for repairs, is 
considered in this research.  

Engineering 
group 

Currently there exists 2 engineering groups. The groups are divided based on skills. DUV/YS machines require different skills 
than EUV machine. In the near future cross-trained engineers can be trained. Such engineers are able to perform the skills 
from both engineering groups.   

Fabs 
Semiconductor fabrication plant or foundry. In such a plant ASML machines are located and at such plants repairs take 
place. 

Failure rate Failure rate is the frequency with which a machine fails, expressed in failures per unit of time.  
Failure time  The duration between the end time of a previous failure and the occurrence of a new failure  
Field Service 
engineers ASML engineers who perform repairs.  
Genetic 
Algorithm A meta-heuristic, which is applied in order to find promising solutions for the Simulation Based Optimization.  
Goodness-
of-fit test Statistical test which states if a theoretical distribution fits (is able to accurately represent) a set of observations.  

Repair rate 
Repair rate is the frequency with which a machine is repaired from the moment engineers arrive. It is expressed in repairs 
per unit of time. 

Repair time  The duration between the starting time of a repair and the time a machine has been repaired.   
Simulation 
Based 
Optimization 

Simulation based optimization (SBO) is the practice of finding the best input values in a simulation model, without running 
the simulation model for all possible input values. This is done by using the results of prior simulation runs in order to obtain 
new input values for a new simulation runs.  

Service Level 
Agreement 

Agreement between ASML and their customer for the performance of the supplied machines. The two SLA's are Availability 
and the number of XLD's.  

Team lead 

The person in charge of a team of Field Service Engineers (FSE's) during a shift. The lead stays in contact with the customers 
and FSE's on the status of failures and repairs. Together with customers it is communicated which machine requires repairs. 
Together with the FSE's a decision is made for dividing the labor.   

Time-writing 

Time-writing is the administration where engineers describe their repairs. The information described here includes but is 
not limited to the name of the FSE, starting time of the repair, ending time of the repair, repair duration, task performed, 
machine type and machine number.  

Variability 
The extent to which the data from a dataset (such as the durations of repairs) varies from the average value (e.g. average 
repair duration). 

Waiting time The duration of time between the occurrence of a failure and the starting time of a repair.  

XLD 

XLD stands for Extreme Long Down. XLD’s are failures with a duration longer than 8 or 12 hours depending on the machine 
type. The duration is measured starting from the time the failure occurs and ending when a repair has been performed. It is 
measured as the average number of XLD’s per machine type in a quarterly moving average.  

Table 1 - List of operational definitions
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1. Introduction 
Chapter 1 gives an introduction of this master thesis. Section 1.1 gives a description of the 
company where the thesis is performed. Subsequently, section 1.2 describes the 
department where the thesis is performed. In section 1.3 the motivation for performing 
this project is stated. Lastly, section 1.4 states what will be discussed in each chapter of 
this report.  

1.1 Company description 
This research has been be conducted at ASML. ASML is a manufacturer of lithography 
machines for the semiconductor industry. The company is headquartered in Veldhoven, the 
Netherlands. ASML supplies hardware, software and services, to chip manufacturers (In a 
nutshell, 2018). The machines and services provided by ASML enable chipmakers to create 
increasingly complex and small patterns on silicon wafers. ASML currently operates in 16 
countries throughout Europe, Asia and North America. 

1.2 Department description 
1.2.1 Customer Support  
Customer Support (CS) is the department of ASML that department is responsible for the 
maintenance of machines. Customer support is required to appropriately respond if 
machines are down. Maintenance of ASML machines is performed at the customer and it 
requires highly skilled engineers. All CS engineers have followed thorough training in order 
to understand the complex lithography systems. Each type of machine requires different 
training. The combination of customer support and sound spare parts logistics, enables a 
high standard of service towards customers (Customer support).  

1.2.2 Business Planning  
CS business planning is part of CS. A main objective of business planning, is to annually 
determine the required maintenance staffing capacity at customer sites. Customer sites 
are a cluster of fabs (factories). The staffing capacity is expressed in fulltime-equivalents 
(FTE’s) of maintenance engineers per year. The capacity needs to be determined for each 
site where repairs are required. The amount of FTE’s required depends on how many 
machines of each machine type are present at a location, to which extent of servicing is 
desired and the location of the site. The current objective is to minimize the required 
number of Field Service Engineers (FSE’s) subjected to the requirements of Service Level 
Agreements (SLA’s). The SLA’s are agreements made with the customers, on how the 
machines should perform. There are two SLA’s agreed with customers, availability and 
XLD’s. Availability is the fraction of time during which a machine has not failed or it has 
failed and ASML is not responsible for repairing that failure. It is measured as the average 
availability of all machines per machine type in a quarterly moving average. XLD’s 
(Extreme Long Downs), are failures with a duration longer than 8 or 12 hours depending on 
the machine type. It is measured as the average number of XLD’s of all machines per 
machine type in a quarterly moving average. Currently only the availability levels are used 
in order to establish a capacity planning.  

The organizational structure of ASML and the operations of Business planning within this 
structure, can be found in Appendix 1 – ASML Organization Chart. Besides determining the 
required staffing capacity, CS business planning also measures the performance of labor 
related to maintenance. CS Business planning’s activities can be found in Appendix 2 - 
Business cycle planning. 
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We distinguish 1st line, 2nd line and 3rd line engineers. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd lines engineers 
have different specialization and skills. 1st line engineers are trained to solve general 
repairs, whereas 2nd and 3rd line engineers are specialized for only a part of a machine. 1st 
line engineers are located at or near customers, whereas 2nd and 3rd lines are not and 
provide service to multiple sites. First line engineers always start a repair, when a failure 
occurs. If the first line engineer(s) cannot repair a machine, then the problem will be 
‘escalated’ and a 2nd line engineer will come to assist the first line engineer. 3rd line 
engineers will be called if there is further escalation. This is outside the scope for CS 
Business Planning, since they also have additional tasks besides providing 3rd line support. 
There are several Business Lines (BL’s) based on groups of machine types and services 
performed. The business lines are separated due to differences in knowledge and training 
for the engineers for different machines types. For each Business Line the capacity needs 
to be assessed separately.  

1.3 Motivation for the project 
ASML CS Business planning currently determines the expected required FTE’s capacity by 
doing deterministic calculations based on the historic average hours worked per machine 
per year. The assumption is that the workload is equally spread throughout the year. The 
capacity planning models in-use today do not consider uncertainty caused by variability in 
failure times or repair times. Since variability is not considered in the capacity planning, 
the effect of variability on the performance of SLA’s cannot be determined. However, 
when machines will fail is uncertain, as are the exact durations of failures. The variability 
of the duration and occurrence of failures can cause multiple downs of machines at the 
same time. Multiple downs have an impact on the SLA’s levels. Situations arise where 
more engineers are required than are available. The expected demand of FSE’s is 
dependent on the amount of variability of the failure rates of machines and repair times. 
This can into waiting times for the failures. Failures have wait to be repaired. Currently 
the waiting times are not taken into account. Downtimes of machines need to be 
determined in order to calculate the SLA’s. Downtimes are defined as the duration 
between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired. This 
includes waiting time and the duration of repairs. Since the waiting time partially depends 
on the amount of variability, the variability needs to be taken into account. 

The goal of ASML’s capacity planning is to minimize the labor and training related costs of 
FSE’s, whilst meeting the SLA’s. It is uncertain whether variability has a significant impact 
on the performance of SLA’s and the costs related to the capacity planning. In order to 
this, the effects of variability have to be include into the capacity planning. This can be 
achieved by creating a Decision Support System (DSS), which includes the effects of 
variability in failure and repair times. This DSS can also be used in order to assess the 
effects of variability on SLA’s and in order to minimize the costs related to the capacity 
planning. Furthermore, it can offer insights in whether the current capacity planning 
model is adequate or that variability should be considered in future capacity models. A 
more elaborate assignment will be discussed in Chapter 2 of this report.    

Currently, not all SLA’s are considered by the current capacity planning model. XLD’s 
depend on the durations of downtimes, the time between start of a failure and the end of 
a repair. Since the downtimes cannot be calculated with the current capacity planning 
model, the expected amount of XLD’s cannot be predicted.   

The different skills are required in order to repair different types of machines. The 
different types of machines can be split between DUV/YS machines, and the EUV 
machines. There is a group of engineers, who perform maintenance on DUV/YS machines 
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and there is a group of engineers who perform maintenance on EUV machines. ASML is 
planning to combine the separate engineering groups into one group. There might be 
synergies by combining the engineering groups and having engineers with multiple skills. 
This project can provide insights into the benefits of merging the engineering groups. 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 
The 1st chapter gives an introduction to the thesis research. The introduction provides 
information about the company and department where the research is conducted, the 
reason why there is a need for research, and it gives a short outline for the chapters yet to 
come. The 2nd chapter will give a more elaborate description of the research. This section 
will entail the problem statement, it will provide relevant literature and will provide 
research questions. The 3rd chapter will entail a detailed analysis of the current methods 
in place at ASML and the performance at customer sites. The 4th chapter discusses the 
redesign of the capacity planning model. It will address which aspects need to be 
redesigned. Additionally, the chapter will include more literature. This is necessary in 
order to establish a redesigned model which is able to the determine expected capacity 
requirements. The 5th Chapter will discuss the implementation of the redesigned model 
into a simulation. In the 6th Chapter the implementation of the redesigned model will be 
used in order to determine the capacity planning for a selected cases. Lastly, the 7th 
chapter briefly summarizes the research and discuss the limitations, academic relevance 
and the recommendations for ASML.     
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2. Research description 
Chapter 2 explains the problems stemming from the current capacity planning. 
Furthermore, it states how the remainder of the thesis should addresses the problems. In 
section 2.1 the problem statement is given. Here the problem is discussed in more detail. 
Section 2.2 introduces the assignment. It states what the thesis needs to accomplish. The 
assignment breaks the research question down into sub questions, which will be answered 
throughout the remainder of the thesis.  In section 2.3 an analysis of the relevant literature 
is discussed. Section 2.4 gives the methodology, which is used in order to gradually solve 
the problems. 

2.1 Problem statement 
Currently ASML business planning considers availability as the most important SLA. 
Availability is the fraction of time during which a machine has not failed or it has failed 
and ASML is not responsible for repairing that failure. Downtime is defined as the duration 
between the moment a failure occurs and the moment a failure has been repaired. 
Availability is measured at a machine type level. Machines can be categorized into 7 
machine types: TSD, TSW, NXT sustaining NXT new, EUV (NXE), YS sustaining and YS-350. 
Machines type availability is the average availability of all machines within specific 
machine type, at one site. The objective of the capacity planning is to minimize the 
required capacity (engineers) whilst meeting the availability service levels.  

Another SLA discussed in customer contracts, is the number of allowed Extreme Long 
Downs. Extreme Long Downs, XLD’s, are machine failures, where the downtime is longer 
than 8 or 12 hours, depending on the type of failure. For newer types of machines there 
exists an XLD SLA defined in contracts. This is the number of allowed XLD’s per quarter. It 
is measured as average number of XLD’s of all machines within specific machine type at a 
single site. This SLA is currently not considered, when assessing the capacity planning. By 
using their current capacity planning model ASML is unable to determine the expected 
amount XLD’s. Therefore they unable to determine if they expect to meet this SLA. 

In the current capacity planning model, SLA’s are based on average values. However Wild 
& Schneeweiβ (1993) have argued that a good capacity planning should include stochastic 
influences. This applies to ASML since the duration of failures and the arrival of failures 
varies. Moreover, the current capacity planning model does consider the possibility of 
having multiple failures at the same time. This has an effect on the availability of 
engineers and machines. Having insufficient engineers, causes waiting times for machines 
in order to be repaired. Waiting times are currently not taken into account.  

The current capacity planning tries to meet the target availability, whilst minimizing the 
required number of engineers. ASML does not consider any other costs besides the labor 
costs of engineers. This implies that by minimizing the number of engineers, the costs are 
minimized. However, one could also look at costs from a value chain perspective. In this 
instance the value chain perspective are the costs for ASML and their Customers. 
Downtime costs are a major cost, incurred by ASML’s customers. By taking the value chain 
costs into consideration, one could map costs savings throughout the value chain with 
customers. Decreased downtime costs leads to less lost revenue and improved profitability 
for the customer. Both the client and ASML may benefit from a decrease in lost revenue.      

CS has decided that in the near future separate engineering groups will be combined. This 
means that groups of engineers with different skills will be combined in one engineering 
group. This only applies for locations where DUV/YS engineers as well as EUV engineers 
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are present. Merging the DUV/YS and EUV group might lead to different capacities in the 
capacity planning. The skills between the engineering groups can be split between DUV & 
YS machines, and the EUV machines. Some of the EUV FSE’s might have previously worked 
on DUV & YS. This leads to believe that there might be some synergy opportunities, when 
engineering groups are combined.     

Currently ASML is unable to measure the effects of variability on SLA’s. This does not 
automatically imply that deterministic models are not adequate to determine staffing 
levels. They provide an easy to implement tool and could very well be a good 
representation of the real-world situation. However, it can be argued that including 
stochasticity could improve understanding about staffing capacities and help discover 
opportunities to improve staffing practices. If deterministic and stochastic models do not 
differ significantly, then redesigned stochastic models serve as a validation tool in order to 
confirm the accuracy of the current capacity model. This would imply that variability does 
not impact the SLA performance and as such would mean that the current planning 
method is accurate. However, if stochastic models lead to improved SLA, staffing levels 
and costs, it could imply that ASML needs to implement stochasticity in their capacity 
planning model.  

The performance in South-Korea can be used in order to illustrate the need for the 
inclusion of variability in the capacity models. Three out of the total of eight site clusters, 
in South-Korea, have locations where there are DUV/YS as well as EUV machines. Currently 
these locations have separate engineering groups. Therefore they can be analyzed 
separately and merged, which might give insights if merging engineering groups is 
beneficial. ASML has service contracts for 269 machines at these locations, whereas for 
the whole of South-Korea they have service contracts for 737 machines. 277 FTE’s are 
allocated to these sites out of the total of 480 service engineers FTE’s working in South-
Korea. The three locations require many engineers due to the fact that there are 
relatively many new machine types present there. These need more engineers for service. 
The average labor and training costs of an engineer is $100000. If engineering groups can 
be combined, synergies might reduce costs for (additional) engineers. Overestimation of 
the amount of required engineers also results in more additional costs than necessary. 
Less engineers still can meet the SLA’s, which would result in less costs. Therefore, the 
goal is to minimize the amount of engineers, and their labor and training costs, whilst still 
meeting the SLA’s.  

It has been indicated that the utilization of engineers, worked hours per year, might seem 
low in some instances. In South-Korea EUV engineers are utilized 55% of the time and 
DUV/YS engineers are utilized 57% of the time. This means that engineers are repairing 
machines 55-57% of their available time. This causes problems when multiple failures 
occur in simultaneously. When there is a demand for many engineers, a shortage of 
engineers might occur. This has a negative impact on SLA’s caused by additional waiting 
times. Waiting for available engineers results into lower availability levels and higher 
numbers of XLD’s. An example of this can be observed from the EUV availability over 2018 
in South-Korea. The target availability was set at 80%. However over the average 
availability of all EUV machines was 62%. The amount of labor hours required per machine 
was higher than target hours. This implies that the utilization of engineers was higher than 
expected. Therefore, also more waiting times existed, which further decreased the 
availability levels. The amount of actual required labor was also higher than the 
forecasted demand of labor. 
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2.2 Assignment 
To ensure that the research can be conducted within a reasonable time and with reasonable 
goals a scope must be established. This thesis investigates the effect which variability has 
on the required capacity of engineers and the performance of SLA’s. Firstly, the research 
will address the current capacity planning. Thereafter, the focus will be laid on the inclusion 
of variability in a redesigned model.  
 
As discussed in 1.2.2, there are 3 lines of engineers. The 1st line engineer always starts a 
repair. If the first line engineer(s) cannot repair a machine, then the problem will be 
‘escalated’ and a 2nd line engineer will come to assist the first line engineer. 3rd line 
engineers will be called if there is further escalation. This research will be focused on the 
capacity planning of 1st line engineers. This has several reasons. The first one being, that 
these engineers perform the initial repairs and stay with the failure throughout the 
repair/maintenance process. Moreover, other engineering lines are specialized for only a 
part of a machine and they offer services to multiple sites. Furthermore, the vast majority 
of the repairs are performed by 1st line engineers. This implies that improving the 1st line 
capacity will benefit the costs and SLA’s more, than it does by improving the 2nd and 3rd line 
capacities. This research only considers ASML assisted repairs and maintenance. Repairs and 
maintenance by customers is not considered, since no ASML engineers are required. SLA’s 
will be determined by using ASML accounted downtimes, meaning that customer attributed 
downtimes will not be included into calculating downtimes.  
 
Machines can be categorized in seven machine types, as was stated in 2.1. Machine types 
can be subdivided into main sub types. This research will consider all machine types. Luu 
(2018) has proven that there is a significant relation between the performance at a machine 
type level. Due to the introduction of new machines and highly customization of newer 
machine types into new main sub types, no or limited data is present. Using machine type 
levels will ensure sufficient historic data for analysis is available and provide information 
for newer main sub types categorized in a main type. The latter will help with analyzing the 
impact of newer types of machines, with little data available.  
 
Due to the interest in combining engineering groups, this project will focus on a country 
where multiple engineering groups exist. Only sites with both DUV/YS and EUV machines, 
will be included in this research. This allows for analyzing the influence on singular 
engineering groups, as well a combined engineering group. Although, the analysis of this 
research can be introduced to other countries, this research will analyze the results of sites 
located in South-Korea. South-Korea has sites with different locations sizes, with a variation 
of machine types and both engineering groups. Since South-Korea has such diverse sites (e.g. 
few/many machines and different ratios new versus older machine types) that it is be able 
to represent many different scenarios. This research primarily focusses on analyzing the 
effect caused by variability in failure and repair times. Historic failure and repair data will 
be used to obtain the failure and repair rates with their according variability. Historic data 
will serve as input for a redesigned capacity planning model which will address the impact 
of uncertainty. This model should determine how many DUV/YS engineers and EUV engineers 
are required in order to meet the SLA’s.  

The insights in the previous paragraphs suggest, that there is a need to investigate the effect 
of variability on all SLA’s agreed with customers. Additionally, there is a need to investigate 
the effect of combining engineer groups with different skills. This may lead to different 
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insights into the capacity requirements for ASML. In order to addresses the problems, the 
following main research question is formulated: 

‘Design a support tool for the decision making of the optimal workforce capacity with the 
right capabilities, given the uncertainty of failures & repairs of highly complex machines. 
The capacity levels must be cost optimal for labor and downtime costs, whilst respecting 
the SLA requirements of average machine availability and number of allowed XLD’s.’ 

Determining the workforce capacity is subject to minimizing either the labor and training 
cost or labor, training & downtime costs, depending whether the current or a value chain 
perspective is upheld. In the current capacity planning only the ASML costs are taken into 
account, which are labor/FTE costs. Decreasing the downtime costs could lead to less 
downtime costs for the customer, by reducing lost revenue. The customer and ASML can 
profit from reducing the downtime. The reduction in lost revenue might offset the increase 
in labor costs. Therefore both scenarios are can be relevant ASML. This thesis tries to provide 
insights in both perspectives. The research question can be subdivided into sub questions, 
which each need to be answered individually, in order to solve the main research question: 

1. How does ASML currently assess their capacity planning and what is the performance 
of current maintenance actions? 
1.1 What is the current maintenance process? 
1.2 What are the current key variability drivers? 
1.3 What are the current SLA’s? 
1.4 What are the current SLA’s performances? 

 
2. What is the effect of uncertainty caused by variability and the workforce capacity 

on the availability service levels?  
2.1 Which are the main reasons for significant changes in availability levels? 
2.2 Does uncertainty caused by variability affect the availability SLA’s? 

 
3. What is the effect of variability and workforce capacity on XLD’s? 

3.1 What are the circumstances in which the amount of XLD’s are significantly                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
different? 

3.2 Does uncertainty caused by variability affect the XLD SLA?  
 

4. What is the right allocation of skills to the workforce given the SLA’s? 
4.1 Which skills are required, for which repairs? 
4.2 Which methods for having a flexible workforce are possible?  
4.3 Does having a flexible workforce improve the SLA’s? 

The first question mainly tries to establish the current operations and its performance. The 
second and third questions focus on the performance of SLA’s, given the inclusion of 
variability. The last question explores the opportunity of combining engineering groups, and 
which effect this could have on the performance of SLA’s. 

2.3 Literature 
This section discusses literature surrounding this capacity planning problem. The literature 
review explains what a workforce capacity planning is. Subsequently, this section explains 
the causes and effects of variability. Lastly having a flexible workforce is discussed.   
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2.3.1 Workforce capacity Planning 
Literature divides capacity planning into three categories, operational, tactical and 
strategical (Huang, Lee, Song, & Eck, 2009; Martínez-Costa, Mas-Machuca, Benedito, & 
Corominas, 2014). Each category has several sub-problems. Ernst, Jiang, Krishnamoorthy, 
Owens & Sier consider workforce sizing to be strategic of nature (2004). There is more 
literature regarding scheduling problems as opposed to long term staff-sizing problems (Li, 
Chen, Cai, 2007; Ait-Kadi, Duffuaa, Knezevic, & Raouf, 2009). This suggests that there 
might exist a gap in literature for long term staff-sizing problems.  

Workforce staffing consists of planning the use of human capital. Workforce capacity 
planning generally consists of a sequence of four steps (Buffa, Cosgrove, & Luce, 1976; 
Defraeye & Van Nieuwenhuyse, 2016; Li, Chen, Cai, 2007; Ingolfsson, Campello, Wu, & 
Cabral, 2010):  

1. Forecasting demand (based on empirical data). 

2. Determining staffing requirements: determine the workforce quantity, given a 
specific performance, while optimizing cost. 

3. Shift scheduling: determine how many personnel is required for a shift type, given 
the performances targets. 

4. Rostering: Assign personnel to shifts. 

Often forecasts are deterministic input variables and therefore they are overlooked in 
literature. Forecasts in many academic capacity models predict input variables, based 
either on estimations or on averages. This also applies to the current capacity planning 
model of ASML. Ernst et al. (2004) state that demand modeling itself, in combination with 
staffing requirements, is not trivial. The latter suggests that demand modelling is 
challenging. This is also the case for ASML, where the demand depends on the expected 
failure and repair rates. 

Traditionally capacity planning has focused on shift scheduling. Although determining 
staffing requirements also influences the staffing levels of organizations. Both steps have a 
slightly different scope. Staffing requirements’ time scope is usually much larger than the 
time scope of shift scheduling. Li et al. (2007), argue that staffing, and scheduling are 
intertwined. It is suggested that overstaffing often occurs, if both staffing and scheduling 
happen independently. Wild & Schneeweiβ (1993) remarked that that lower level capacity 
planning, such as scheduling, should be included for better decision making. Therefore, 
also more comprehensive models, encompassing several steps of capacity planning, are 
reported (Beliën, Demeulemeester, De Bruecker, Van den Bergh, & Cardoen, 2013; Li, 
Chen, Cai, 2007). These models try to mitigate problems like overstaffing, by including 
multiple stages, with different scopes regarding time. Since determining staffing levels is 
the goal of this research, this research will focus on step two. However, step 3 should be 
considered when establishing the redesigned model. 

Rostering considers short term allocation of resources to tasks. It is an operational task. 
Since it encompasses only short-term planning, which has other characteristics than longer 
term planning. Since Business Planning focuses on yearly planning, rostering falls outside 
of the scope in this research. 

Performing workforce capacity planning is a methodical and unending process, which is 
used to determine present and future needs in human capital (Damasceno Cunha, Serrano, 
Franco, & Guarnieri, 2018). Effective use of manpower is vital for a company’s 
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competitive advantage (Mundschenk, & Drexl, 2007). The ability of predicting the 
workforce size quantitatively as well as qualitatively, is required to achieve an advantage 
over competitors in uncertain conditions (Damasceno et al., 2018). Workforce staffing is 
essential to identify strategic objectives of a company and it is crucial for staff 
development. Adequately implementing a continuous workforce staffing model, improves 
competencies, experience and commitment of the staff (Morrow, Mood, Disch, & Kang, 
2015). This indicates that adequately assessing workforce capacity, has a positive effect 
on the performance of organizations. The objective of a workforce planning should be: 
having sound specification of a correct staff quantity, who are having the applicable 
capabilities to execute tasks at certain location & time and are able to meet specified 
performance measures. Overstaffing could imply additional cost, whereas understaffing 
implies not meeting certain service levels. Failing to meet service levels will also lead to 
various costs (Rodrigues, Oliveira, & Lima, 2015; Li, Chen, Cai, 2007). The latter is 
important for ASML. Additional labor costs are undesirable, but there exists a contractual 
obligation to meet service levels. 

2.3.2 Causes of variability 
The major incentive for conducting this research, is to investigate the effects of variability 
on the capacity planning. Variability as a topic in literature has been investigated 
extensively. Even within a semiconductor context, the effects of variability have been 
documented quite rigorously. Hopp and Spearman (2011), formally define variability as 
“the quality of nonuniformity of a class of entities”. Nonuniformity refers to the 
divergence from the mean.  

By examining the causes of variability, this section tries to create a better understanding 
of which factors drive availability. Such factors should be considered whilst examining 
solutions for variability mitigation. The following paragraphs state the most important 
causes of variability: 

Process times 

Process times are a source of variability. Process time variability is inherent to natural 
process time, excluding external influences e.g. setup times. This variability is quite 
generic and includes no further specification of where the variation stems from. Even in 
strict controlled environments, there exist natural variability to some extent (Hopp & 
Spearmen, 2011). In the semiconductor industry natural variability is only limited source 
of variability (Kalir, 2013; Morrison & Martin, 2007).   

In the case of ASML, the process times are the repair times required to resolve failures. 
The variability in repair times have different reasons, as indicated by FSE’s. First of all, 
the most important factor is the type of outage. This is closely related to the next cause 
of variability, outages. The type of machine and the complexity of outages at such 
machines, affect the process (repair) time. Secondly, problem discovery could play a role. 
Sometimes the so-called root cause of a failure is identified quickly and other times it is 
not. Thirdly, it has to be stressed that every engineer is unique. Given the training and the 
protocols that have to be followed, each engineer might respond and act slightly 
differently to a specific failure. Experience levels and training could reduce times and 
variability.  

Outages 

An outage can be defined as the duration for which a machine/process/system is unable to 
execute its task. Machine downtimes are covered extensively in literature. Outages are 
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often attributed as the most important cause of variability (Hopp & Spearman, 2011; 
Schoemig, 1999).  

The time between failures of ASML machines have a high variability. Different components 
in ASML machines can fail at different times. Different machine types have different 
complexities and a different amount of parts. Moreover, client specification of allowable 
tolerances differ from client to client. Some clients have more stringent tolerances than 
others, which will result into a more variable failure times of the machines. Additionally, 
the process time also depends on the type of outage.  

Structural factors influence the outages and process times 

Structural factors can influence the process times and outages. Dequeant et al. (2016) 
argue that the capacity in combination with the utilization of the capacity can be a 
limiting factor. If the utilization is high due to a limited capacity, this can cause high 
levels of process times variability. The workforce capacity is a structural choice for ASML. 
The training takes around a year to complete, therefore it is a long term decision to hire 
additional FSE’s. Overutilizing the workforce can cause exponentially worse SLA’s levels. 
Therefore, the initial amount of engineers will have an impact on the variability of the 
duration of failures 

The number of machines and the amount of machines per machine type present at a 
location are largely fixed throughout a year, or can be foreseen. The amount of outages at 
a site during a certain period are dependent on the amount machines and types of 
machines present at that site. 

Setups & batching 

Also setups and batching are causes of variability. However both these causes do not apply 
for the situation at ASML. There are no setups for the repair process. The engineers 
pointed out that the repair process is iterative, with diagnosis and repairing. Since the 
customers want the machines to be down as little as possible, batching is not desirable. 
The latter because is cost more time. ASML does not pool the repairs of their failures. 
Therefore, batching is not in place. 

2.3.3 Impact of variability 
After having discussed the causes of variability, now the impact 
of variability will be explained. Hopp and Spearman (2011) 
argue that “increasing variability always degrades the 
performance”. Variability can cause multiple detrimental 
effects. The most noticeable of detrimental effects is an 
increase cycle time and processing time in general (Delp et al, 
2006; Robinson et al., 2003; Schoemig, 1999; Tirkel, 2013). This 
is relevant for ASML, since longer cycle and process times, will 
cause decreased SLA performance. The effect of variability can 
be seen in figure 2, where increasing variability leads to worse 
performance in the Xfactor. Due to an increase in waiting time 
the performance of the cycle time will increase if the variability increases.  

Variability also decreases the available capacity. More specifically there exists a relation 
between variability and the maximum allowed capacity utilization. The latter is the 
maximum utilization of the total capacity for which a service level is still met. Higher 
levels of variability require lower levels of maximum capacity utilization (Robinson et al., 

Figure 2 - impact of variability on 
performance (Dequeant et al., 2016) 
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2003). This makes it extremely difficult to determine the required capacity levels, for the 
required service levels (Dequeant et al., 2016). One needs detailed process information to 
adequately do so. Moreover, it is important to observe that variability propagates, 
therefore if variability occurs early in a process, this will have a negative throughout a 
process (Hopp and Spearman, 2011). For ASML this loosely translates to the following: If 
the utilization of engineers, becomes higher, then the performance of SLA’s becomes 
increasingly worse. Higher levels of variability, caused by process times and outages, 
increase this effect. High variability and high utilization together can result into undesired 
performances levels. However there exist approaches to reduce this effect. This will be 
discussed in the following paragraph.   

2.3.4 Mitigation of variability 
Variability can affect the following dimensions: time, 
capacity and inventory (Hopp and Spearman, 2011). The 
maintenance process of ASML does not has inventory. 
Only capacity and time can be affected. The variables 
interact. One can use one of the dimensions as a buffer. 
A buffer can be used as a control for mitigating the 
effects of variability. An example is given in figure 3. 
Variability can be buffered by increasing the capacity, 
which leads to improved performance measured in time. 
Alternatively, one could decrease the capacity if the 
cycle time is not the bottleneck. This would lead to 
higher cycle times, but a lower requirement of capacity. 
For ASML the dimension capacity can be expressed in 
FTE’s. The dimension of time can be used, in order to 
evaluate the performance of the SLA’s. The objective is 
to minimize the FTE’s required for meeting the SLA’s. ASML can use their workforce 
capacity in order to buffer the performance of the SLA’s.       

Having buffer flexibility is even more effective in mitigating the impact of variability. 
Having flexibility leads improved performance for similar costs or it leads to decreased 
cost for a similar performance. An example of flexible capacity is cross-trained 
employees. These are employees who have multiple skills. Variable lead times is an 
example of time flexibility. By enabling flexibility one can offer high levels of 
customization, without requiring higher levels of dedicated resources (Hopp and 
Spearman, 2011). Such flexibility is implemented at a tactical and strategical level. Since 
ASML is considering combining engineering groups, they can use buffer flexibility in order 
to reduce the effects of variability. This could result into a reduction of the effects of 
variability, without buffering the total capacity of FTE’s.  

Alternatively, one could investigate reducing variability all together. Tirkel (2013) argued 
that there is a significant impact caused by the availability and processing times 
variabilities. Hopp & Spearman (2011) and Tirkel (2013) argue that reduction of variability 
is more difficult to achieve. It requires identification of the exact problem, where the 
variability is coming from. It often requires custom solutions, in order to reduce the 
variability. One could think of postponing tasks with large variability towards the end of a 
process, since early variability propagates through the system. Additionally, it is important 
to observe that matching all the tasks in a process is important. One can reduce a task, 
but if this is not a bottleneck task, the effect on performance will be limited. ASML could 
reduce the duration and frequency of failures. However, this is not included into this 

Figure 3 – Relation between capacity and mean 
processing times (Schoemig, 1999) 
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research since this highly dependent whether improvements will be implemented and to 
the degree of effectiveness if such improvements. However, we do acknowledge that it 
could lead to a reduction in variability.  

2.3.5 Flexible workforce 
The objective of ASML’s workforce capacity is to minimize the number of engineers, whilst 
meeting the SLA’s. Workforce flexibility can lead to improved performance and/or 
reduced costs. This section will discuss the influence of workforce flexibility.  

Extensive research has been done for including flexibility into the workforce capacity. 
Many models discussed in literature include having a flexible staff, who can be employed 
in order to meet service levels during peak demands (Chien, Chen, & Hsu, 2010; Fragnière, 
Gondzio, & Yang, 2010; Pac, Alp, & Tan, 2009; Safaei, Banjevic, & Jardine, 2011). Kim & 
Yoo (2012) and Ighravwe & Oke (2017) apply this in a maintenance setting. Other models 
allow for budget allocation between contingent and fixed employees, which also shows 
the trade-off between these two types of employees (Dellaert, Jeunet, & Mincsovics, 
2011).  

All the previous models have the assumption that flexible staff is available and skilled. 
However, Olhager and Johansson (2012) state that having a flexible workforce can only be 
used for mitigating a high variability in demand and service if two conditions are met. 
There should be a limited amount of training required to perform a certain job and there 
should be ample availability of such staff. This suggests that for many situations the option 
of having a flexible capacity, via temporary staff, cannot be implemented. In case of jobs 
with highly specialized tasks or in case of stressed job markets, such models would not 
hold. The former holds for ASML. The engineers are highly trained in order to perform 
repairs. Such training takes months to complete. Therefore, using short-term flexible 
capacity is not applicable for ASML.   

To address the issues set in the previous paragraph, other types of “flexible workers” 
come into place, e.g. having floaters and having cross-trained employees (Bard, 2004; 
Fowler, Wirojanagud, & Gel, 2008; Wild, & Schneeweiβ, 1993). Using such employees is a 
viable solution if there are multiple types of work, since cross-trained engineers can 
perform multiple types of tasks. Having floaters and cross-trained employees, mitigates 
high variability in demand and processing (Fowler, Wirojanagud & Gel, 2008). Slomp, 
Bokhorst and Molleman (2005) state, that aside from costs savings, the flexibility of cross-
training also may lead to a workload balance. This implies that cross-training might be 
used to mitigate overutilization in some parts of the workforce. Paul and MacDonald 
(2014) show cross-training heuristics might be used to obtain optimal utilization of 
employees, whilst meeting services levels across various departments. This shows that 
cross-training can be used to meet service levels not only at one location or department, 
but throughout the organization. The models in this paragraph prove that service levels 
improve, due to less understaffing and overstaffing, since the flexible workforce can cope 
with variable demand. All this is in line with Park’s (1991) observation, that the flexibility 
which cross-training enables, lead to improved performance and reduced cost.  

Chevalier and Van den Schrieck (2008) shows that in most situation, costs can be reduced 
by using partial cross-training. This is in line with what Brusco and Johns (1998) have 
found in their research. Bassamboo, Randhawa and Mieghem (2012) found that having 
relatively little flexibility, with respect to resource capabilities, can obtain almost all 
benefits of having fully flexible resources. Tsitsiklis and Xu (2013) have proven similar 
results and state that there are diminishing results when you further extend the flexibility 
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of a system. Cross-training only a part of the workforce can lead to great cost reductions 
and/or lead to improvements in service. For ASML this implies that they do not have to 
fully train their workforce in order to benefit from cross-training. Additional flexibility 
leads to increased training costs and possibly longer repair times, due to less 
specialization. The flexibility could be implemented in order to decrease the effects of 
variability of failure and repair times, to an acceptable level. This will improve the 
capacity levels (FTE’s) and/or SLA’s. 

2.4 Methodology 
In order to successfully answer the research questions and goals discussed in the 
assignment paragraph, this research will use the guidance of a methodology. This 
paragraph will discuss the proposed methodology and how it will be used during this 
research.  

 

Figure 4 - Research process flow chart (Kothari, 2004) 

This research will implement the research methodology as established by Kothari 
(2004). Figure 4 denotes this methodology in a flow chart (Kothari, 2004). This model 
includes 7 phases, number in roman numerals from I to VII.  

The first phase consists of defining the research problem. This phase roughly corresponds 
with chapter 1, 2 and 3 of this research. At this stage a preliminary literature review 
needs to be performed, in order to get acquainted with the problem environment. 
Additionally, the problem environment needs to be investigated & explained. This includes 
analysis of the current process, if this exists. After this preliminary discovery phase, the 
problem statement must be expressed as specific as possible. Clarifying this as much as 
possible, will help in resolving the problems later in this research.  

The second phase is performing an elaborate literature review. This is a more extensive 
review than required for the first phase. This review has been performed prior to the 
research. The second phase is a continuation of the preliminary literature study, where 
the existing literature is investigated more elaborately. This in order to determine which 
techniques are viable solutions, in order to solve the research problem. In this thesis, the 
literature has been reported in chapter 2 and 4. 
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Subsequently, in the third phase, hypotheses may be constructed. Kothari (2004) states 
that this phase is not required in all research settings. The goal of this research is to 
establish a DSS, which determines adequate capacity level. The tool must hold under 
various scenario’s. Since these scenario’s may differ considerably, there is no need to 
establish hypotheses.    

Phase IV is design research. Within this step, the redesigned model will be created. This is 
based on requirements which can be deducted from the previous phases. Banks et al. 
(2014) argue that model conceptualization is as much art as it is science. It is argued that 
a simplistic model is the best way to initialize this process. By extending the simplified 
model, more complex models can be derived. Banks et al. (2014) also argue that there is a 
relation between the degree of model refinement and the appropriate input data. 
Depending on the complexity of the model, the model might require different input data. 
This correspond with chapter 4 and 5 of this research. 

Phase V is collection and execution. At this phase the required data is collected. The data 
implemented in a model. Subsequently execution of the model lead to research results. 
This phase roughly corresponds with sections 5 and 6 of this research. 

Phase VI, analysis, evaluates the results collected at the previous phase and determines 
whether the results are significant and satisfactory to the requirements stated in the 
redesigned model. The analysis is strongly dependent on the collected data and the 
created redesign. Therefore these steps are iterative, until the analysis is deemed 
satisfactory. After obtaining satisfactory results, phase VII can be started. This phase 
corresponds with section 6 and 7 of this thesis.    

The seventh and final phase is interpret and report. Interpretation translates the analysis 
results and tries to find the underlying principles. This is done at chapter 7 of this thesis. 
If possible, some generalizations might be made based on the explanations of the analysis. 
This report serves as the report of the research and its results.  
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3. Detailed analysis 
Chapter 3 gives a detailed analysis of the current repair process and performance. Section 
3.1 discusses the current maintenance process. In section 3.2, the current capacity 
planning model is explained. Section 3.3 discusses the performance at the selected sites. 

3.1 Current maintenance process 
Investigating the current maintenance process will help understand how maintenance 
actions performed. It may deliver insights in which bottlenecks exist in the current 
process. Moreover, it will lead to insights in the role of variability.  

The current maintenance process has been studied using two approaches. Firstly, study 
how ASML themselves describe the repair process. This will be combined with the time-
writing of engineers in order to get an initial understanding of how the repair process 
works. Time-writing is the administration where engineers describe their repairs and their 
other work. The time-writing includes various types of information, such as a problem 
description, machine number which requires repair, machine type which requires repair, 
employee name & number who performed the maintenance action, time of starting the 
repair and the ending time of the repair. In appendix 3 an excerpt of such time-writing 
can be found. Secondly, semi-structured interviews with FSE’s about the day to day field 
operations have been conducted. This will validate if the process is correct and allows for 
additional remarks of the engineers to be included into the process. The failure and repair 
data over 2017 and 2018 has been used to validate this. This data is selected since it is 
completed and the time-writing has been approved by the manager in charge of approving 
the time-writing. Summarized transcripts of these semi-structured interviews can be found 
in appendix 4,5 and 6.  

In general, repairing a failure can be broken down into the steps given in figure 5. In this 
figure the light green phases are always required in any maintenance action and the dark 
green are not always applicable. 

ASML has several engineering groups. Engineers from these groups can perform 
maintenance on different types of machines for which different skills are required. The 
distinction is made between DUV/YS and EUV machines, since repairing requires different 
skills. Within the 1st line engineering group, the skills within one group can be considered 
similar for each Field Service Engineer. This means, that as a 1st line engineer, you can 
either perform DUV/YS or EUV repairs.  

Reporting a failure does not always mention all the phases stated in figure 5. Sometimes 
the time writing only mentions a few phases for an entire maintenance action. This has 
several reasons. First, the ability to report might be limited. The engineers might be 
forbidden to bring their laptops and phones into the fabs due to customer restrictions. 
This limits the accuracy of reporting, since it happens from memory. Moreover, it has been 
mentioned by FSE’s, that the time-writing procedure is not always filled out seriously. 
They argue, that time-writing takes a lot of time, that it is inaccurate since they have to 
describe it from memory, and it is difficult to describe the phases of a repair within the 
time-writing procedure. Some FSE’s take time-writing more seriously than others. That 
time-writing is not fully accurate can be concluded by analyzing the timestamps of 
starting time and ending times of failures. The starting time of a failure is either at an 

Figure 5 – Example of a maintenance action 
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hour mark or half hour mark and seldomly at a quarter hour mark (e.g. starting times 
could be 17:00, 17:15, 17:30 or 17:45). The same applies for a ending times. However 
failures and repairs can occur at any time, not only at a quarter hour mark. This indicates 
that time-writing might not be accurate. Engineers mention that multiple failures on 
different machines, still might be written to one machine. It easier to describe their main 
repair during their day, instead of also reporting small repairs which might occur in-
between. Therefore, it can be argued, that the time-writing data might be flawed to some 
extent. However it is argued by the engineers, that many engineers do fill out their time-
writing to the best of their capabilities. We have tried to counter the problems, by 
selecting the sites where the phases of repairs are described most extensively. This will be 
discussed in 3.3.. ASML tries to train the engineers how to perform time-writing and make 
engineers aware why time-writing is important.  

Based on the interviews, the time-writing data and ASML procedure descriptions, a general 
procedure has been made. See figure 6 - maintenance procedure. This figure has been 
established in order to clarify the sequence how failures are solved. Business planning 
does not take this procedure into account, in their capacity planning model. 

After receiving a call for a failure, engineers will be requested. If enough engineers are 
available, they will go to that failure. Otherwise the failure will be put on hold in a queue, 
waiting for sufficient engineers to become available. All failures must eventually be 
served. As explained by the 1st line engineers themselves, they deem their repairs to be 
“generic”. The team lead is the person in charge of a team of Field Service Engineers 
(FSE's) during a shift. The team lead divides the work, but this occurs with consultation of 
the engineers. More experienced workers might be sent to a difficult failure, less 
experienced might be sent to a failure in order to obtain more knowledge about a specific 
failure. But in general, each engineer can be sent to each failure. If a failure is too 

Figure 6 - Maintenance procedure 
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difficult to be repaired by 1st line engineers, they will call in the help of a 2nd line 
engineer. Similar procedures will follow if the 2nd line cannot solve a disturbance. The 
issue will be escalated to a 3rd line/Global Support Center (GSC) that tries solve the issue 
off-site. In general a first line engineer will stay with the failure throughout the duration 
of a repair. Note that the 1st, 2nd and 3rd line serve a different amount of sites. Whereas 1st 
line is limited to site levels, the 2nd line can serve a whole site cluster. There are 3 GSC 
offices which cover 3rd line failures throughout all sites. 

The number of engineers requested for a failure is dependent on the machine type and the 
failure. In general this is decided by the team lead. He does so by discussing the failure 
with the client. Then he is able to assess the complexity of the failure and the urgency of 
the problem. If more engineers are required, this would be known rapidly after the first 
engineers arrive. Initial diagnosis will determine the actual complexity of the failure. 
Since the traveling distance is most often negligible, additional engineers also would 
arrive near instantaneous. The 2nd and 3rd line, can be performed off-site (e.g. online 
support) and on-site. Off-site support is near instantaneous, whereas on-site support might 
require some travelling time, for an office towards a site. Since the 3rd line support is 
performed off-site (e.g. online support), it occurs near instantaneously.   

Note that all failures must be repaired. Failures which cannot be repaired immediately  
have to wait in a queue. If there are multiple machines waiting for repair, then ASML’s 
customers determine which machines have priority for service, at the moment in time 
when engineers become available. The customer will discuss with team leader which 
machine is most important for the customer to be repaired. FSE’s stated that in general 
this will be the newer machine types, NXE (EUV) and NXT New (a DUV machine). This can 
be explained by the fact that newer types of machines play a more significant part in the 
production process of customers. If there are multiple failures of the same machine type 
waiting to be repaired, then a First In First Out (FIFO) strategy for repair applies.  

Corrective maintenance as well as preventive repairs take place. There exist preventive 
maintenance policies developed by ASML. The customer determines whether such policies 
are followed. Therefore, it is highly customer specific if preventive maintenance is applied 
at all and secondly to what extent. The FSE’s state that in most cases the customer do not 
follow preventive repair policies, only for a limited amount of major problems. Preventive 
repairs are ad hoc and mostly unplanned. Corrective repairs can occur at any time, 
whereas preventive repairs only takes place when there are sufficient engineers available. 
Due to relatively few preventive repairs and high machine availability levels, preventive 
repairs behave quite similarly as corrective repairs. Therefore the assumption has been 
made that preventive maintenance can be modelled as corrective repairs.  

If a failure is repaired, engineers will be sent to another pending failure. If there are no 
failures waiting they can do administration for the repaired failure(s) and monitor if other 
failures occur. According to the engineers they might not immediately do the 
administration, but they do multiple administration tasks at once.  

3.2 Current planning method 
CS business planning department uses statistical calculations in order to determine 
staffing levels. These are based on historic averages of annual labor hours per machine. In 
current models the objective is to identify which workforce levels are required to ensure 
with 95% certainty that the availability constraints will be met. The 95% is an arbitrary 
value, selected by the department themselves. 
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An overview of the current staffing practice by CS business planning is denoted in figure 7. 
From this figure the main staffing procedure can be derived.  

 

Figure 7 - Current workforce capacity planning practice at ASML. (The history of blueprints, 2018) 

In figure 7 it can be seen that the capacity planning model starts by obtaining the sales 
plan. The sales plan is a forecast, based on existing and sold machines, which determines 
how many machines are expected to be present at each location in the coming year. The 
sales plan is calculated by another department. The blueprint is denoted in red in figure 7. 
A blueprint consists of 3 parts, a model, drivers, and information how to use the individual 
blueprint: 

• The model of a blueprint is formula to translate a forecast, given by the sales plan, 
into expected demand.  

• The drivers are the parameters of the blue print.  
• For the information how to use a blueprint. One could think of information of 

applying the blueprint only for a specific fab or office, or even only for a first 
introduction of a machine.  

The main goal of blueprints is to correctly translate forecast information into expected 
demand of service hours per machine on an annual basis. Currently ASML has different 
blueprints based on machine type and coverage (how many hours of per week service 
should be available). The coverage value is based on the required availability of engineers 
on a weekly basis, as stated in contract agreements with customers. E.g. if customers 
have a 24/7 contract, the coverage value is 1 and a 12/7 contract leads to a coverage 
value of 0.5. These variables might differ among sites and areas. The blueprints do not 
incorporate the interaction of multiple failures and omit waiting times from their 
calculations. This can cause an underestimation of the required number of engineers. 
When combining the available hours per engineers with the blueprint, the blueprint 
demand can be calculated, denoted in formula (3.1) (Luu, 2018):  

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ℎ𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏) ∗𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝑦𝑦𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

 (3.1) 

In formula (3.1) the expected annual amount of labor hours required for repairs per 
machine for a specific machine type are derived by using the blueprint. They are the 
average repair hours a machine of a machine type per year. The hours available per 
engineer per year, are derived from local labor laws. It is assumed that all engineers work 
full-time. This is realistic, since it is standard practices to work full-time in countries 
where maintenance takes place.  
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Figure 8 – LHM model (The history of blueprints, 2018) 

By using the LHM (Least Hours Model) logic, the blueprint demand for a site can be 
calculated. This will result into the total number of required FTE’s for a site per year. 
Each site requires a minimum number of engineers in order to ensure that there are 
sufficient engineers to have 4 shifts and cover all competences. If a site has a small install 
base (number of machines), then the number of engineers required to create a shift 
schedule are sufficient to obtain the desired availability levels with more than 95% 
certainty. This practice is denoted in the horizontal beginning in figure 8. However for 
larger amounts of machines, the number of engineers to enable shifts is insufficient which 
causes the need for more FTE’s. The amount of engineers required is based on the FTE 
blueprint demand per machine. This is denoted in the linear increase in figure 8. Currently 
the planning is done separately for DUV/YS and EUV machines, since both set of machines 
require different skills. Note that the increase for DUV/YS might not be linear, but 
depends on which machine type is added to the install base. This is calculated with the 
formula given in (3.2): 

𝑁𝑁𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚ℎ𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = ℎ + 𝑧𝑧 𝜎𝜎
√𝑖𝑖

  (3.2) 

In formula (3.2) h is the average number of engineers required for repairs for all machines 
of the machine type at a site based on the FTE blueprint demand, z is a student t value, 
which is 1.645 for a one sided confidence interval of 95%. 𝜎𝜎 is the standard deviation of 
number of required FTE’s, n is the number of machines of the machine type present at a 
site. 

Local planners have more specific insights in local staffing problems or future demand. 
They can ask for additional FTE’s via “appeals”. Examples causes for appeals are when 
customers demand for additional support, in case of regulatory changes, or in case of 
additional contracts which require more FTE’s in the future. If appeals are approved, they 
are added to the blueprint demand and lead to the final FTE demand for a site. If not, 
they will be discussed and tentatively not be added to the blueprint demand. 

3.3 Current performance 
3.3.1 Failure and repair variability 
In order to assess the current performance, 3 out of 8 site clusters in South-Korea have 
been selected. South-Korea has been selected, since South-Korea has sites with DUV/YS & 
EUV machines, a varying amount of machines and a different ratio of DUV/YS versus EUV 
machines. The performance is based on the combination of these 3 sites. These sites are 
selected over site clusters in Taiwan and the United States with DUV/YS and EUV 
machines. This has been done since South-Korea has different site sizes, different ratios 
between DUV/YS & EUV. Additionally in South-Korea they also describe the phases of 
repairs quite extensively. 
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Failure and repair data from SAP and W2IN databases have been used to analyze the 
performance. This includes all failures and repairs. This leads to figure 9 -Repair time 
indicators and figure 10- Failure time indicators.  

 

Figure 9 - Repair time indicators       Figure 10 - Failure time indicators 

Figure 9 and 10 show the performance of failure and repair times in South-Korea. The time 
between repairs (Failure time) is the difference in time between the end time of a 
previous failure and the arrival time of a new failure. The duration of a repair (repair 
time) is defined as the difference in time between the time when engineers are sent to a 
failure and ending time of a failure. The blue bar represents the average failure/repair, 
the red bar represents the standard deviation and the green bar represents the coefficient 
of variation. Repairs are measured in hours, whereas failures are measured in days. 

Figure 9, shows that the average repair times are almost similar for all machine types. 
There are only small differences in the averages. The standard deviation of failure times, 
are similar as the averages. This results into a low Coefficient of Variation. This implies 
that the repair process is not highly variable.  

The latter is in contrast to the arrival of failures, see figure 10. Here large differences 
between the average time to failure between machine types can be observed. The 
standard deviation is noticeably higher than the average. This results in a high coefficient 
of variation. This shows that the time between arrivals are highly variable. 

   

Figure 11 – Availability EUV machines     Figure 12 – Labor hours /EUV / year
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Figure 11 shows that the availability is lower than the target over 2018. This suggest that 
there might be a shortage of engineers. Figure 12 supports the latter statement. The 
amount of engineering hours required exceeds the planned hours. This is supported by the 
statement given by the CS business planning department that overtime is common. The 
performance is decreased since the required amount of engineers exceeds the planned 
labor capacity. A shortage of engineers may result in failures that have to wait until they 
are repaired. The new model must enable availability levels closer to the targets.  

3.3.2 Time between failures and repair time distributions 
In order to analyze the performance of the current maintenance actions and obtain input 
data for a redesigned model, the failure times and repair times distributions must be 
analyzed. Time between failures distributions are based on the failure times. Failure time 
is the difference in time between the end time of a previous failure and the arrival time 
of a new failure. The repair distribution is based on the duration of a repair. The duration 
of a repair is defined as the difference in time between the time when engineers are sent 
to a failure and ending time of a failure. Since 1st line engineers are located at or close by 
sites, the travelling time and time for obtaining tools & parts are negligible  
 
There are several steps in the procedure of determining the distribution of these 
measures. Ricci (2005) has identified three phases in distribution fitting: 
 

1. Select an initial set of distributions 
2. Estimating parameters 
3. Determine the goodness-of-fit 

 
The first phase is collecting and sorting the data. We had to calculate the time between 
failures, and duration of repairs based on timestamps in the time-writing in SAP and W2IN 
failure database. After this had been achieved, the data could be plotted, and compared 
with theoretical distributions. Hereafter an initial comparison has been made, and 
suitable distributions selected, based on similarities in the shape of the plots. Since the 
duration of an repair and the time between failures is continuous, continuous distributions 
were considered:   

• Weibull 
• Gamma  
• Lognormal 
• Normal  
• Exponential  
• Uniform  
• Logistic  

 
The sample size of the data is extremely large. However, as has been explained before, 
the quality of the data is questionable. Not only is it inaccurate, often reported from 
memory. There also exists some reluctance, from FSE’s, to accurately report the 
performed repairs. The sites for analysis have been selected since they offered the most 
accurate description of the failure process. Therefore this data seems most reliable.  
 
Estimating the values of the distribution parameters 
Estimating the values of the distribution parameters is based on the values from the actual 
dataset. Estimating the values of the parameters is generally done by choosing which 
parameters result into the closest fit to values from the actual dataset. Estimation of the 
distribution parameters can be done using various methods. Ricci (2005), has identified 
three major methods for estimating the theoretical distribution parameters: 
 
1. Analogic method 
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2. Moment Matching Estimation (MME) 
3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 
 
In Appendix 7 there is a detailed description how these estimations work. Due to the fact 
that the MME and MLE estimations are more accurate than the analogic method, only MME 
and MLE are considered. MME nee can be difficult to obtain, whereas MLE values are easily 
computed. Furthermore, it can be stated that the MME accuracy is generally lower than 
the MLE (Heckert et al., 2012). Therefore, MLE is chosen as the method to estimate the 
distribution parameters.  
 
Goodness of fit 
In order to determine the goodness of fit, tests can be performed. Three standard tests 
for evaluating normality have been selected: 
 

• The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) 
• The Anderson-Darling test (AD) 
• The Cramer - von Mises test (CvM) 

 
For the three goodness-of-fit tests, a 0.05 significance interval is chosen. The significance 
level is the probability that the outcome of a test could have occurred by chance. A 
significance interval of 0.05 means, that the probability of occurring by chance is small (in 
less than 5% of the tests). A 0.05 significance interval is selected since it is the most 
frequently selected significant interval (Zar, 1999). The null-hypothesis, H0, states that the 
empirical data follows the tested distribution. If the values are higher than the critical 
values given in Table 15 given in Appendix 7, H0 will not be rejected. This implies that the 
data follows the tested distribution. Alternatively, if the critical values are lower than the 
values stated in the table, the null hypothesis is rejected. This means that the empirical 
data does not follow the tested distribution.   

    

Figure 13 - CDF plot example    Figure 14 –  Q-Q plot example 

Alternatively one can use probability plots in order to visually inspect the fit between the 
theoretical distributions and the collected data. Frequently used are the so-called 
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plots and Q-Q plots. In general the goodness-of-fit 
tests are leading in determining the appropriate distributions. If the repair time and time 
between failures distributions are rejected, this will lead to a visual inspection of the CDF 
and Q-Q plot. Figure 13 and figure 14 are examples of such plots. In these figures 
empirical observations are shown as the open circles. The dashed and solid lines denote 
the theoretical distributions. Figure 13 shows multiple theoretical CDF distributions and 
the empirical distribution function. Figure 14 shows 1 distribution function and the 
empirical distribution function. When the goodness of fit tests are rejected, the goodness 
of fit is determined based on which of the theoretical distributions follows the empirical  
values. The theoretical distribution which deviates the least from the empirical 
observations will be selected. Any rejections of tests are caused by the sample size. In a 
few instances some sample sizes are very large. This will cause a larger divergence when 
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comparing the theoretical and empirical distributions and subsequently might result in a 
rejection of a valid distribution.  
3.3.2.1 Summary results failure and repair distributions 
After having implemented the methodology from 3.3.2. some remarks can be made. A 
detailed analysis can be found in Appendix 7 after table 15. Tests have been performed 
separately for each machine type and the amount of engineers required for repairs on that 
specific machine type. The goodness of fitness-tests, as well as graphical CDF graphs, 
support that the empirical distributions can be represented by lognormal distributions for 
all machine types and all types of repairs. Therefore the repair times and failure times 
will be represented by lognormal distributions in the new model. For both the KS as well 
as the CvM goodness-of-fit test, a lognormal sample came from the same distribution as 
the empirical sample. This means that the lognormal distribution is able to represent the 
empirical distributions. This was the only distribution, for which this was true. Other 
theoretical distributions were unable to represent the empirical distribution in many 
instances. This supports that the repair and failure times are distributed lognormally. 

For 4 out of the 31 AD tests, the AD test gave infinite values for the lognormal 
distribution. From these results we are not able to conclude that the lognormal 
distributions could represent the empirical distributions. From the remaining 27 tests, the 
lognormal distribution was able to represent the empirical distributions. For the four tests 
which gave infinite results, all other theoretical distribution also gave infinite values. It 
was unclear if any of the theoretical distributions could represent the empirical 
distribution for these four cases. Therefore, these four cases are evaluated on the KS and 
CvM tests results and an inspection of the graphs. Additionally the other distributions 
failed in many of the other AD tests. This means that the other distributions are not able 
to represent the empirical distributions. By analyzing the CDF graphs, it could be observed 
that the empirical distribution is more skewed at the beginning of the distribution. This 
also applies to lognormal distributions, which further supports the selection of a lognormal 
distribution.  
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4. Redesign 
This chapter discusses the redesign of the capacity planning of FSE’s. Based on literature 
and the current maintenance process, a redesigned model is established. Section 4.1 
states the problem and explains what is required to solve the problem. Subsequently, the 
assumptions for the redesign are explained. Then an optimization model is presented. 
Section 4.2 explores which methods are able to incorporate the requirements. Section 4.3 
discusses Simulation based optimization, which is selected as the method for redesign. In 
section 4.4 the redesigned model discusses the redesigned model. 

4.1 Model requirements and optimization 
The section starts by giving the requirements. Then the section states the assumptions for 
the redesigned model. Subsequently, an optimization model is presented. The 
optimization model analytically represents the goal and constraints which are stated in 
the requirements.  

4.1.1 Model requirements 
The redesigned model should be able to model individual machines and pools of engineers 
at a site. The machines must be classified per machine type, with failure rates and repair 
rates per machine type. Occurring failures have to be placed in a queue, waiting for 
sufficient engineers to be available for repair. The redesign should be able to prioritize 
certain failures. Priority can be based on machine type, starting time of the failure and 
the availability of engineers. The repair rate should depend on the machine type and type 
of failure. If there are insufficient engineers available, the redesign should be able to 
include waiting times until the repair is started. The amount and type of engineers 
required for repairs, depend on the failure and the machine type where the failure has 
occurred. The engineers must be sent to a failure if sufficient engineers are available. 
After a failure engineers have to be sent back to their ‘pool’ in order to monitor the 
performance of machines and wait for new failures to occur. The redesign should be able 
to model engineers with different skills into separate ‘pools’. There are three types of 
skills, skills for DUV/YS machines and skills for EUV machines. Additionally, the redesigned 
model should be able to include a 3rd pool, which may contain cross-trained engineers. 
Cross-trained engineers should be able to perform both skills. Moreover, it should be 
possible measure performance of both the SLA’s: the number of XLD’s and the availability. 
Finally, the model should be able to minimize the labor and training costs, whilst meeting 
the agreed SLA’s. If the model has a value chain perspective then the model should be 
able to minimize the labor, training and downtime costs, whilst meeting the agreed SLA’s.  

The redesign differs from the current capacity planning model. The redesign includes 
stochastic repairs and failures. Whereas the current planning method uses averages. The 
redesign is able to include waiting times. The current capacity planning does not include 
waiting times.  Downtimes can be calculated, by including the waiting times into the 
model. Downtime is defined as the duration between the time a failure occurs and the 
time a machine has been repaired. Downtime consists of waiting time and repair time. 
Knowing the downtime is required in order to calculate the SLA’s. This model is able to 
incorporate the waiting times into the SLA’s. This enables the redesign to estimate the 
expected number of XLD’s. Additionally, the model is able to include the effects of 
priority. The current capacity planning model does not include priority. Lastly, the 
redesign is able to model cross-trained engineers. This is useful for assessing future 
scenario’s when engineering groups might be combined.   
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4.1.2 Optimization model 
An optimization model can be constructed in order to analytically represent the capacity 
problem. The goal and restrictions are retrieved from the requirements and previous 
sections. The goal is to minimize the labor and training costs, while adhering to the SLA’s 
and taking the effects of variability into account. The objective is cost minimization. As 
explained in section 2.1, there are two approaches to calculate the costs. Solely the FSE 
costs are considered, when assessing how many engineers are required. Alternatively, if 
the cost for ASML and their customer are considered, then the FSE and downtime costs 
should be minimized. Both minimization are subjected to meeting the SLA’s which is 
discussed in the following paragraph.  

Besides the objective function there exists constraints for the model. The most important 
constraints are the SLA’s. Both the SLA’s depend on the downtime. Therefore it is crucial 
to calculate the downtime. As explained, downtime consists of waiting time and repair 
time. The waiting time is difficult to calculate. The duration of the waiting time depends 
on the availability of engineers and amount of failures waiting to be repaired. The 
availability SLA is expressed as the average availability per machine type per site. This 
ensures that availability targets are still met if a single machine does not meet the SLA, 
due to the variability in repair times and arrivals of failures. The average availability per 
machine type must be higher or equal than availability SLA, as agreed with the customer. 
Moreover, there also exist a restriction on the maximum number of XLD’s for each 
machine. Each machine might only have a certain amount of XLD’s during each time 
period. Subsequently the average number of XLD’s per machine type must be lower or 
equal than number of XLD’s, as agreed with the customer. Additionally, there are 
constraints regarding the usage of FSE’s. There exists labor laws, which result into a 
maximum number of allowed working hours per engineer. A limit of hours worked, should 
be implemented via constraints.  

4.1.2.1 Assumptions for redesign 
This section will briefly explain the most important assumptions that are made whilst 
establishing the redesigned model.  

1. The failure rates are independent and identically distributed across all machines 
in a machine type - Meaning that the failure rate of one machine does not affect 
the failures from other machines.  

2. The repair rates are independent and identically distributed across all machines in 
a machine type - This means that the repair rates do not rely on the repair rate at 
another machine.  

3. The failure rates and repair rates will remain constant over time – E.g. there could 
be improvements or components could degrade faster, resulting in different rates 
over time. Since there is a yearly evaluation of the staff capacity, this changes in 
the failure and repair rates will be limited. 

4. Each failure needs to be repaired – The assumption is made that if a machine 
breaks down, it always needs to be repaired.  

5. Each engineer costs the same except cross-trained engineers – Training and labor 
costs does not differ between DUV/YS and EUV engineers. Cross-trained engineers 
require both DUV/YS and EUV training. Therefore, they are more expensive. 

6. Each engineer works full-time – This is realistic, since it is standard practices to 
work full-time in countries where maintenance takes place.  

7. Each engineer works less than the maximum allowed of hours worked by an 
employee – Labor laws should be followed. Therefore this assumption holds. 
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8. The 1st line engineers are assumed to stay with a repair, until the failure has been 
completed - Only if a new shift commences and the failure is not within 30 minutes 
of the end of a repair, the engineers from a new shift will take over.  

9. Engineers will take breaks at times when there are no interruptions – This 
assumption is based on the interviews with engineers. If an interruption of a 
machine occurs, then engineers have indicated that they will stop their break and 
go to the failure. Therefore, there is no need to model this aspect.  

10. Engineers will perform administration immediately after a repair - Unless there is 
another failure, engineers will do the administration after a repair. Otherwise it is 
very difficult to estimate when and how many failures engineers will log. This 
differs from reality. However, this is how it should be performed.  

11. 1st line engineers have no travel time – 1st line engineers work on or close by sites. 
Therefore there travelling times are negligible. Therefore the assumption is 
deemed to be reasonable. 

4.1.2.2 Optimization model 

Table 2 - List of symbols of the optimization model

Symbols Description 
 αc,t Fraction of time for which a cross-trained worker 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 is available for DUV/YS machines, during time period t. 
 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟  Actual availability levels for type of machine i during period t. 
 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟  Availability target levels for type of machine I which is constant for each time period t. 
 𝛽𝛽c,t Fraction of time for which a cross-trained worker 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 is available for EUV machines, during time period t. 
 𝐶𝐶 Total expected annual costs 
 c Denotes the number of available Cross-trained engineers, with c = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. 
 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟  The costs of downtime for customers per year. 
 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹  The yearly costs for a single engineer. 
 d denotes the number of available DUV/YS engineers, with d = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟. 

 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 
The total downtime, on machine mi of machine-type i during period t where downtime is the time between a 
failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired. 

 e Denotes the number of available EUV engineers, with e = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟. 
 𝑜𝑜 Denotes the number of failures for a machine during period t, with f = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓. 
 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚  Available cross-trained engineers from set c 
 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟  Available DUV/YS engineers from set d 
 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 Available EUV engineers from set e 

 i 
Denotes the different machine-types, with i = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟. If i = 1, this means that the machine type is EUV. 
All other i’s are DUV/YS machine types. 

 mi Denotes the specific machine mi within machine-type i, where m = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟. 

 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 
The number of 1st line engineers required in order to perform failure f  on machine mi of machine-type i, during 
period t.  

 𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏  Maximum allowed working hours target for each employee which is constant fo each time period t. 

 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 
The repair time, of failure f on machine mi of machine-type i, during period t. Repair time is the duration 
between the starting time of a repair and the time a machine has been repaired.  

 t Denotes the time periods with t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏. 

 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚 
Denotes a fraction of the relative additional cost for cross trained engineers compared to DUV/YS or EUV 
engineers. The additional costs are caused by additional training. 

 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟  Denotes the total duration of period t, for each machine mi of all machine types during time period t. 
𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 Available working hours, for per cross-trained engineer of type c during time period t. 
 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 Available working hours, for per DUV/YS engineer of type d during time period t. 
 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 Available working hours, for per EUV engineer of type e during time period t. 

𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 
The total waiting time related to failure f on machine mi of machine-type i during period t. The duration of 
time between the occurrence of a failure and the starting time of a repair. 

 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟  The average amount of XLD’s, for each machine types i and each time period t. 
 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟  Maximum allowed number of XLD for machine type I which is constant for each time period t. 
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Table 2 denotes the symbols and their description which are used in the optimization.                                             
Based on the redesign requirements the following optimization model is constructed:

Minimize  

𝐶𝐶 = 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ∗ ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 ∗ (1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚)𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) + 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 ∗ ∑ ∑ ∑ � 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏�𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏    (4.1) 

Subject to 

𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 = ∑ (𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 + 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏)𝑜𝑜     for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏, mi = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟  & 𝐵𝐵 =  1,2, … ,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 (4.2) 

𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟 = ∑  𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 −∑  𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚,𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
∑  𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

     for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏  & 𝐵𝐵 =  1,2, … ,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟   (4.3) 

𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟 ≥ 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟        for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏  & 𝐵𝐵 =  1,2, … ,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟   (4.4) 

𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏,𝑟𝑟      for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏  & 𝐵𝐵 =  1,2, … ,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟   (4.5) 

∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 +∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 ∗ α𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 ≥ ∑ ∑ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜  𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵 *𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 & i =2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟   (4.6) 

∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 +∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 ≥ ∑ ∑ 𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜  𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵 *𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏, i =1    (4.7) 

α𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 + 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 = 1       for c = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 & t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏   (4.8) 

𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏       for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 & e = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟   (4.9) 

𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏       for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 & d = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟   (4.10) 

𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 ≤ 𝑂𝑂𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏       for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 & c = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚   (4.11) 

α𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 ,𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏,𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 ,𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 , 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏,𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏,𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 ,𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 ,𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 ≥ 0 for t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 & c = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 & d = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 (4.12) 

        e = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟, mi = 1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟  & 𝐵𝐵 =  1,2, … ,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 ,𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 ,𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚  ≥ 0 and integer          (4.13) 

The objective function is stated in formula (4.1). The costs component consists of one or 
two parts, depending if the current objective is optimized or the total costs for ASML and 
their customers is optimized. If the current approach is implemented, only the 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 costs 
are minimized. These costs consist of the cost of an engineer per year multiplied with the 
sum of all available engineers with different skills during that year. Since engineers must 
be trained, and each FSE is always a full-time engineer, the costs are measured per year 
at an annual FTE basis. The 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 engineers require additional training. 1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚 states how 
much a cross-trained engineer is relatively more expensive then DUV/YS or EUV engineers. 
From a value chain perspective, also downtime costs must be included. These are 
measured by multiplying the downtime, with the costs of downtime. This is done at an 
annual basis, for each machine in each machine-type. The decision variables are the total 
amount of engineers per skill: ∑ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 ,∑ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟  𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑∑ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 . 

The remaining formulas state the constraints of the optimization model. Formula (4.2) 
states the downtime per machine per machine type during period t. It is the sum of the all 
repair times and waiting times caused by all failures f which occurred during period t. The 
waiting time cannot be obtained analytically. The waiting times depend on the availability 
of engineers and the amount of other failures which are waiting to be repaired. Since each 
failures requires a different amount of engineers the waiting time depends on how many 
engineers are busy repairing prior failures. This differs constantly due to the stochastic 
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arrival of different types of failures. Without an accurate calculation of the waiting times, 
the SLA’s cannot be calculated. 

Formula’s (4.3) and (4.4), are concerned with the minimum required availability per 
machine-type. Formula (4.3) states the average availability per machine-type during 
period t. Subsequently, in formula (4.4), the availability during period t is compared with 
target SLA availability. The availability must be equal or larger than the target. Note that 
the targets are set in the contract with customers. The availability depends on the 
duration of downtimes. Since the downtimes cannot be calculated analytically, the 
availability cannot be calculated. 

Formula (4.5), states that the maximum number of XLD’s must be lower or equal than the 
maximum number of allowed XLD’s. The number of XLD’s depend on the duration of 
downtimes. Since the downtimes cannot be calculated analytically, the expected amount 
of XLD’s cannot be calculated. 

(4.6) and (4.7) state that the sum of the total capacity of labor hours is equal or larger 
than the sum for all required labor hours during period t. This is done separately for 
DUV/YS (4.6) and the EUV machines (4.7). This has been done, since both set of machines 
require different skills. The total number of available hours (capacity) is calculated by 
multiplying the available hours per engineer and summing this for all engineers. The total 
required working hours can be calculating as the repair time of a failure multiplied with 
the number of 1st line engineers required for a failure, summed for all failures. In (4.7) i=1 
in order to only include EUV machines. Formula (4.8) in combination with the use of α𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 
and 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 in formulas (4.6) and (4.7) ensure that the available labor hours of for each cross-
trained engineer c can be divided between DUV/YS and EUV machines. The division of 
labor is independent of time, since it is done separately for each time period t. The 
constraint in (4.8) ensures that the labor hours allocated to DUV/YS and EUV machines 
must be less than or equal to the total labor hours a cross-trained engineer c is able to 
perform during period t.  

The formulas (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) ensure that total hours worked during a period is 
lower than the maximum of total working time allowed for each engineer.  

Formula (4.12) are non-negativity constraints, which ensure that the variables are not 
negative. This follows from the fact that the used parameters cannot become negative. 
Moreover (4.13) states that the engineers are integers, since no people exist.  

The optimization is an analytical representation of the goal and constraints of the capacity 
planning. However the waiting time, 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏, cannot be solved analytically. Without the 
waiting times, the SLA’s cannot be calculated. Therefore it can be stated that this model 
cannot be solved analytically. However, this model provides a good description of the goal 
and the constraints. The following section will address which method is able to represent 
the model and will be used to optimize the problem at hand.  

4.2 Method selection 
The redesigned model needs to optimize the costs whilst meeting the availability SLA en 
XLD SLA. The previous section showed that the optimization model cannot be solved 
analytically. This section discusses which method is able to represent the optimization 
model. First this section will explain which types of workforce capacity planning methods 
exist in literature. Subsequently, the section will examine which methods are able to solve 
problem, given the requirements. The methods are evaluated on four criteria, which are 
based on the requirements: the ability to calculate downtimes, the ability to include 
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priority, the possibility for engineers to have different skills and the ability to include 
varying number of engineers for different types of failures. These criteria have been 
selected, since not every method is able to include these requirements.  

The main focus is on calculating the SLA’s and subsequently optimizing the costs for the 
ASML. Both SLA’s depend on depend on the downtime,  𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏. Therefore, each method 
should be able to calculate the downtime. The redesigned model must do so, whilst taking 
into account having priority rules, different repair and failure rates per machine type, 
simultaneous repair by varying number of engineers and different skill levels.  

4.2.1 Prescriptive versus descriptive methods 
The downtime, 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏, can be calculated by either prescriptive methods or descriptive 
methods (Sinreich & Marmor, 2005). Prescriptive methods prescribe how to implement 
decision variables, in order to accomplish optimal performance of predefined objective(s). 
Examples of techniques used in prescriptive methods, include linear and non-linear 
modeling (Sinreich & Marmor, 2005). Descriptive methods give an encompassing report of 
the function of the behavior of such models. This behavior is deducted from the 
description of the model itself. Examples of descriptive methods include queuing models, 
Markov models and simulation models. This section will determine which type of model, 
(non-) linear modeling, queuing models or simulation is most appropriate for optimizing 
the required number of engineers given the SLA restrictions.  

Prescriptive methods are able to model towards an objective value, such as a minimum 
cost value (Fragnière et al., 2010; Ighravwe et al., 2014). However, prescriptive methods 
are only able to obtain an average waiting time (Yankovic & Green, 2011). Obtaining the 
average waiting time, is not sufficient to calculate the 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏, as required for the SLA’s 
for ASML. Moreover, it is not currently possible to include priority of failures in such 
models (Yankovic & Green, 2011). In order to include priority, the models need to be 
extended. Since prescriptive methods are unable to include waiting times, it can be 
concluded that such models are inadequate to optimize the SLA’s and number of 
engineers. This statement is true for all situations where a high variability occurs and 
waiting times can affect the overall performance. 

Descriptive methods offer a wider explanation of a capacity planning model’s 
performance, compared to prescriptive methods. Queuing theory models require less data 
than simulation and can be rapidly constructed and implemented. They are useful for 
quick estimations the performance, such as  𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏, under many circumstances. Queuing 
models are useful for obtaining (average) service levels. Queuing might depend be 
vulnerable to size, complexity and required detail (Hu, Barnes, & Golden, 2018). An 
alternative to queuing theory is simulation. Simulation can be used for creating a capacity 
planning model in highly variable situations (Mjema, 2002). Simulation is also able to 
measure the performance of the workforce and their services, in a workforce with 
multiple skills (Agnihothri, Mishra, & Simmons, 2003). Priority rules and simultaneous 
repair can be included into simulations. Simulation models are less susceptible to size & 
complexity and can include more accuracy. However, this type of descriptive methods has 
the drawback of time-consuming development of such models (Sinreich & Marmor, 2005).  

Since queuing theory can rapidly be constructed, can be easily implemented and offers 
fast output of results, it is the preferred method. The following paragraphs check if 
queuing is able to meet the four criteria: the ability to calculate downtimes, the ability to 
include priority, the possibility for engineers to have different skills and the ability to 
include varying number of engineers for different types of failures. If queuing models are 
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not able to meet all the criteria, one could use the more intensive approach of 
implementing a simulation model for redesign.  

4.2.2 Priority rules 
As explained some priority rules exist, when failures are waiting to be processed. There 
has been extensive research in queuing theory, regarding priority queues. Multiple priority 
strategies and distribution assumption have been established in non-preemptive situations 
(Shortle et al., 2018; Bartsch & Bolch, 1978; Takine, 1996). Therefore, it can be argued 
that priority can be implemented into queueing models.  

4.2.3 downtimes 
As stated, the redesigned model needs to be able to include the SLA’s related to 
availability and XLD’s. Downtimes need to be known in order to calculate the SLA’s. The 
downtime is the duration between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has 
been repaired. Downtime consists of two parts, the waiting time and the repair time. Only 
the downtime attributed to ASML is considered in this research. The average value for 
downtimes has been established for multiple queuing systems (Hopp & Spearman, 2011). 
However, the average might not be adequate in all situations. The downtime distributions 
are required in order to determine the amount of expected XLD’s. Ozawa (2006), 
developed an approach to obtain downtime distributions, with phase-distributions 
(exponential family). A major assumption in this model, is a FIFO service model. Others 
developed model with general service times and exponential & general inter-arrival times 
(Sengupta, 1992; Zwart & Boxma, 2000). However such models are limited to one server 
only.  

The downtime will not always be useful to measure, for example in loss systems, where 
service demand is lost if a server cannot fulfill the required demand immediately. 
Alternatively, if downtimes are necessary to evaluate the performance of a staffing 
model, one could implement queueing systems to estimate the downtimes under certain 
scenario’s. One could check if having 1 server leads to adequate performance, under 
various service and inter-arrival rates. Alternatively, if FIFO service and exponential inter-
arrival times are in place, the performance can be estimated by implementing a queuing 
model. In the case of ASML, the departure of failures from the queue is not FIFO and the 
number of servers is larger than one. This implies that the downtime distributions cannot 
be calculated by using queuing theory.  

4.2.4 Different skill levels 
If separate engineering groups are implemented, the problem of capacity planning could 
be solved by using separate queuing models. In that case the DUV/YS and the EUV machine 
each have their own group of engineers with homogeneous skills. However, in the case of 
having shared skills, mixed skills queueing models are required. As was the case for 
priority, there has been attention directed towards such problems in literature. 
Federgruen & Groenevelt (1988) and Shumsky (2004) have developed models cross-training 
models. These contain cross-training with exponential service and inter-arrival time and 
different priority rules. However, Agnihothri et al. (2003) argue that obtaining 
approximations for multiple server queueing systems with non-exponential service times 
and heterogeneous failures and servers, are extremely difficult and opt for a simulation in 
their study. Tekin et al (2009), contradict this and suggest that approximations for M/G/c 
queueing models can be derived. For G/G/c models, there have no approximations been 
derived. In most situations, having different skills, can be implemented by using queuing 
theory.  
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4.2.5 Simultaneous repair, by a varying number of engineers for complete 
repairs  
There exist situations where there is a varying demand of servers/staff required in order 
to perform services. ASML encounters this problem for different types of failures on 
different machine types. Van Dijk (1989) classifies services with a varying number of 
required resources as concurrent instead of independent. Rumyantsev and Morozov (2017) 
argue that concurrent services are more difficult to model in queueing theory. The 
distinction within concurrent services can be made between loss models and buffered 
models (Rumyantsev and Morozov, 2017). Loss models preempt customers, which cannot 
be fulfilled immediately. Alternatively, they also could be buffered, in which they are 
remembered and served after there is sufficient capacity. For ASML clearly the latter is 
the case, failures cannot be lost and must be repaired when there is sufficient capacity of 
servers. For loss systems, multiple performance measures have been established 
successfully (Vinayak et al. 2014; Gurvich & Whitt ,2010). Therefore it can be argued that 
queuing theory could be applied in situations for loss models. For buffered systems, 
establishing performance measures has proven to be more challenging (Rumyantsev et al., 
2017). Bill & Green (1984), Filippopoulos & Karatza (2007) and Chakravarthy and Karatza 
(2013) have established buffer models. The initial model proposed by Bill and Green does 
not have proof for the stability condition. Filippopoulos and Karatza (2007) subsequently 
prove the stability condition, for the system by Bill and Green, in the case with 2 servers. 
However, no proof was given for having more than 2 servers. Moreover these 2 models 
assume that arrivals are a Poisson process and service times are exponential. Chakravarthy 
and Karatza (2013) have extended the model of Filippopoulos by creating a model with a 
Markovian Arrival Process, MAP. All these models assume FIFO/FCFS strategy.  

Queuing theory can be applied, in order to measure performance of a staffing model for 
many loss systems. When buffering applies, Queueing theory can be implemented in a 
limited amount of cases. Only when the number of servers is restricted to two and the 
models have a FIFO strategy and MAP arrivals, queueing theory can be implemented to 
estimate performance of such a system. Now it can be concluded if queueing can be used 
to model ASML’s situation. ASML’s maintenance process sometimes requires simultaneous 
processing, of 1 failed machine by a varying amount of multiple engineers. The amount of 
engineers depends on the specific type of failure and the machine type. This is a reason 
for concern when applying queuing theory models, because this cannot always be solved 
with queueing theory. The concurrent model of ASML can be classified as a buffered 
system. Only queueing systems with the maximum of two servers can be modelled. 
However ASML requires more servers/engineers for certain services. Additionally, buffered 
queueing systems are not able to include more sophisticated priorities required for ASML’s 
model. Moreover, the assumptions made on the MAP distributions do not hold for ASML. 
Lastly it can be stated that there has been no investigation, whether buffered queueing 
models can be extended by having multiple skills of the servers. Therefore, it can be 
stated that queueing theory is not able to the requirements for ASML’s redesign. However 
if such specific requirements do not hold, queueing could be implemented.  

4.2.6 Concluding remarks on choosing a staffing capacity model 
Prescriptive methods are unable to adequately represent the situation at hand. 
Prescriptive methods are unable include the waiting time. In many instances queueing 
theory might be adequate to estimate the staffing requirements. However queuing theory 
is not able to calculate the downtime distributions, which are required to calculate the 
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SLA’s. Simulation is able to address all the requirements. Therefore simulation has been 
selected in order to establish a capacity planning.  

4.3 Simulation Based Optimization 
The limitations caused by calculating waiting times and the need for a varying number of 
engineers per failure, make it impossible to apply queuing theory in order to solve the 
problem on hand. Simulation based optimization (SBO) is able to solve the described 
problem. Simulation based optimization is a technique which is able to determine the 
(approximate) optimal solution of a random system (Gosavi, 2014). SBO is used to optimize 
a problem when it is not possible to solve/optimize the problem in a closed form. SBO 
tries to improve the objective value each simulation run. It does so by selecting the input 
variables for each simulation run based on the best outcomes of a previous simulation run. 
Therefore, the redesigned model will make use of SBO. 

Simulation based optimization has several benefits and downsides. SBO has the advantage, 
that it can model more complex environments, with more accuracy (Hu, Barnes, & 
Golden, 2018). SBO models are less susceptible to size, complexity and required detail 
problems compared with queuing models, which make them more appropriate given the 
problem at hand (Hu, Barnes, & Golden, 2018; Sinreich & Marmor, 2005). However, SBO 
also has the drawback of being time-consuming in the development.  

4.3.1 Genetic Algorithm design 
The use of meta-heuristics are useful if the solutions space in a SBO is very large (Gosavi, 
2014). For our problem there are many different possible solutions. Not only is it possible 
to change the capacity levels, but the capacity can also be allocated differently between 
engineers with EUV and DUV/YS skills. Techniques like enumeration are too time-
consuming, if there is a large solutions space. A frequently applied meta-heuristic is the 
Genetic Algorithm, GA. Nguyen, Reiter & Rigo (2014) argue that in situations where there 
are multiple objectives and continuous & discrete variables, genetic algorithms might be a 
good method for optimizing the simulation. Many simulations software tools have a GA 
included in their software. A GA has 3 steps (Gosavi, 2014): 

1. Selecting initial solutions and start SBO.  
2. Identifying the best and worst solutions and selecting the best solutions and their 

neighbors as candidates. Subsequently execute the model and retrieve results.  
3. Repeat the 2nd step, until a maximum of prespecified iterations has been met.    

Figure 15, illustrates how an Genetic Algorithm works. It 
is based on the 3 steps described by Gosavi (2014). After 
the initialization values have been chosen, the SBO is 
started by performing simulation runs. After a simulation 
run ends, the simulation results will be obtained. These 
simulation results will be compared with the objective 
value and constraints. The objective value is the value a 
genetic wants to reach, e.g. zero costs. However you are 
not always able to obtain this value, due to constraints. 
Finally, it is determined whether these results are 
feasible & optimal or a prespecified number of iterations 
has been met. If this is not the case, then the results of 
the previous simulation run will determine the input 
values of the new simulation run. The genetic algorithm 
will decide which input values are most likely to result 

Figure 15 - Genetic Algorithm 
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into promising new simulation runs. There are several techniques in order to select the 
promising results. The selection of promising results will be discussed in more detail in the 
following chapter. If the objective function is optimal and the constraints are met or the 
prespecified number of iterations have been met, the simulation run will stop and the 
outcome will be reported. The redesign should show which capacity of engineers is 
required, and how the capacity is allocated over the engineer groups. Additionally, the 
costs and SLA’s levels should be given. 

4.4 Redesigned model 
Firstly, this section will explain the queuing policy and the rules for dispatching engineers, 
applied by ASML. Subsequently, this policy and the requirements stated in this chapter 
before it will be translated into a redesigned SBO model. It will implement a Genetic 
Algorithm in order to minimize the number of engineers required for meeting the SLA’s.  

4.4.1 Policies 
There is a need for a queuing policy, which determines which machines will be serviced 
first if multiple machines are waiting for service. Also an engineering repair release policy 
needs to be determined. This policy determines which engineer is available for which type 
of failure and in which order engineers are sent to repair failures. Both policies will be 
discussed in more detail during this section. 

4.4.1.1 Queuing policy 
The rules for priority in the queuing policy are based on the description of priorities given 
by engineers. They argue that priority exists and should be included into the model. Based 
on their remarks and their experience with the needs of the customer the queuing rules 
can be ranked. Figure 16 gives the three rules in order of importance as stated by 
engineers: 

The most important factor in the queue is the machine 
type. Especially the newer machine types, EUV and 
NXT New are quite crucial for ASML customers. They 
often require large investments from customers and 
they expect them to be up and running. Therefore, if a 
choice has to be made, between EUV, NXT New and 
other machines, the order of importance is EUV, NXT 

New and finally the other machines. It has been indicated that among the other machine 
types there is no real prioritization. Therefore, these machine types do not receive 
prioritization. Only if none of the EUV machines can be repaired, there is a check if NXT 
New might have open repairs. This approach is also followed prioritizing NXT New over 
other machines types.  

The following rule is that the machines are ranked based on order of arrival. After each 
machine type has been ranked, the queueing priority follows a FIFO/FCFS strategy. Per 
machine type, the queue items are ordered based on time of arrival and the repair of the 
longest waiting machines will start first.  
 
There exist situations where high prioritized failures require more engineers then lower 
prioritized failures. A situation could occur where failures with a lower priority level could 
be repaired and the failure with higher priority level cannot. If this occurs the following 
priority rule will apply: If failures exist with a lower amount of engineers required than 
the amount of required suitable engineers for available, these failures will always receive 
priority. Note that engineers can only perform repairs for the machine types for which 

Figure 16 - Queue policy 
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they are trained. This rule has been implemented, since engineers do not wait and remain 
idle until sufficient engineers become available to repair a failure. Instead they will repair 
other failures.  
 
The duration of failures is not taken into account in the queuing policy. Customers find it 
unacceptable for a failure waiting to be repaired. If a failure has to wait even longer, 
because of reasons not stated in the priority rules, they might file complaints. If there is a 
priority of the durations, the longest waiting failures might start the repair later then 
failures which have occurred later. Most machines still have unfinished tasks to finish after 
being repaired (e.g. finish production). The failure that is waiting the longest to start a 
repair is likely to become the most critical failure. Therefore the time of arrival is chosen 
as a priority rule instead of the duration of a failure. Meeting SLA’s does not play a role in 
determining the queuing policy. In general the customer dictates the priority policy. They 
do not take into account the SLA’s when determining the priority of failures.  

4.4.2.1 Engineer release policy 
After having discussed the priority rules for failures, also the functioning of the engineer 
release policy will be discussed. First of all, each engineering group, each with their own 
skills, can repair different machine types. DUV/YS engineers can repair everything but EUV 
machines, EUV engineers can repair EUV machines and cross-trained engineers can repair 
any machine type. Therefore, the amount of available engineers available for DUV/YS 
failures, is the sum of available DUV/YS engineers and cross-trained engineers. The 
amount of available engineers available for EUV failures, is the sum of available EUV 
engineers and cross-trained engineers.  
 
First the assumption has been made that 1st line engineers can perform any type of failure. 
Engineers themselves have indicated that, this will hold in most situations. The total 
amount of engineers are equally divided and assigned to shifts. This ensures that each 
shift has around the same number of FSE’s working with a similar ratio of skills for each 
shift. Regional planners have indicated that there is or will be a 7*24 coverage of machine 
in place at most sites. This means that there are 4 shifts who will ensure that 7 days a 
week, 24 hours a day engineers are available. The regional planners indicated that each 
shift has an equal amount of engineers. Therefore, the redesigned model should include 
an ‘equal’ division of engineers over all shifts. However sometimes not all shifts will 
receive an equal amount of engineers. In order to explain this, we will give an example: If 
there are 5 FTE’s available in total then we have implemented the rule that in three shifts 
1 engineer is allocated and that in 1 shift 2 engineers are allocated. This is also what 
occurs in reality according to regional planners. Engineers are also released to failures, 
while adhering to strict rules. Hereafter, engineers will be released according to the 
policy given by figure 17.  

The first two points are implemented fully in the actual release 
situation. There is a check for which engineers are available and which 
engineers are able to perform the type of repair. DUV/YS failures can 
only be repaired by DUV/YS engineers and EUV failures can only be 
repaired by EUV engineers. If a queue with failures waiting to be 
repaired forms, cross-trained engineers are allowed to perform repairs. 
This means that cross-trained engineers repair failures when DUV/YS or 
EUV engineers are not available. 

 

Figure 17 - Engineer 
release policy 
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The third point, utilization of engineers, is realistic to a certain extent. It cannot be the 
case that certain engineers do all the work and others do none of the work. The third 
phase of the policy was also implemented by practical programming reasons. If this would 
not have been implemented in Tecnomatix, the first created engineers would do all the 
repairs. This makes it more difficult to assess the performance of engineers. It can be 
argued that in real life the workload also should be balanced. Alternative rules can be 
imagined, e.g. based experience with certain types of failures. However it has been 
indicated that everyone should be able to perform every type of repair. Therefore we 
assume that such a rule does not take place.  

The fourth rule is currently not implemented. When the engineering groups will be 
combined, this rule is required in order to distribute the cross-trained engineers to where 
they are required the most. The cross-trained engineers can act as a buffer if there is a 
short-term shortage of engineers required for repairing DUV/YS failures or for EUV 
failures. In principle cross-trained engineers will be focused on EUV failures, unless there 
are multiple DUV/YS failure in the failure queue. This has the following reason: EUV has 
priority over other machine types, therefore enough engineers need to be available. 
Currently there are EUV engineers who previously have performed DUV/YS repairs. Such 
engineers are currently more specialized in performing EUV maintenance. However, with 
limited training they could perform maintenance at DUV/YS machines. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume that in time of need they can perform DUV/YS repairs. 

Beside repairs, engineers also have to perform additional tasks. Such tasks include training 
and administration. From schedules received from regional plans, it can be derived that 
training takes a day, whereas it is estimated by engineers that administration per failure 
takes 15 minutes. The policy to include administration into the redesign model is as 
follows: the administration will be performed after completion of a failure. The need for 
training is assessed daily per engineer. The probability that an engineer will receive 
training is the fraction of training days per year (e.g. 3/365). For holidays a similar 
approach is taken. A daily assessment takes place to see whether an engineer has a 
vacation. Regional planners from the US and Japan have indicated that free days are not 
taken all at once, but they are spread. We assumed that at least 70% of the engineers 
should be present during a shift.  

4.4.2 Redesigned simulation 
This chapter has presented the requirements, goals, constraints and model selection. Now 
the last section will present the redesign model, which incorporates the findings of the 
prior sections of this chapter.  

Figure 18 illustrates the phases in a simulation run, and incorporates this into the genetic 
algorithm model. A larger representation of this figure can be found in Appendix 8. The 
simulation runs are represented by the box, simulation process
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Figure 18 - Redesigned simulation  

From left to right the following occurs: Failures enter the system. If a failure occurs the 
corresponding machine will be placed into a queue. Subsequently this queue will be 
ranked based on priorities. The amount of engineers required for a failure is dependent on 
the type of failure and the machine type on which a failure occurs. Subsequently, when 
there are sufficient engineers, the failure will be removed from the queue list in order to 
indicate that this failure is being handled. Now the engineers will start their repair 
activities. Failures are escalated or repaired. If failures are escalated, the assumption has 
been made that there is ample 2nd and 3rd line capacity. This seems reasonably fair, since 
there are relatively many of such engineers, compared to the occurrence such failures. 
Additionally, they often can work off-site. While interviewing engineers, no indication was 
given that waiting for 2nd or 3rd line engineers currently causes delays. 2nd and 3rd line 
failures do not perform 1st line task. They are further removed from the sites, and they 
are specialized for repairing only a specific part of machines. After a failure has been 
repaired the engineers will return to their pool and are available for failures waiting in the 
queue. If there are failures waiting to be repaired, the queuing policy will decide to which 
failure the engineers will be assigned. It can be observed that data is collected from 
several point during the simulation runs. The data will include the failure type, the 
machine type, the number of engineers required, the starting time of the failure, the 
starting time of the repair, and the ending time of the repair. By storing this data, the SLA 
performance can be calculated after the simulation run. After each generation (number of 
simulation runs) of a Genetic Algorithm, the results are evaluated and the most best 
solutions are selected. The best solutions are altered with genetic operations, in order to 
change the values of decision variables and identify new possible tests. Which solutions 
are best and how many solutions are evaluated, will be discussed in the following chapter. 
Subsequently, a set of new and the best old tests will be implemented in a new generation 
of the genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm either finishes when the solution meets a 
prespecified optimal solution or when a predetermined number of generations has been 
performed.  
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5. Implementation of the redesign in Tecnomatix 
The previous sections gave a description of the simulation model. Now this will be 
translated into a redesigned model in Tecnomatix. Section 5.1 will explain the exact 
functioning of the Genetic Algorithm in Tecnomatix and will explain how the GA is 
implemented in Tecnomatix. Section 5.2 discusses the implementation of the SBO into 
Tecnomatix. 5.3 addresses the validation and verification of the simulation model and the 
SBO. For a description of the integration of software tools used for this process, see 
appendix 9. For a description of the functioning of the control panel of the created tool in 
Tecnomatix, see appendix 10. 

5.1 Implementation of a Genetic Algorithm in Tecnomatix 
First the functioning of the Genetic Algorithm in 
Tecnomatix will be discussed. This is required in order 
to understand how the GA in Tecnomatix functions and 
understand the terminology. Figure 19 explains the 
sequence of steps of a genetic algorithm in 
Tecnomatix. In this research the GA can be 
implemented to find the amount of engineers and 
capabilities of these engineers, which best fulfill the 
redesign requirements.  

5.1.1 Generic functioning of a GA in Tecnomatix 
This section explains how a GA functions in Tecnomatix. Figure 15 and figure 19 are 
simplifications of the functioning of a genetic algorithm. Figure 20 is an elaborate 
representation of the functioning of the genetic algorithm used, in Siemens Tecnomatix.  

The goal of the genetic algorithm is to 
obtain the input values, for which the 
results are optimal. Figure 20 shows how a 
Genetic Algorithm works in Tecnomatix. 
Based on the sequence of steps in figure 20 
we will explain the functioning of the 
genetic algorithm in Tecnomatix. The GA 
starts with initial input values and performs 
simulations with these input values. 
Subsequently the so-called fitness values 

are calculated, by a fitness function formula. The fitness values can be manipulated to 
only allow solutions who meet certain constraints. Calculating the fitness values and all 
subsequent steps defined in Figure 20 are iterative. One iteration of all these steps is 
called a generation. Each generation has multiple simulations each with different input 
values. The different input values are called individuals. After having calculated the 
fitness value for a generation there is a check whether the GA should be terminated. 
Termination occurs when a prespecified number of generations has been performed or 
when the fitness values meets a prespecified value. When either one of the conditions is 
met then the Genetic Algorithm is terminated. Otherwise a prespecified amount number 
of individuals are selected for a new generation. The individuals are selected based on 
selection rules (e.g. the individuals with the highest fitness values are selected). The 
selected individuals are called parents. The individuals are subjected to crossover and 
mutation. Crossover determines what part of the input values should change. Mutation 
determines the new value of the part of the input value which is subjected to change. This 

Figure 19 - Genetic Algorithm sequence (Genetic 
Algorithms and Simulation, 2019) 

Figure 20 – Functioning of a Genetic Algorithm in Tecnomatix 
(Krajčovič et al., 2019) 
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will result into new input values for new generation. These new individuals are called 
offspring. After performing the simulations of these new individuals, the fitness values can 
be calculated again. These steps are iterated until the GA is terminated.  

5.1.2 Implementation of the GA 
This section explains the implementation of the basic functioning of the GA, explained in 
5.1.1. The GA starts by using initial input values in order to perform initial simulations. 
The input values for the redesigned model are the amount of engineers per skill. The 
current capacities are chosen as the initial input values. This seems reasonable since the 
current capacity planning should be closer to the optimal solution than starting with 0.  

Multiple simulation runs are performed for each individual of the initial generation, in 
order to determine the fitness value of each individual. In this case the fitness values are 
the costs. The fitness values consists of the average of multiple runs, for the same 
individual. It is based on multiple runs in order to ensure compliance to a 95% confidence 
interval. The average has been chosen, since in the fitness values can be determined in 
such a way that they can be penalized if they do not meet constraints from the redesign. 
The fitness values 𝑜𝑜 are determined in (5.1) for only the labor and training costs of 
engineers and in (5.2) for the labor and training costs as well as the downtime costs. 

𝑜𝑜 = �
𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ∗ ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 ∗ (1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚)𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ), 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

10^99 − ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚)𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∗ 1000, 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐵𝐵                  (5.1) 

𝑜𝑜 = �
𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ∗ ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 ∗ (1 + 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚)𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) + 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 ∗ ∑ ∑ ∑ � 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏�𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏 , 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

10^99 − ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚) ∗ 1000𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑒𝑒𝐵𝐵
       (5.2)   

Table 3 - List of symbols of the fitness values 

Table 3 states the symbols which are used for calculating the fitness values. When the 
constraints are met the fitness values will be the same for the optimization model stated 
in 4.1.2.2.. When the constraints are not met, then there exists fitness value consist of a 
penalty costs of an arbitrary high number. The penalty cost is reduced by the amount of 
engineers times a lower arbitrary number. Reducing the penalty value by the amount of 
engineers is necessary in order to ensure that if no constraints are met, the GA will 
increase the amount of engineers. The fitness values will be lower (and better) for higher 
amounts of engineers, if the constraints are not met. 

Symbols Description 
 c Denotes the number of available Cross-trained engineers, with d = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. 
 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟  The costs of downtime per year. 
 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹  The yearly costs for a single engineer. 
 d denotes the number of available DUV/YS engineers, with d = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟. 

 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟,𝑏𝑏 
The total downtime, on machine mi of machine-type i, during period t. Where downtime is the duration 
between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired. 

 e Denotes the number of available EUV engineers, with e = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟. 
 𝑜𝑜 Denotes the number of failures for a specific machine during period t, with f = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓. 
 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚  Cross-trained engineer from set c 
 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟  DUV/YS engineer from set d 
 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 EUV engineer from set e 

 i 
Denotes the different machine-types, with i = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟. If i = 1, this means that the machine type is EUV. 
All other i’s are DUV/YS machine types. 

 mi Denotes the machines within each machine type i, where m = 1,2,…, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟. 
 t Denotes the time periods with t = 0,1,2,…,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏. 

 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚 
Denotes a fraction of the relative additional cost for cross trained engineers compared to DUV/YS or EUV 
engineers. The additional costs are caused by additional training. 
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After calculating the fitness values, a selection rule decides which individuals from the 
last generation will be used for the following generation. These individuals are the 
parents. During this study both the parents and offspring solutions will be tested for 
having the best solution. This is called elitism, the best solution of the previous generation 
is always included in the next generation. This guarantees that the fitness will not 
degrade, whilst performing the genetic algorithm. The selection rule for selecting the 
parents is the so-called roulette wheel selection (Parent selection, 2019). In roulette 
wheel selection, the probability of becoming a parent for the next generation is 
proportional to its fitness. This means that individuals with a better fitness value, have a 
higher probability of becoming a parent. The probability 𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟 , of selecting individual 𝐵𝐵, is 
given in formula (5.3):  

𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟 = 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚
∑ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁
𝑗𝑗=1

  (5.3), where 𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 is the fitness value of 𝐵𝐵 and 𝑁𝑁 is the size of the generation. 

The selected values are the so-called parents. Ten values are selected for the following 
generation. This means that 20 tests are run every generation, ten parents tests and ten 
offspring tests. After testing for varying amount of selected values, the fitness values 
rapidly become worse for more than eight to ten selections. Therefore we have chosen to 
select ten fitness values. The parents are copied into offspring, and the offspring are 
clones of the parents. Then, genetic operators will be used in order to create new 
promising values for the offspring. New individuals (offspring) are created by the Order 
Crossover (OX). OX chooses a part of the parent and copies this to an offspring individual. 
The new individual will use a part of another parent in order to fill all values required to 
have a complete new individual. This is combined with mutation, which chooses a random 
numbers to replace part of some newly created individuals. The latter ensures that the 
genetic algorithm is able to find to global optimal values instead of local optimal values.  

The fitness values of the parents and offspring will be evaluated once more. This iterative 
process will be terminated, either when the predetermined number of generations has 
been met, or when a target fitness value is met. This study will end after a certain amount 
of generations, since the target value of zero costs cannot be met, whilst meeting 
availability and XLD constraints. The amount of generations has been selected based on 
the optimal result for each generation and a visual inspections of the outcome of the 
Genetic Algorithm. The best results per generation can be retrieved during and after 
performing the SBO. Visual inspection of simulation confirms whether a plateau has been 
formed and if the fitness-values does not improve anymore (see figure 22). We have 
chosen for 7 generations as the prespecified number of generations. By selecting 7 
generations, all the optimal values remained constant for at least the last 3 generations.  

In order to initialize a GA in Tecnomatix, the following steps have to be completed. First 
the optimizer must be stated. The description of optimizer in Tecnomatix will include the 
optimization function, as well as the mentioned constraints. Thus, ensuring that the 
constraints will be met and the cost function will be minimized. The duration of the GA 
depends on a prespecified number of generations, also stated in the optimizer. We have 
chosen for 7 generations as the prespecified number of generations. By selecting 7 
generations, all the optimal values remained constant for at least the last 3 generations. 
The XLD and work times are moving average values and need to be update constantly 
throughout the simulation. Whereas the availability of a machine is a long-term measure. 
By changing the FTE levels, which is done by the GA based on previous simulation results, 
the constraints and cost function outcomes will change. Therefore, during each simulation 
run, this will be the only values which will differ from a previous simulation run.  
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5.2 Implementation in Tecnomatix 

 

Figure 21 - Simulation run sequence in Tecnomatix 

Figure 21 shows a graphical representation of how Tecnomatix handles a simulation run. 
Firstly, engineers need to be defined and their skills need to be stated. This needs to be 
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done prior to initialization. Otherwise the engineers are not initialized properly. 
Subsequently the initialization starts. Here creating a source is created. Sources allow for 
a time between failures distribution to create failure. Additionally, 1st,2nd & 3rd line 
stations are created, first line stations, will handle first line repairs. In combination with 
an escalation probability, it is determined, if failures are repaired or there is a need for a 
2nd or later even to a 3rd station. At this stage also the required initialization period and 
simulation duration is stated. Then, for each machine type the source and the stations 
must be filled with their appropriate failure and repair distributions. Additionally, a 
priority is included, based on the type of machine.  

Hereafter the EventController, which controls time during the simulation in Tecnomatix, 
must start the actual simulation. Subsequently failures might arrive which is depicted in 
the Failure handling box. If a failure arrives, the source will stop producing failures. The 
latter since a machine cannot fail, whilst it has already failed and is being repaired. After 
the initialization period, failure starting data will be stored in a database. Subsequently it 
is checked if there are sufficient available engineers at the engineer dispatching policy.  

If there are sufficient engineers, they will be dispatched to the failure according to the 
dispatching policy of which engineers to send. If there are no engineers available, 
constant checks will be performed. If sufficient engineers are available, the failures will 
be repaired in order determined by the queuing policy. Subsequently the dispatching of 
engineers also follows 4.5.2. Note that the available engineers, changes per shift. It might 
differ due to capacity differences, vacations and training. 

Engineers are sent to the 1st line station, where they try to repair the machine. Data of 
this event will be recorded if the simulation time exceeds the initialization time. This can 
either result into a repaired machine, or in escalation to a 2nd line station. Similarly, a 2nd 
line repair can result into a repair or to an escalation to a 3rd line station. A 3rd line station 
always will result into a repair. After a repair occurs data of this event will be recorded. 
The recording of times only starts, if the simulation time exceeds the initialization time. 

This process will continue until the simulation time reaches the prespecified simulation 
duration. Hereafter the simulation is stopped. Subsequently the performance of the 
system must be determined.  

Note that this representation consists of a single simulation run. However, this can be 
extended towards the desired use in Genetic Algorithms. The simulation run represents 
the 1st and 2nd step in the Figure 15 - Genetic Algorithm procedure.  

5.2.1 Verification and validation 
This section discusses the verification and validation of the simulation model. 
Subsequently, it gives the verification and validation of the SBO.  

5.2.1.1 Verification of the simulation model 
Verification is the procedure of confirming that the simulation matches the assumptions 
and restrictions as stated by the redesigned model. Verification is required in order to 
confirm that the simulation is able to represent the redesigned model specifications. 

The verification of the model takes place by using both static and dynamic tests. Static 
testing checks whether there are defects in the simulation, without executing the 
simulation. Static walk-throughs are used, in order to evaluate system behaviour (e.g. are 
events being handled in the prespecified order in the code and are all requirements 
included in the simulation).  
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Dynamic testing tests the behavior of the simulation under various scenarios. The output 
of simulations is tested for different input values. Manual analysis take place in order to 
determine if the output verifies the simulation. One performed dynamic test follows the 
traces. This means that the sequence of events are followed (e.g. a failure comes in, then 
the failure must be placed in the queue). Traces are evaluated based on the premise that 
they to behave similarly to the situation described in the redesign. Moreover, degeneracy 
testing is applied (e.g. does the system have an increasing amount of failures waiting over 
time, when the failure rates are higher than the repair rates). Besides degeneracy tests, 
other extreme condition tests are applied (e.g. is the availability of a machine 100%, if the 
duration of a failure is 0). Pseudo random seed values are implemented and the results in 
order to determine whether the results are consistent. Being able to control the seed 
values is required in order to replicate results.  

5.2.1.2 Validation of the simulation model 
Validation checks the accuracy of the simulations representation of the actual repair 
process, done by engineers. Event validity can be checked for real life values (e.g. 
historical performance of SLA’s). Face validity is being implemented next to event validity 
to see if the model behaviour and outcomes (e.g. SLA’s) are reasonable, by expert 
opinion. Table 4 denotes the absolute difference between the actual availability & 
working hours versus the simulation availability & working hours. The differences for the 
availability are quite small. Due to the fact that failure and repair rates are calculated by 
aggregating 3 sites, small differences are acceptable. Especially NXE and NXT-Sustaining 
encounter a high failure time variability. Therefore it is not unexpected that they have 
the highest absolute difference in availability. The amount of working hours have slightly 
higher differences. However this can be explained by the assumption to omit the break 
times in the simulation. Since the actual measures do not differ significantly from the 
actual measures, the model is deemed to be verified.  

 

Table 4 - verification simulation 

5.2.1.3 Verification and validation of the SBO 
Verification is required in order to confirm that the SBO is able to represent the 
redesigned model specifications. The SBO differs from the simulation, since it includes the 
optimization of the number of required engineers. In order to verify the SBO, a static test 
as well as dynamic tests have been performed. In the static test there is a walkthrough of 
the code of the selection rules for parent selections, the calculation of the fitness values  
and rules for termination of the GA. 
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The dynamic tests are evaluated similarly as 
with the verification of the simulation. An 
increasing amount of tests is being applied 
until the SBO outcome does not improve for  
more than 3 subsequent generations. The best 
solution, denoted as the red line in figure 22, 
will decrease gradually. The gradual decrease 
of the costs was as expected, better solutions 
will be found after running more scenario’s 
and selecting the best scenario’s for further 
testing. Moreover, degeneracy testing is 
applied. This tests what happens when applying 

extreme (input) values in the system (e.g. does the simulation have an increasing amount 
of failures waiting over time, when the failure rates are higher than the repair rates). 
Additionally, other extreme condition tests are applied (e.g. are the downtime costs 0, if 
the duration of a failure is 0).  

Validation of the SBO is required in order to determine if the SBO is able minimize the 
costs, whilst meeting the constraints. The goal of the capacity planning is aligned with the 
goal of the SBO. The SBO is able to minimize the costs, whilst meeting the SLA constraints. 
This is the desired output which the capacity planning must have. Therefore, we can argue 
that the SBO is validated.  

Figure 22 - Example labor and training costs Location 3 
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6. Case study 
After having discussed the implementation of a redesigned model in a simulation, this 
section will discuss the case study. Firstly, the case selection is explained. Secondly, the 
rules for initializing the simulation is given. Thirdly, the simulation can be started, which 
leads to results. Fourthly, an analysis based on the results is performed.  

6.1 Case selection 

       

Table 5 - Location 1              Table 6 – Location 2   Table 7 – Location 3 

Table 5, table 6 & table 7 show the current characteristics of each of the three selected 
sites for this case study. These 3 sites have been anonymized as Location 1,2 and 3. The 
left column of each table shows the different machines types. TSD, TSW, NXT-Sustaining, 
NXT New, YS-350 and YS-Sustaining machines are DUV/YS machines. NXE machines are EUV 
machines. The middle column of each table shows the amount of machines per machine 
type. The right column of each table shows the amount of engineers required per skill. 
The upper value of the right column shows the total amount of DUV/YS engineers. The 
lower value of the right column shows the total amount of NXE engineers. 

These selected originate from South-Korea. It has been explained that South-Korea has 
sites which both have DUV/YS and EUV machines. The effects of combining the 
engineering groups can be taken into account at such sites. One can also use these sites in 
order to analyze the performance of engineering groups separately. This means that one 
simulation can measure the performance of DUV/YS as well EUV, without allowing cross-
training. The redesigned model is able to calculate the expected required capacity when 
cross-training is allowed or when it is not allowed. From the tables above it can be 
observed, that the selected sites have different amount of machines. Also the mix, the 
ratio of EUV (NXE) and DUV/YS, is different.  

The tables 5, 6 and 7 include the amount of machines per machine type at a location. 
They also show the number of engineers currently allocated to DUV/YS and the number of 
engineers currently allocated to EUV (NXE) machines. These values can serve as a starting 
point for the Genetic Algorithm. Such values are a better starting point, as starting from 
zero. These values will be closer to the optimal value, since they are already based on an 
existing capacity planning. Using these values as initial values increases speed of the 
genetic algorithm and reduces the amount of generations in the GA. 

FTE
TSD 2

TSW
0

NXT-Sustaining 0
NXT New 2
YS-350 3
YS-Sustaining 1
NXE 3 16

Characteristics Location 1

6

FTE
TSD 54
TSW 14
NXT-Sustaining 15
NXT New 12
YS-350 6
YS-Sustaining 4
NXE 7 38

Characteristics Location 2

52

FTE
TSD 84
TSW 5
NXT-Sustaining 15
NXT New 25
YS-350 7
YS-Sustaining 4
NXE 2 14

Characteristics Location 3

56
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Table 8 - Probability of escalation 

Table 8 gives the probabilities of escalation. The escalation is given per machine type. The 
2nd column gives the probability that a 1st line failures becomes a 2nd line failure. The third 
and last column states  

6.2 Number of replications, simulation duration and initialization 
period 
After having introduced the selected sites, some decisions regarding the setup of our 
model has to be made. Law (2014), argues that in order to draw any statistical conclusions 
of a simulation model, the following needs to be clear prior to simulation:  

• Number of replications  
• Simulation duration 
• Initialization period 

The created simulation is a so-called nonterminating simulation. According to Law (2014), 
this is a simulation for which there is no natural event to specify the length of a run.  

6.2.1 Number of replications 
The length of a run is dependent of the number of runs. The amount of required runs is 
based on a procedure established by Law (2014). This procedure needs to be performed 
for different simulation durations, since the duration of simulation in combination with 
the number of replications affect the desired precision of the simulation study. Formula 
(5.1) states how to calculate the interval half length, which is required for Law’s 
procedure. 

𝛿𝛿(𝐵𝐵,𝛼𝛼) = 𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟−1,1−𝛼𝛼/2�
𝐹𝐹2(𝑖𝑖)
𝑖𝑖

       (5.1) 

Where, 𝛿𝛿(𝐵𝐵,𝛼𝛼) is the so-called interval half length, 𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟−1,1−𝛼𝛼/2 is the student-t value,𝐹𝐹2(𝐵𝐵) is 
the variance estimate and 𝐵𝐵 is the number of runs. 

Formula (5.2) states how to calculate the adjusted relative error, which is required for 
Law’s procedure. 

𝛾𝛾′ = 𝛾𝛾
(1 + 𝛾𝛾)�          (5.2) 

Where, 𝛾𝛾′ is the adjusted relative error and 𝛾𝛾 the actual relative error. 

The following procedure is as follows, as cited from Law (2014):  

0. “Make 𝐵𝐵0 replications of the simulation and set 𝐵𝐵 = 𝐵𝐵0 

Machine 
type 

Escalation 
probability 
to 2nd 

Escalation 
probability 
to 3rd 

TSD 9% 1% 
TSW 7% 1% 
NXT-

Sustaining 10% 1% 
NXT New 12% 4% 

NXE 18% 6% 
YS-350 11% 1% 

YS-
Sustaining 18% 1% 
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1. Compute 𝑋𝑋�(𝐵𝐵) and 𝛿𝛿(𝐵𝐵,𝛼𝛼) from 𝑋𝑋1,𝑋𝑋2, … ,𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖, where 𝑋𝑋� is the unbiased point 
estimator of µ. 

2. If 𝛿𝛿(𝐵𝐵,𝛼𝛼)/|𝑋𝑋�(𝐵𝐵)| ≤ 𝛾𝛾′, use 𝑋𝑋�(𝐵𝐵) as the same point estimate for µ and stop. 
Equivalently, 𝐼𝐼(𝛼𝛼, 𝛾𝛾) = 𝑋𝑋�(𝐵𝐵) − 𝛿𝛿(𝐵𝐵,𝛼𝛼),𝑋𝑋�(𝐵𝐵) + 𝛿𝛿(𝐵𝐵,𝛼𝛼)   (5.3)         
Formula 5.3 is an approximate 100(1 − 𝛼𝛼), confidence interval for µ with the 
desired precision. Otherwise, replace n by n+1, make an additional replication of 
the simulation and go to step 1.” 

6.2.2 Initialization period 
Welch’s graphical procedure can be used to determine the warm-up period (Law, 2014), 
which consists of 4 steps: 

1. Make at least 5 replications of a simulation, where the simulation duration is large 
(e.g. 2 years).  

2. Create average process estimates, which result into average process has the same 
mean curve as the original process, but the variance has reduced to 1/10th of its 
original value 

3. Transfer the average process value into moving average values over time.  
4. Plot the smoothed values. The warm-up period is the period up to time, where the 

smoothing values have converged.  

For a detailed description on how to perform this procedure see Law (2014, p. 514-515). 
Welch procedure may require a large number of replications if simulation contain highly 
variable processes. This implies that various test each with a different number of 
replications need to be performed. This in order to see if the warm-up period remains 
stable. In our situation 5 proved to be sufficient. Law (2014) argues that the procedure is 
partially subjective.    

6.2.3 Simulation duration 
It has been identified that the simulation can be classified as nonterminating. Obtaining 
simulation results with a specified precision, such as a 95% confidence interval, are 
dependent on the number of replications and the time of termination of a simulation 
(Law, 2014). The duration of a simulation will be determined by the time when to 
terminate a simulation run. Therefore the precision of results is dependent on the number 
of replications in combination with the duration of a simulation. The number of 
replications, as well as the simulation duration have to be configured in such a way, that 
the required precision levels will be obtained. Based on the desired precision levels, the 
procedure as described in section 6.1.1, number of replications, can be used. This 
procedure determines how to obtain the desired number of replication, in order to meet 
certain precision levels.  

However the number of replications desired to obtain a certain precision levels, are 
influenced by the duration of a simulation. It can be argued that the procedure described 
in 6.1.1 must be performed for different simulation durations. There exist two approaches 
in order to determine the duration of simulations, fixed-sample-size procedures and 
sequential procedures. In the fixed-sample-size procedures, a simulation duration of an 
arbitrary length is performed. Subsequently from one of multiple methods can be applied 
in order to confidence interval. However, Law (2014) argues that such procedures have 
problems with the variance of point estimator, required in the procedure in 6.1.1. 
Therefore sequential procedures are selected in order to determine the duration of a 
simulation. These are procedures in which the simulation duration is increased, until the 
confidence interval meets the required precision. An adequate sequential procedure has 
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been developed by Law and Carson (1979). It tests for a large simulation duration. 
Subsequently, the time measured within the performed simulation is increased and, and it 
is tested if the output in combination with the procedure in 6.1.1, give the desired 
precision. The time is increased until the output is able to obtain the required precision.  

6.3 Results 
This section presents the outcome of the SBO. Different scenarios have been performed. 
First there is a distinction in which costs are taken into account. This can either be the 
labor and training costs of engineers, or this can be the labor and training costs and the 
downtime costs. The downtime costs are the costs of lost revenue for a customer. ASML 
themselves do not have direct downtime costs. For EUV machines the costs are estimated 
around $20000 dollar per hour per machine (Lubbers, 2016). The assumption has been 
made that only the prioritized machine types require downtime costs. The downtime costs 
for NXT are half of the EUV costs, due to less output. Additionally, cross-trained engineers 
may or may not be present at a site. This section can help to identify the benefits of 
having cross-trained engineers.  

6.3.1 Simulation results: no cross-training & only labor and training costs 
The results for no cross-training & including labor and training costs are denoted in table 
9. Note that these results are in the range of the current labor and training planning. For 
both Location 2 as well as Location 1, the amount of NXE FTE’s decreases slightly. The 
amount of DUV/YS FTE’s allocated to Location 1 increases. This is due to the limited 
amount of FSE’s and machines at this site. In order be able to perform maintenance 24/7, 
more FSE’s seem to be required. The opposite has occurred at Location 2. There are so 
many machines and FSE’s, that the capacity is large enough to buffer the SLA’s. 
Therefore, the amount of DUV/YS engineers is reduced at this location. It seems 
overstaffing took place. 

                         Site 
Measure Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 
DUV/YS Engineers 10 23 32 
EUV Engineers 12 32 10 
Costs (x100000) 22 55 42 

6.3.2 Simulation results: cross-training & only labor and training costs 
The results for cross-training & including labor and training costs are denoted in table 10. 
Compared to section 6.3.1, the costs decrease. The difference in costs can be attributed 
to the cross-trained engineers. Cross-training has led to lower required FSE’s capacities at 
the sites. Note that few FSE’s, of the total number of FSE’s at a site, are cross-trained. 
This implies that cross-training a small part of the total number of FSE’s has major costs 
benefits. This is in line with the findings by literature on this topic. It is important to 
observe that how bigger the site (more machines), the higher the reduction of costs is due 
to cross-training. 

                        Site 
Measure Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 
DUV/YS Engineers 12 23 26 
EUV Engineers 5 13 4 
Cross-trained Engineers 3 4 3 

Table 9 - labor and training costs, without cross-training 
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Costs (x100000) 20.3 40.4 33.3 
 

6.3.3 Simulation results: no cross-training & capacity and downtime costs 
The results for no cross-training & including value chain costs are denoted in table 11. 
Including the downtime costs has never been discussed with the customers. Therefore, 
this is only a preliminary research towards the future. The amount of engineers required 
compared to the previous 2 section more than doubled. This implies that the cost savings 
are at least equally high as the costs of all those additional engineers. Therefore, this 
proves that reducing the downtime costs could be beneficial for both ASML as for their 
customer. Also note that the costs are far higher than the costs stated in sections 6.3.1 
and 6.3.2.. This confirms that a lot of potential revenue is lost due to downtime. 
Therefore it confirms our  

                        Site 
Measure Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 
DUV/YS Engineers 22 31 56 
EUV Engineers 27 52 71 
Costs (x100000) 38 127 165 

 

6.3.4 Simulation results: cross-training & capacity and downtime costs 
The results for this scenario are denoted in table 12. Since cross-training has a positive 
effect on the performance of machine, this is the best situation to assess the downtime 
costs. It might also be the most realistic assumption to include cross-training. Including 
the downtime costs has never been discussed with the customers. Therefore, this is only a 
preliminary research towards the future. In the future both engineering groups are likely 
to have merged. The downtime gave exceptionally high costs. The amount of engineers 
required compared to the previous 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 almost doubled. This implies that the 
downtime cost savings are at least equally high as the costs of all the additional engineers. 
Therefore, this proves that reducing the downtime costs could be beneficial for both ASML 
as for their customer. The total amount of cross-trained engineers are roughly 1/3 of the 
total amount of engineers at a site. Note that the costs in the cross-trained scenario are 
lower than the scenario without cross-training in 6.3.3.. This is as expected since less 
engineers are required. This confirms the statement that by having relatively few cross-
trained employees, the costs can be reduced. The cost saving are relatively small, 
compared to the difference between scenario’s  6.3.1 and 6.3.2.. This can be attributed 
to the fact that in this scenario the majority of the costs will be caused by downtime 
costs, rather than the labor and training costs of the amount of engineers. Therefore, the 
reduction of the labor and training costs will have a lower impact on the total costs. As 
was the case for 6.3.2, the bigger the site, the higher the reduction of costs is due to 
cross-training.

                         Site 
Measure Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 
DUV/YS Engineers 12 37 22 
EUV Engineers 16 9 42 
Cross-trained Engineers 17 13 26 
Costs (x100000) 36 124 161 

 

Table 10 - labor and training costs, with cross-training 

Table 11 – labor and training costs & downtime costs, without cross-training 

Table 12 – capacity & downtime costs, with cross-training 
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6.3.5 Sensitivity analysis 
 

                         Site 
Scenario Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 
A1       
A2       
A3       
A4       
A5       
B1       
B2       
B3       
B4       
B5       
C1       
C2       
C3       
C4       
C5       
D1       
D2       
D3       
D4       
D5       

Table 13 - Sensitivity Analysis different failure rates 

                         Site 
Scenario Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 
A1       
A2       
A3       
A4       
A5       
B1       
B2       
B3       
B4       
B5       
C1       
C2       
C3       
C4       
C5       
D1       
D2       
D3       
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D4       
D5       

 Table 14 - Sensitivity Analysis different repair rates 

 

6.3.6 Analysis 
The redesigned capacity planning model is able to include buffering. This helps to counter 
the negative effects caused by variability in failure and repair times. In 6.3.1. Location 1, 
might require additional DUV/YS engineers in order for engineers to be available during all 
shifts. However for larger sites, relatively less FSE’s are required per machine. The large 
number of machines and FSE’s, make it easier for the FSE’s to act like a capacity buffer. 
Since, the engineers are a capacity buffer proves that the capacity planning works and 
that indeed variability does play a role. However, this buffer can be reduced as stated in 
6.3.1.. Additionally it can be stated that compared to the current planning, there are too 
many EUV engineers. Previously the EUV SLA’s did not meet their targets and many 
engineers were assigned to the EUV machines. Since the performance of the machines has 
improved, there is a surplus of FSE engineers. 

It can be stated that having cross-training engineers is an effective method for reducing 
the effects of variability. Both 6.3.2 and 6.3.4. show that the costs are reduced by 
introducing  By implementing cross-trained engineers the costs are reduced, whilst 
meeting the SLA’s. Moreover, only a small amount of cross-trained engineers are required 
in order to obtain this effect. Since some EUV engineers have prior experience with 
DUV/YS, they can easily be transformed to cross-trained engineers. This could quickly lead 
to costs savings or improved performance.  

Minimizing the value chain costs results into a large amount of FSE’s at the sites. The 
downtime costs are apparently higher than the costs of hiring FSE’s. This shows that 
minimizing the downtime has a large potential in reducing the lost revenue for customers. 
If ASML and their customer cooperate they are able to increase their profitability.  
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7. Discussion 
This section gives a summary of the research in section 7.1. Lastly, the limitations and 
recommendations are stated in section 7.2.  

7.1 Summary  
ASML Business Planning has the task to establish a capacity planning for the annual 
expected amount of required Field Service Engineers (FSE’s). They should minimize the 
costs, whilst meeting the SLA’s as agreed with the customers. ASML has two SLA’s: 
Extreme Long Downs (XLD’s) and availability of machines. This research focuses on 
including variability of failure and repair times into the workforce capacity planning 
model.  

The research starts by describing the problem. The current capacity planning of FSE’s is 
not modelled after the actual maintenance process. The current capacity planning model 
makes use of the average working hours per machine in order to determine the expected 
number of required engineers. However, this model is not able to include variability of 
failures and repair times into the capacity planning. The two SLA’s depend on the 
downtime. The waiting time component of the downtime increases due to high variability. 
The high variability causes multiple downs at the same time, which leads to a lack of 
available engineers. This causes waiting times, meaning that failed machines have to wait 
for engineers until the repair can be started. In order to calculate the downtimes and 
SLA’s, it is necessary to include the effects of variability into the capacity planning.  

The research proceeds by obtaining insights into the causes and impact of variability. 
Outages and repair times are the main causes for variability in the maintenance process 
for ASML. Having a high variability has an impact on the capacity of FSE’s and downtime of 
a failure. Buffering or buffer flexibility can be used in order to counter the negative 
effects of variability. ASML is required to meet the SLA’s, which depend on downtimes. 
They solve this by buffering (increasing) the amount of engineers until they meet the 
SLA’s.  

Engineers can either have DUV/YS skills or EUV skills. This limits the amount of machine 
types an engineer can repair. In the future, the engineering groups are combined. This 
enables engineers to become flexible and learn both skills. Such engineers are called 
cross-trained engineers. This is an example of buffer flexibility. A limited amount of cross-
trained engineers can be used as a cheap measure, to counter the negative effects of 
variability. Cross-trained engineers are able to perform the most urgent failures, both on 
DUV/YS machines as well as EUV machines.  

In order to include variability, the capacity planning model is redesigned. The redesign 
does not depend on the average hours required per machine anymore, but is modelled 
after the maintenance process. The maintenance process follows the steps taken in order 
to repair a failure. In short, maintenance has the following processes: A failure arrives and 
enters a queue. There it waits until sufficient engineers are available. When sufficient 
engineers are available, the repair starts. The repair ends or the failure is escalated. If a 
failure is escalated, then additional engineers are called in order to repair the failure. 
Finally, a failure is always completely repaired. In addition to this process, also priority 
rules and rules for selecting the right engineers are explained. The goal of the redesign is 
to minimize the costs, whilst meeting the SLA’s. Simulation Based Optimization proved to 
be only viable method for representing the problem in a redesigned model. Other methods 
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could not represent the downtime in an exact formula and cope with a varying number of 
required engineers. 

The Simulation Based Optimization (SBO) represent the maintenance process and includes 
the SLA’s as a constraint. The goal of the SBO is to minimize the costs involved. The SBO 
does this by implementing a genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm uses the results of a 
previous simulation to improve the results of the next simulation. This results into a near 
optimal solution. 

The goal of thesis was to investigate the influence of variability on the capacity planning. 
This research shows that variability has an impact on the duration of the SLA’s. Therefore, 
it should be considered in the capacity planning. The failure and repair times are the two 
important causes of the variability. 

Sites with many machines have more engineers available for repairs. The engineers at such 
sites are a capacity buffer. Such sites are less susceptible to multiple downs since they 
have more engineers available. This reduces the negative effect of variability. However if 
events like multiple downs occur at smaller sites, then the performance would degrade 
more. Such sites only have a few engineers available at any time. The capacity planning 
shows that larger sites should relatively have less engineers per machine, compared to 
smaller sites.  

The previous chapter shows the usefulness of cross-trained engineers for the case study. 
The costs can be decreased and/or the performance also can be improved. Furthermore, 
it is not only an effective measure, but it is also easy to implement. Currently, there 
already are engineers with experiences on both DUV/YS as well as EUV machines. Such 
engineers are able to become cross-trained engineer. They require both DUV/YS as well as 
EUV training in order to maintain their skills. Other engineers only require training for one 
of the two skills. Compared to the buffering alternative of hiring additional FSE’s, cross-
training is cheaper and it is quicker to implement than hiring and training new FSE’s.  

Lastly there has been an investigation into the effects of minimizing the value chain costs. 
The costs minimization still lead to very high costs, which suggests that very high cost 
reductions are made by reducing downtime. The capacity planning requires many FSE’s at 
the sites. This shows that minimizing the downtime has a large potential in reducing the 
lost revenue for customers. The costs of hiring many engineers is lower than reduction in 
downtime costs. This is an interesting opportunity for ASML and their customers, since 
there is a large cost-savings potential. 

7.2 Recommendations & Limitations  
The most important phases of the maintenance process have been included into the 
simulation model. However, the redesign has limitations to a certain extent. Not every 
aspect is fully covered and not every assumption is completely realistic. This section gives 
recommendations, discusses the limitations and proposes possible extensions for future 
research. 

The redesigned capacity planning model shows that the site size has an impact on the 
amount of engineers which are required. Large sites have a buffer of engineers. The 
redesign takes this into account. Larger sites should relatively have less engineers per 
machine, compared to smaller sites. Therefore, we recommend that large sites should 
receive relatively less engineers per machine. 
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It can be stated that using cross-training engineers is an effective method for reducing the 
effects of variability. By implementing cross-trained engineers the costs are reduced, 
whilst meeting the SLA’s. Moreover, only a small amount of cross-trained engineers are 
required in order to obtain this effect. Therefore, we recommend the use of a limited 
amount of cross-trained engineers in the workforce. Preferably by using EUV engineers 
have prior experience with DUV/YS machines.  

When value chain costs are considered for assessing the capacity planning, then high cost 
reductions can be made by minimizing the downtime. Many engineers are required in 
order to minimize the downtime costs. This shows that minimizing the downtime has a 
large potential in reducing the lost revenue for customers. This is an interesting 
opportunity for ASML and their customers in order to decrease the overall costs. The 
benefits need to be investigated in more detail. We propose a discussion between ASML 
and their customers, in order to see if they both can benefit from the value chain 
approach.  

The failure and repair rates in this research have been based on data from the time-
writing and failure databases. The assumption has been made that the databases are fully 
accurate. The failure database is deemed to be accurate. However, the data from the 
time-writing database is flawed to a certain extent. The time-writing is not performed 
directly after repairs, engineers are not motivated to fill out the time-writing and not all 
failures are described extensively. It is recommended that ASML explains the use of time-
writing to their FSE’s. This is an incentive for the FSE’s to accurately fill out the time-
writing. Additionally, ASML could look into providing tools (e.g. Negotiate the right to 
bring laptops into a fab, with the customers) to engineers in order to fill out the time-
writing as quickly as possible. Such measures would also improve the completeness of the 
repair duration data.     

The costs for cross-trained engineers are assumed to increase by the training costs for 
DUV/YS. Currently, the EUV engineers have prior experience on DUV/YS machines. 
However, in the future new EUV engineers might not have any DUV/YS experience. 
Therefore, additional training (costs) might be required to train cross-trained engineers.. 
Including this into the capacity planning would make the costs estimations more accurate. 
Especially when it might become necessary to hire new engineers, with no DUV/YS 
experience. 

The assumption has been made that failure rates and repair rates do not differ throughout 
the time horizon of the capacity planning. However due to upgrades or improved/changed 
repair procedures, the failure and repair rates might alter throughout a year. Also the 
learning curve of engineers might improve the repair rates over time. This has not been 
included into the redesigned capacity planning. A topic for future research can be to 
incorporate changing failure and repair rates into the capacity planning. This would make 
the capacity planning more accurate and flexible to changes (E.g. updating the failure 
rate after an upgrade has been made). 

The downtime costs are largely based on the downtime costs of EUV machines. The 
assumption has been made that only NXT New and EUV machines encounter downtime 
costs/lost revenue. This assumption seems relatively fair since they are the most critical 
processes. However, additional research could be conducted into extending the downtime 
costs to all machine types. Moreover, the downtime costs might differ for each individual 
customer. Since the reduction in lost revenue depends on the customer, an investigation 
needs to be performed for each customer. This should verify whether the value chain costs 
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approach is beneficial for a specific customer. However, in general it seems a very 
promising approach to evaluate the costs.    

The redesigned capacity planning model is only able to obtain the required capacity for 1st 
line engineers. However, also 2nd and 3rd line engineers are required in the maintenance 
process. Future research could extend the redesigned simulation. The assumption has 
been made that there is ample 2nd and 3rd line capacity. This seems reasonably fair, since 
there are relatively many of such engineers, compared to the occurrence such failures. 
Additionally, they often can work off-site. While interviewing engineers, no indication was 
given that waiting for 2nd or 3rd line engineers currently causes delays. By including 2nd and 
3rd line engineers their capacity levels also can be optimized. This may lead to increased 
performance and decrease labor costs. Additionally, an extension could optimize the costs 
for 1st, 2nd and 3rd line engineers, whilst meeting the SLA’s. Including the 2nd and 3rd line 
into the capacity planning model will create a complete capacity planning for all FSE’s. 

A possible extension might be the inclusion of preventive maintenance. It can be stated 
that in the current situation only corrective maintenance or preventive maintenance that 
behaves like corrective maintenance takes place. However this research could be 
extended to include preventive maintenance. By doing so, possible improvements in SLA’s 
and reduction caused by preventive maintenance could be discussed with customers. This 
might lead to an increased adaptation of preventive maintenance schedules, which ASML 
suggests.  

This research confirms the evidence found in literature. Having cross-trained engineers 
leads to a reduction of costs for similar performance. The results support that having 
relatively few cross-trained engineers results into less negative effects caused by 
variability. The additional labor and training costs for cross-trained engineers are offset by 
the reduction of costs caused by having fewer DUV/YS & EUV engineers.  

This research shows that simulation is a viable option for creating a workforce capacity 
planning model for complex problems, where traditional methods (e.g. MILP or Queuing 
Theory) are unable to model the problem. There exist many short-term workforce 
capacity planning simulation models for hospital and call-center staffing problems. The 
redesigned model is one of few long-term workforce capacity planning models for 
maintenance staff. Simulation must be implemented if there a varying number of 
employees is required for different failures and if the duration of failures depend on the 
duration of other failures. Further research can identify problems settings other than 
maintenance, hospital and call-center, where simulation is can be required. A complex 
manufacturing workforce capacity planning might be an example of such a problem.  

Lastly we want to address the value chain costs examined in this research. This research 
shows that the integration of downtime costs leads to a different capacity planning. More 
engineers should be hired, since the costs savings offset the labour and training costs of 
additional engineers. This research shows there is a potential for costs saving for ASML and 
their customers. However the integration of costs and profit is not only limited for 
downtimes. Various scenarios exists where integration of costs and profit may lead to 
improved capacity costs. Future research could examine how customers can integrate 
some profits and costs in order to reduce costs or improve profitability. 
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Appendix 1 – ASML Organization Chart 
 

 

Figure 23 – ASML organizational structure (About ASML, 2019) 

CS Business planning supported operations given in yellow 
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Appendix 2 – Business cycle planning 

 

Figure 24 - Business cycle planning at CS Business Planning (Introduction to apps, 2019 ) 

(CS Business Planning operations in blue boxes)  
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Appendix 3 – Excerpt time-writing  
Figure 25, is an excerpt from time-writing given in 
excel. The relevant time-writing data has been 
obtained from transferring SAP time-writing data, to 
the MySQL. Here it was processed and translated 
into an excel file, of which this figure is an example. 
It denotes which data is included in time-writing.    

Figure 25 - Excerpt time-writing 
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Appendix 4 – interview I 
Questions for FSE (US): 

1. How does a ‘normal’ working day looks like? What do you do and in what sequence? 

• Get in the office early, check mail, see what is going on check if machines are 
down. Depending on down. Pass down, with other shifts, in the morning. Here we 
discuss the ongoing problems and the issues from the previous shift. If there are 
ongoing issue(s), the problems are broken up and divided amongst engineers. Look 
at SO’s, when there are multiple issues. Often FSE’s are allocated to certain 
machines, and are required to monitor those machines, if there are no ongoing 
issues. I estimate that we are busy 60-80% of the time. 

2. How many engineers work during 1 shift? 

• There are 5 engineers, with one lead. The latter is in communication with 
customer and FSE’s. This person decides who might do certain tasks if a failure 
occurs. 

3. Are there specializations within teams? If so, how do you use this expertise? 

• In a real group everyone is watching over for each other. There is certainly 
expertise, within the group. Some might have training in resolving certain actions. 
The urgency of the failure might determine if a more specialized FSE goes to a 
certain failure. Otherwise “less” experienced employees might tag along to learn 
how to resolve an issue, in order to become more acquainted. This will help in 
performing tasks, when a more experienced might be unavailable. 

4. If a disturbance occurs, what are the steps you undertake? 

• Customer will call, or we see it ourselves via monitoring, where we can observe 
issues before they arise. The lead is informed. Subsequently the issue is handled as 
mentioned and given in figure 5 - maintenance procedure.  

5. How do you decide how many engineers work on a disturbance? 

• It depends on the issue, by consulting the team lead it can be determined how 
many will go to perform the action. It is mentioned that when someone is idle 
(doing nothing), this person also might come to help resolve an issue. This enables 
an engineer to learn or help to resolve an issue more quickly. Though the issue is 
frequently not resolved that much quicker, since only a limited amount of tests can 
be performed at once when troubleshooting. Moreover, the space within a fab 
might be limited, further reducing the need and the use of too many FSE’s. 

6. When does an escalation occurs? Is this based on expertise of the disturbance, or also 
on duration? 

• The data when resolving a problem is key. When we recognize something, we 
cannot handle or are unfamiliar with, we will choose to escalate. Time is also a 
major factor, longer down longer recalibration. When a lead calls, and we are still 
at a diagnosis of the problem phase, we might determine to escalate the problem. 

7. What happens if there is an escalation? Is this an iterative type of event? Does a 1st line 
engineer remain with the disrupted machine?  
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• In general, the same sequence of steps will be used as before. We will remain with 
the machine unless something exceptional occurs. Until the 2nd line engineers 
arrive, we will either further try to resolve the failure or we monitor machines. 

8. What happens if there are multiple downs? Is there priority of certain machines? How 
many engineers? Etc. 

• Depends on the customer. The customer dictates. Mostly the most expensive 
machines, will get priority. These are most often the newer types. The same rules 
apply as before, but the team lead will call the shots (in who does what), in 
combination with the customer.  

9. When do you have to work overtime? Can this be reduced?  

• There is limited amount of overtime. Overtime occurs when multiple people are 
sick, there are multiple machines (downs) issues or when a machine issue is nearly 
completed towards the end of a shift. The lead knows who to ask, often FTE’s with 
large commutes might have less overtime. In general, everyone goes the extra 
mile. 

10. Do you think that with additional training, you could perform more tasks? E.g. that the 
amount of escalations is reduced  

• For the overall machines, the 2nd line issues are too specialized. You have to know 
what you are exactly doing, in order to resolve issues quickly. It is faster to call in 
the 2nd line for certain issues, than trying it yourself. They will recognize certain 
issues, as they occur more frequently in all the sites they must serve. Whereas 
certain issues barely occur at our site.  

11. In time-writing, can 1 task be a combination of multiple tasks? 

• It is most often a combination of tasks. The major reason is that often there is no 
time for us to directly report. If we monitor machines, we have more time to do 
reporting and we will do administration for multiple issues, which have been 
resolved. 

12. Do you think time-writing is adequately depicts your daily tasks? 

• Some take it seriously, other not. It depends on the motivation towards time-
writing. We do not know what happens with the time-writing data. We receive 
little to no feedback, which helps us.   

13. Do you have additional comments, to reflect on your tasks?  

• Currently we are having growing pains. The organization nearly doubled in 2 years. 
Therefore, we have to guide a lot of junior people, which takes time. They strictly 
follow the guidelines. Perhaps if they would think out of the box, this would help 
improve our service towards the customers. The tooling is very bad, limited 
amount and not in the best condition.  
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Appendix 5 – interview II 
Questions for FSE (KR): 

1. How does a ‘normal’ working day looks like? What do you do and in what sequence? 

• We will have a pass down, with the previous shift. Here we will discuss what 
happened the previous shift, what we can expect during our shift and if there are 
already ongoing issues. The team lead will divide ongoing issues. We will check our 
mail if there is time. If there are no ongoing issues, we will start to monitor 
machines and do administration.  

2. How many engineers work during 1 shift? 

• Our shift consists of 8 engineers and 1 team lead. 

3. Are there specializations within teams? If so, how do you use this expertise? 

• There are people with more experience of different training. If required they will 
perform action on issues. If there are few ongoing issues, other FSE’s might go to 
issues, in order to obtain specific knowledge. This will help everyone to obtain 
knowledge. 

4. If a disturbance occurs, what are the steps you undertake? 

• First I contact the team lead. Subsequently I roughly follow the maintenance 
procedure steps. Which is diagnosis of the ongoing issue. Determining what is 
required for repairing the machine. Then, if possible, we will repair the machine. 
Subsequently we will report to the customer and to the lead. The administration is 
not possible within the fab. We do not do administration, after each issue. 

5. How do you decide how many engineers work on a disturbance? 

• This is determined by the lead. Either we will contact him after seeing anomalies, 
when monitoring, or the customers will contact him when an error occurs. Then he 
determines, depending on the expect problems, how many FSE’s will go. At initial 
diagnosis, more or less people might be required, but this is determined quickly. 

6. When does an escalation occurs? Is this based on expertise of the disturbance, or also 
on duration? 

• It has several reasons. The type of issue, the priority and the duration of an issue. 
If an issue is of a specific type, then protocol calls for escalation. If an issue if of 
such importance, then the problem might also be escalated quickly. When an 
ongoing issue takes too long, and it also might be escalated. 

7. What happens if there is an escalation? Is this an iterative type of event? Does a 1st line 
engineer remain with the disrupted machine?  

• We try to resolve the issue and gather as much information for the 2nd line engineer 
as possible. When the 2nd line arrives, we assist in fixing the problem. 

8. What happens if there are multiple downs? Is there priority of certain machines? How 
many engineers? Etc. 

• The team leader manages with customer. Mostly the new models will get prio if 
there are multiple ongoing issues at once. 
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9. When do you have to work overtime? Can this be reduced?  

• No not really, only when we are near completion of an ongoing issue. I think we 
already work long days, so more overtime is not possible. 

10. Do you think that with additional training, you could perform more tasks? E.g. that the 
amount of escalations is reduced? 

• Price of part of escalation is high. 

11. In time-writing, can 1 task be a combination of multiple tasks? 

• It often is a combination of multiple issues. It is hard to remember all we did. More 
efficient ways should become available. Many of us do not see the added benefit to 
our operations from time-writing, since it costs much time. 

12. Do you think time-writing is adequately depicts your daily tasks?  

• No, I don’t think so. It is difficult to say what I have done, when make the 
administration at a later point in time. 

13. Do you have additional comments, to reflect on your tasks? 

• Apart from having a high workload at times, not really.  
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Appendix 6 – interview III 
Questions for FSE (DE): 

1. How does a ‘normal’ working day looks like? What do you do and in what sequence? 

• I start with a team handover. Here we discuss with the previous shift what has 
happened during the previous shift, and if there are issues which need our 
attention right away. Then together with the lead, we will decide who does what 
that shift. If there are issues we will try to solve them. Otherwise we will monitor 
the machines. 

2. How many engineers work during 1 shift? 

• In our shift there are 5 FSE’s and 1 lead. 

3. Are there specializations within teams? If so, how do you use this expertise? 

• Well, some FSE’s have received training to obtain certain knowledge. But what 
often happens is that this person will then try and transfer this knowledge to the 
group. If there is a specific problem, he might go since he has more knowledge. But 
mostly everyone can go to each disturbance.  

4. If a disturbance occurs, what are the steps you undertake? 

• Mostly the steps you show me during the maintenance procedure. Though it does 
not necessarily happen that straightforward. Sometimes an issue exists out of 
multiple problems. Then you go back and forward to resolve that issue.  

5. How do you decide how many engineers work on a disturbance? 

• Mostly out of experience. When determining a problem, we can quickly determine 
how many engineers we need. Mostly the lead already has determined who goes 
where.  

6. When does an escalation occurs? Is this based on expertise of the disturbance, or also 
on duration? 

• It is twofold, either I would recognize that it is an issue I cannot resolve myself or 
it takes too long for me to resolve. In either way I would then discuss it, with the 
lead and escalate it. 

7. What happens if there is an escalation? Is this an iterative type of event? Does a 1st line 
engineer remain with the disrupted machine?  

• Either we contact the team lead, or the team lead has contacted us, we then 
determine, due to reasons I just mentioned to escalate the problem. The first line 
engineer stays with an ongoing issue. Only if the team lead in combination with the 
customer determine that my service is required elsewhere, I would go to another 
repair. This mostly occurs only when I cannot assist the 2nd line and there is an 
urgent matter elsewhere.  

8. What happens if there are multiple downs? Is there priority of certain machines? How 
many engineers? Etc. 

• The team lead discusses with the customer, which machines have priority. Only if 
the problems are urgent we will immediately drop a repair which we are doing at 
that moment in time. 
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9. When do you have to work overtime? Can this be reduced?  

• Only if many people are ill, there is vacation period or issues are nearly completed. 
Sometimes the planning leads to overtime, since more people are off, and we need 
to get the machines up before ending the shift. 

10. Do you think that with additional training, you could perform more tasks? E.g. that the 
amount of escalations is reduced? 

• Possibly we could learn to recognize certain problems. But I believe that we could 
not perform 2nd line tasks on our own. They are too specialized or simply would 
take too long for us to perform on our own.  

11. In time-writing, can 1 task be a combination of multiple tasks? 

• It depends. If I have time after or during an issue, I can directly report what I do. 
Otherwise afterwards it is easier to summarize my actions over 1 machine.  

12. Do you think time-writing is adequately depicts your daily tasks?  

• Yes, reasonably well. It roughly says what I did during the shift. 

13. Do you have additional comments, to reflect on your tasks? 

• I really enjoy working, with our team. You learn something every day. 
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Appendix 7 – Distribution fitting 
 
Estimating parameters 
Estimating the distribution parameters, is required for comparing the theoretical 
distributions with the actual performance. Estimating parameters is done with the 
obtained data. Estimation of the distribution parameters can be done with various 
methods. Ricci (2005), identifies three major methods for estimating the parameters: 
 

1. Analogic method 
2. Moment Matching Estimation (MME) 
3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 

 
The analogic method estimates the parameters, by using the function of the empirical 
data. E.g. using the mean of the obtained data, in order to estimate mean of the 
estimate. Alternatively one could use the methods of moments. The estimates are derived 
from equating the empirical moments, with the theoretical distribution moments. The 
MME’s are simple to compute. However there might be difficulties in obtaining them. 
Additionally, they might not be as optimal as other methods. Formula (A1) shows the 
formula for obtaining moments. In this formula 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗 is the j-th moment, n is the number of 
observations and 𝑋𝑋𝑟𝑟

𝑗𝑗 is the distribution based on the sample moments X. 
 
𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗 = 1

𝑖𝑖
∑ 𝑋𝑋𝑟𝑟

𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟=1           (A1) 

 
It can be argued, that MME values could be the initialization point of other estimates 
methods (Heckert et al., 2012). One of such estimates methods is the MLE. Cullen, Frey, & 
Frey (1999), argue that MLE is the most applied method for estimating the parameters. 
The MLE has a maximum likelihood function over the empirical data. The maximum 
likelihood estimates are parameters, which maximizes the empirical likelihood. This is the 
probability that a values of a set of data given by distribution with the estimated 
parameters, equals values of the empirical data set. The maximum likelihood model can 
be identified by formula x. The goal of the MLE, is to find 𝜃𝜃, which lead to the maximum 
of 𝑋𝑋(𝑚𝑚1, 𝑚𝑚2, … , 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝜃𝜃). 𝜃𝜃 is an unknown variable, 𝑜𝑜(𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝜃𝜃) is a known pdf and 𝑚𝑚1,𝑚𝑚2, … , 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 is 
the sampling data.  
 
𝑋𝑋(𝑚𝑚1,𝑚𝑚2, … , 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝜃𝜃) = ∏ 𝑜𝑜(𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖

𝑟𝑟=1 𝜃𝜃)       (A2) 
 
Since the MME and MLE are more accurate than the analogic method, only MME and MLE 
were considered. Due to the fact that MME can be difficult to obtain and that the accuracy 
is generally lower than the MLE (Heckert et al., 2012), MLE is chosen as the method to 
estimate the distribution parameters.  
 
Goodness of fit 
In order to determine the goodness of fit, tests can be performed. The tests need to be 
able to tests if continuous distributions are able to represent the durations of failures and 
repairs. The tests need to be able to test continuous distributions since the duration of 
failures and repairs are continuous. The three following tests are able to test the goodness 
of fit of continuous distributions: 
 

• The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) 
• The Anderson-Darling test (AD) 
• The Cramer - von Mises test (CvM) 
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In table 15, the formulas for calculating the goodness of fit are stated. Besides the general 
formulas, computational formulas for calculating goodness of fit values are given. The 
latter formulas can be implemented in a programming language, in order to calculate the 
goodness of fit for the required tests. 𝐹𝐹 is the fitted distribution function (theoretical 
distribution), 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖is the sample data distribution function, for n observations. The 
programming language R is used to perform the goodness of fit (GOF) tests. R has 
statistical packages which have the computational formulas already built in, in order to 
calculate the GOF.  
 
 General formulas Computational formulas 
KS sup |𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹(𝑋𝑋)| 

 
max(𝑋𝑋+,𝑋𝑋−) 
𝑋𝑋+ = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚

𝐵𝐵 = 1, … , 𝐵𝐵 (
𝐵𝐵
𝐵𝐵 − 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵) 

𝑋𝑋− = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
𝐵𝐵 = 1, … , 𝐵𝐵 (𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 −

𝐵𝐵−1
𝐵𝐵 ) 

 
AD 𝐵𝐵�

(𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹(𝑋𝑋))2

𝐹𝐹(𝑋𝑋)(1 − 𝐹𝐹(𝑋𝑋))  𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
∞

−∞
 

 

1
12 + � (𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 −

2𝐵𝐵 − 1
2𝐵𝐵 )2

𝑖𝑖

𝑟𝑟=1
 

CvM 𝐵𝐵� (𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹(𝑋𝑋))2 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
∞

−∞
 

 

−𝐵𝐵 −
1
𝐵𝐵�

(2𝐵𝐵 − 1) log(𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟(1 − 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖+1−1)
𝑖𝑖

𝑟𝑟=12
 

Table 15 - Formula's goodness of fit tests (Delignette-Muller & Dutang, 2015) 

Cullen et al. (1999), argue that Anderson-Darling might be more appropriate to perform in 
cases with important tails of distributions. Therefore AD is frequently used as the 
goodness-of-fit test for distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov, the Anderson-Darling, as 
well as the Cramer - von Mises test, do not take into account the complexity of models. In 
order to prevent overfitting one could opt for assessing AIC or BIC criteria. Larson-Hall 
(2015) argued that KS-test can be too sensitive to deviations from large datasets. Since 
Anderson-Darling is an adaptation of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, it will also prone to 
this limitation. Though it suffers from this to a smaller extent. Therefore, it is argued that 
visual inspections of CDF-plots and Q-Q plots might be required. This in order to include 
falsely rejected distributions.  
 
The test procedure of goodness of fit follows a sequence. Primarily KS tests, AD tests and 
CvM tests have been applied, in order to assess whether certain distribution fit the data. 
The test values have been compared to the critical values of the of each tests. The critical 
values can be found in table 14. If the test values lead to multiple accepted distributions, 
mainly Cumulative distributions Function plots, will be used to choose the best fitting 
theoretical distribution. In addition to this, Q-Q plots and AIC/BIC test can also be used to 
choose the adequate theoretical distribution. One accepted test leads to an automatic 
selection for that test.  Rejection for all tests leads to an inspection of the Q-Q plots and 
AIC/BIC values. Based on this inspection, an assessment is made whether the theoretical 
distributions can represent the empirical distribution. If so, the best distribution is 
selected. Otherwise we will report the lack of adequate distributions. 
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Table 16 - Critical values for KS, CvM & AD tests (Shawky & Bakoban, 2009) 

Table 16, established by Shawky & Bakoban (2009), can be used for finding the critical 
values for goodness-of-fit tests. The null-hypothesis for the test, H0, states that the values 
from two separate samples come from the same distribution. In this case the empirical 
and theoretical distributions are compared. If the critical values derived from the test are 
higher than corresponding values in the table (n=100, α=0.05), the null-hypothesis has 
failed to be rejected. Then the samples come from the same distribution.   

Repair distributions 

    
Tables 17, 18 and 19, describe the goodness-of-fit critical values from tests between the  

Test Lnorm
KS test TSD 1 0.1592
KS test TSD 2 0.1442
KS test TSD 3 0.2228
KS test TSD 4 0.181
KS test TSD 5 0.1837
KS test TSW 1 0.1568
KS test TSW 2 0.1638
KS test TSW 3 0.1997
KS test TSW 4 0.1554
KS test TSW 5 0.1943
KS test NXT New 1 0.1361
KS test NXT New 2 0.1686
KS test NXT New 3 0.1535
KS test NXT New 4 0.2519
KS test NXT New 5 0.0986
KS test NXT-sustaining 1 0.173
KS test NXT-sustaining 2 0.1402
KS test NXT-sustaining 3 0.1627
KS test NXT-sustaining 4 0.228
KS test NXT-sustaining 5 0.1905
KS test NXE 1 0.2021
KS test NXE 2 0.1818
KS test NXE 3 0.2081
KS test NXE 4 0.2164
KS test NXE 5 0.1938
KS test YS-350 1 0.1444
KS test YS-350 2 0.1678
KS test YS-350 3 0.1257
KS test YS-350 4 0.1529
KS test YS-350 5 0.2138
KS test YS-Sustaining 1 0.167

Test Lnorm
AD test TSD 1 46.3118
AD test TSD 2 25.3773
AD test TSD 3 19.1683
AD test TSD 4 Inf
AD test TSD 5 18.7322
AD test TSW 1 22.8125
AD test TSW 2 16.3527
AD test TSW 3 Inf
AD test TSW 4 5.9182
AD test TSW 5 17.0387
AD test NXT New 1 20.5463
AD test NXT New 2 13.8319
AD test NXT New 3 8.1542
AD test NXT New 4 6.8353
AD test NXT New 5 6.9626
AD test NXT-sustaining 1 51.5484
AD test NXT-sustaining 2 27.6971
AD test NXT-sustaining 3 Inf
AD test NXT-sustaining 4 Inf
AD test NXT-sustaining 5 24.5719
AD test NXE 1 25.2415
AD test NXE 2 18.4793
AD test NXE 3 9.9841
AD test NXE 4 8.651
AD test NXE 5 29.3793
AD test YS-350 1 11.2501
AD test YS-350 2 6.9503
AD test YS-350 3 3.8854
AD test YS-350 4 2.367
AD test YS-350 5 3.6215
AD test YS-Sustaining 1 10.6182

Test Lnorm
CVM test TSD 1 7.3307
CVM test TSD 2 4.2007
CVM test TSD 3 3.2595
CVM test TSD 4 2.691
CVM test TSD 5 3.5009
CVM test TSW 1 3.6443
CVM test TSW 2 2.8862
CVM test TSW 3 2.7304
CVM test TSW 4 1.2175
CVM test TSW 5 3.1816
CVM test NXT New 1 3.3362
CVM test NXT New 2 2.7989
CVM test NXT New 3 1.5422
CVM test NXT New 4 1.0478
CVM test NXT New 5 1.1502
CVM test NXT-sustaining 1 8.5519
CVM test NXT-sustaining 2 4.7012
CVM test NXT-sustaining 3 2.9613
CVM test NXT-sustaining 4 2.545
CVM test NXT-sustaining 5 4.5907
CVM test NXE 1 4.4455
CVM test NXE 2 3.1131
CVM test NXE 3 1.9263
CVM test NXE 4 1.7543
CVM test NXE 5 5.6273
CVM test YS-350 1 1.855
CVM test YS-350 2 1.3691
CVM test YS-350 3 0.6504
CVM test YS-350 4 0.3638
CVM test YS-350 5 0.5045
CVM test YS-Sustaining 1 1.8773

Table 17 – Critical values KS 
test Time to repair 

Table 18 – Critical values AD 
test Time to repair 

Table 19 – Critical values CVM 
test Time to repair 
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empirical distribution and a lognormal distribution for the repair durations. If a test 
accepts the H0, the value is denoted in green in the tables, otherwise it has been denoted 
in red. The amount of engineers required per machine type per test is defined in the final 
number of the left column in each table. The lognormal distribution was the only 
theoretical distribution, which was accepted by all tests for the KS and CVM test. For the 
AD test there were four rejections. However after inspecting the other selected 
distributions, they all were rejected at these tests. Moreover, the other theoretical 
distributions, incurred many more rejected goodness-of-fit tests. Since the goodness-of-fit 
support that the empirical distribution can be represented by a lognormal distribution, a 
lognormal distribution will be selected in order to model the repair duration. The 
selection of the lognormal distribution is compliant after having an inspection of a 
graphical representation of Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of both the empirical 
and lognormal CDF. Of each of the 31 tests there has been made a CDF graph, which is 
also presented in this appendix. The graphs show that the majority of the empirical 
probabilities are skewed at the beginning. This supports that the selection of the 
lognormal distribution. This also supports selection of other distributions, such as a 
Weibull distribution. However the selection is mainly based on the test outcomes, and is 
merely supported by the added graphical representations of the CDF’s. 
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Time between failures distributions

   

Tables 20, 21 and 22, describe the goodness-of-fit critical values from tests between the 
empirical distribution and a lognormal distribution for the time between failures. Similarly 
as for the repair durations, a test accepts the H0, the value is denoted in green in the 
tables, otherwise it has been denoted in red. The amount of engineers required per 
machine type per test is defined in the final number of the left column in each table. As 
for the repair duration, the lognormal distribution was the only theoretical distribution, 
which was accepted by all tests for the KS and CVM test. For the AD test there were two 
rejections. These rejections occurred at all theoretical distributions. The lognormal 
distribution was the distribution with by far the least rejected goodness-of-fit tests. Since 
all goodness-of-fit tests support that the empirical distribution can be represented by a 
lognormal distribution, a lognormal distribution will be selected in order to model the 
time between failures. Of each of the 31 tests there has been made a CDF graph, which is 
also presented in this appendix. The graphs show that the majority of the empirical 
probabilities are skewed at the beginning. This supports the selection of the lognormal 
distribution. 

 

Test Lnorm
KS test TSD 1 0.1543
KS test TSD 2 0.2064
KS test TSD 3 0.2301
KS test TSD 4 0.178
KS test TSD 5 0.1716
KS test TSW 1 0.1615
KS test TSW 2 0.2138
KS test TSW 3 0.2164
KS test TSW 4 0.2262
KS test TSW 5 0.2283
KS test NXT New 1 0.1227
KS test NXT New 2 0.1643
KS test NXT New 3 0.1465
KS test NXT New 4 0.2996
KS test NXT New 5 0.1672
KS test NXT-sustaining 1 0.1075
KS test NXT-sustaining 2 0.144
KS test NXT-sustaining 3 0.1799
KS test NXT-sustaining 4 0.178
KS test NXT-sustaining 5 0.1577
KS test NXE 1 0.1619
KS test NXE 2 0.1604
KS test NXE 3 0.1553
KS test NXE 4 0.2054
KS test NXE 5 0.1564
KS test YS-350 1 0.1702
KS test YS-350 2 0.1222
KS test YS-350 3 0.1546
KS test YS-350 4 0.3119
KS test YS-350 5 0.1673
KS test YS-sustaining 1 0.1131

Test Lnorm
AD test TSD 1 77.5132
AD test TSD 2 55.0774
AD test TSD 3 33.449
AD test TSD 4 17.7684
AD test TSD 5 37.8698
AD test TSW 1 47.915
AD test TSW 2 35.7496
AD test TSW 3 26.3316
AD test TSW 4 12.3852
AD test TSW 5 47.5505
AD test NXT New 1 21.8307
AD test NXT New 2 8.4509
AD test NXT New 3 6.1234
AD test NXT New 4 7.3767
AD test NXT New 5 Inf
AD test NXT-sustaining 1 50.4281
AD test NXT-sustaining 2 42.5353
AD test NXT-sustaining 3 21.1386
AD test NXT-sustaining 4 16.0557
AD test NXT-sustaining 5 22.5733
AD test NXE 1 42.784
AD test NXE 2 14.896
AD test NXE 3 6.4714
AD test NXE 4 3.8485
AD test NXE 5 Inf
AD test YS-350 1 15.8443
AD test YS-350 2 5.5175
AD test YS-350 3 4.0503
AD test YS-350 4 2.9777
AD test YS-350 5 9.1985
AD test YS-sustaining 1 7.0649

Test Lnorm
CVM test TSD 1 7.3307
CVM test TSD 2 4.2007
CVM test TSD 3 3.2595
CVM test TSD 4 2.691
CVM test TSD 5 3.5009
CVM test TSW 1 3.6443
CVM test TSW 2 2.8862
CVM test TSW 3 2.7304
CVM test TSW 4 1.2175
CVM test TSW 5 3.1816
CVM test NXT New 1 3.3362
CVM test NXT New 2 2.7989
CVM test NXT New 3 1.5422
CVM test NXT New 4 1.0478
CVM test NXT New 5 1.1502
CVM test NXT-sustaining 1 8.5519
CVM test NXT-sustaining 2 4.7012
CVM test NXT-sustaining 3 2.9613
CVM test NXT-sustaining 4 2.545
CVM test NXT-sustaining 5 4.5907
CVM test NXE 1 4.4455
CVM test NXE 2 3.1131
CVM test NXE 3 1.9263
CVM test NXE 4 1.7543
CVM test NXE 5 5.6273
CVM test YS-350 1 1.855
CVM test YS-350 2 1.3691
CVM test YS-350 3 0.6504
CVM test YS-350 4 0.3638
CVM test YS-350 5 0.5045
CVM test YS-Sustaining 1 1.8773

Table 20 – Critical values KS test 
Time between failures 

Table 21 – Critical values AD test 
Time between failures 

Table 22 – Critical values CVM 
test Time between failures 
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Appendix 8 – Redesigned model 

 

Figure 26 – Redesigned simulation  
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Appendix 9 – Integration between software tools 
The most important aspects of the redesign have been explained in chapters 3 and 4. This 
appendix will elaborate on how this has been implemented in software. The most 
important design aspect will be elaborated. 
 

 

Figure 27 - Implementation between different machines 

Figure 27 shows the implementation of the redesigned model in several software 
programs. Three software programs were used, in order to implement the redesigned 
model into a functioning model.  

 
MySQL 

Firstly, W2in failure data and SAP repair data is loaded into MySQL. MySQL is a database 
software tool and can be used to rapidly analyze and filter data. The data also includes 
irrelevant data, which needs to be excluded from analysis. Only 1st, 2nd and 3rd line 
maintenance actions are selected. Other repairs, upgrades and machine installs are not in 
the scope of this research. Subsequently the idea is to analyze the data in MySQL. 
However this software is not capable to perform advanced analysis on data. It lacks a 
prebuilt statistical package. Therefore, R software is selected as the software analysis 
tool. A plugin from MySQL to R exist. However unfortunately the license code for this plug-
in does not function. The latter since R is not officially supported by ASML. Therefore, the 
MySQL files were saved as CSV files, which can be loaded into R.  
 

R  

In order to analyze the data, R is selected. R is an open statistical and data-analysis 
software tool. Though it is not officially supported by ASML, some employees use it. They 
have found a work around, in order to install this software. First of all, the CSV’s created 
by MySQL, are loaded into R software. Subsequently the data analysis can start. The 
objective is to retrieve the time between failures distributions & their parameter values, 
the repair distributions & their parameter values and finally the probability of escalation 
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for each machine type. The repair time and time between failures distributions have been 
discussed in more detail in the chapters 3 and 4. There exists a plugin to transfer data 
from R to Siemens Tecnomatix. However due to the unsupported status of R, this plugin 
does not function with the Tecnomatix licenses codes. Therefore, CSV’s are created, 
which serve as input for Tecnomatix. 

 Siemens Tecnomatix 

MySQL and R provide the input data required for Tecnomatix to run the simulation model. 
The remainder of this chapter will discuss the implementation of a simulation model in 
Tecnomatix. Tecnomatix is a manufacturing simulation software program developed by 
Siemens. It especially focusses on simulation of manufacturing settings. This software was 
selected since Tecnomatix is able to simulate complex environments and because of the 
fact that ASML has frequently used it in other simulation projects. First of all the CSV’s, 
which are created in R, are loaded into Tecnomatix. Subsequently, the software is used to 
create a simulation model, which can be used to analyze the performance of the 
maintenance process. This simulation is modelled after the requirements explained 
throughout chapter 4. After a simulation model has been established, it can be used in 
combination with a genetic algorithm. This is explained in Figure 15 - Genetic Algorithm 
procedure. This enables to find an optimal objective value (costs), whilst meeting the 
constraints set during chapter 4.  
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Appendix 10 – Tecnomatix control panel 
 

 

Figure 29 - Unblocked created control panel 

 

As described, Tecnomatix can be used to perform a simulation study. Figure 28 shows a 
representation of the final created model used to perform simulations in Tecnomatix. The 
unblocked created control panel is denoted in figure 29. We have ordered the control 
panel into several functions, which now will be addressed. The functions have been 
divided in 8 “blocks” as shown in figure 28. 

Block I: Block one denotes the so-called EventController. Here the speed of the simulation 
can be adjusted. E.g. slower simulation speed, for debugging purposes or event tracking. 
The EventController is very important for simulation study, because it allows control of 
the duration of simulation. Furthermore, it also enables for a so-called initialization 
period. This is a period, where the simulation and its results are not stabile. After stability 
has been researched, the EventController allows for statistics to be collected. Note that 
the EventController is controlled by scripts (in methods) in block IV. 

Block II: Block two denotes the workerpools, the broker and exporter. The workerpool is 
an object, which stores human resources (engineers), and determines which types of 

Figure 28 – Created control panel 
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repairs each engineer can perform. The broker and exporter cooperate and check & match 
open failures to available engineers. The broker orders the failures based on the queuing 
policy explained in section 4.5.1. Alternatively, if there are available engineers, the 
exporter decide, which engineers should be exported (sent to) the failure. This is done 
based on the policy described in section 4.5.2. The queuing policy in the broker, the 
engineer release policy at the exporter and the creation of workers is controlled by scripts 
written in so-called methods. These methods are denoted in block IV.    

Block III: Block three denotes tables, which are loaded and updated by scripts, written in 
the methods at block IV and V. These tables consist of data, which are required to run the 
simulation. Prior to the simulation run commences, the failure rates, repair rates and 
escalation probabilities are loaded into the tables. Also, statistics will be stored and 
updated during the simulation run, after the initialization period has ended. These values 
will be used to calculate the final performance at the end of a simulation run. The 
remaining tables are required to have functioning simulation model. E.g. which engineer 
works during which shift. 

Block IV: Block IV covers the methods, for controlling the simulation. This is the nerve 
center of this simulation. Here all rules for the simulation are described, excluding the 
rules of escalation & certain service time updates (given by block V) and the rules for 
performing genetic algorithm and multiple simulations runs (given in blocks VI and VII). 
This includes setting the initial values, of all machines, engineers, and all other settings. 
However, it also includes a reset option, which reset the values to preselected ones. This 
can be applied if a simulation fails, or when a simulation run is not fully ended. 
Alternatively, the endsim method allows you to specify what has to be done at a 
simulation run (E.g. store or display certain values). The other methods, ensure correct 
functioning of the broker, following of failures, checking that the right engineers work the 
correct shift, and updating the SLA’s over time. Methods are constructed by using SimTalk, 
which is the coding language developed for Tecnomatix. This allows for high levels of 
customization, which is required for modelling complex maintenance systems.  

Block V: Similar as for the methods constructed in block V, block six are methods. These 
methods use probabilities, from a table in block III, in order to assess if a failure will be 
escalated. If such a failure is escalated, the tables with time information will be also 
updated via these methods.  

Block VI: Block 6 denotes methods which controls a so-called ExperimentManager. The 
ExperimentManager enables testing multiple runs with different parameters, without 
having to prespecify the parameters after each run. The methods determine how many 
runs are performed before the variables are changed (in order to create a confidence 
interval), they also determine which variables are altered and lastly they define the values 
of the altered variables. This is useful for comparing tests with different parameters and 
the consequences on the performance of SLA’s.  

Block VII: Block 7 denotes the methods and the genetic algorithm solvers 
(+ExperimentManager). The Genetic Algorithm, GAWizard, can be used to optimize a cost 
function, while adhering to certain constraints. The constraints and objective function are 
defined in the methods. The GAWizard will then solve the optimization model.  

Block VIII: Graphical representation of failures in machines. It allows for tracking failures 
through the system. Each block of 4 consists of a failure creator, a 1st line repair, a 2nd line 
repair and a 3rd line repair. Lights indicate where and when a failure or repair occurs. 
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Abstract

This master thesis project is conducted in order to obtain a master’s degree in Operations Management and Logistics from Eindhoven University of Technology. The thesis is performed the Dutch Semiconductor Company ASML. The research addresses the impact of variability, caused by failure and repair times, on the capacity planning of Field Service Engineers (FSE’s). The goal of the capacity planning model is to minimize the capacity and downtime costs, whilst meeting the Service level agreements (SLA’s). This research shows that variability has a significant impact on the costs and SLA’s. If a repair process experiences high levels of variability, then variability should be included into the capacity planning model. Additionally, this research shows that having a limited amount of cross-trained engineers improves SLA’s and/or costs for processes which require multiple skills. Integrating the customers’ costs, caused by downtime, into ASML’s capacity planning model leads to an overall reduction of costs for ASML and their customer. 








































Executive summary

This report is the outcome of a master thesis project at ASML. ASML is a manufacturer of lithography machines for the semiconductor industry. They are responsible for maintenance and repairs of ASML machines at customer locations. ASML is committed to provide customers with the service as agreed upon in Service Level Agreements (SLA’s). There are two SLA’s  Extreme Long Downs (XLD’s) and availability of machines. XLD’s are failures with a duration longer than 8 or 12 hours depending on the machine type. The duration is measured starting from the time the failure occurs and ending when a repair has been performed. It is measured as the average number of XLD’s per machine type in a quarterly moving average. Availability is the fraction of time for which a machine is not down due to ASML attributed downtime. It is measured as the average availability of all machines per machine type in a quarterly moving average. 

ASML business planning is responsible for the workforce capacity planning for Field Service Engineers (FSE’s) at customer fabs. Having an accurate capacity planning model is required in order to meet the SLA’s and minimize the cost attributed to the capacity planning. The SLA’s depend on the downtimes of machines. The downtimes are affected by variability of repair times (durations of repairs) and failure times (times between failures) and the amount of available FSE’s. The downtimes consist of waiting times, until engineers are available for repairs, and repair times. The waiting times, which are caused by variable repair & failure times and a limited availability of engineers, affect the waiting times of other downtimes. The downtimes cannot be computed analytically. The capacity planning model, for the minimum expected required number of engineers for meeting the SLA’s, might be inaccurate if the variability of failures and repair times are not taken into account. 

The goal of this research is to ‘Design a support tool for the decision making of the optimal workforce capacity with the right capabilities, given the uncertainty of failures & repairs of highly complex machines. The capacity levels must be cost optimal for labor and downtime costs, whilst respecting the SLA requirements of average machine availability and number of allowed XLD’s.’ 

The current capacity planning model and the lack of variability is explained in order to address the problems with the current capacity planning. The current capacity planning model does not include variability and relies on historic averages in order to estimate the expected required number of engineers. The current capacity planning model is not able to estimate the expected number of XLD’s. Whereas the lack of variability might lead to an inaccurate planning. The current performance also leads to believe that the capacity planning can be improved. The actual availability of NXE machines is lower than the target availability. Additionally, the amount of hours worked on repairs is higher than the expected required hours. This is an indication that capacity of EUV engineers is too low. 

The absence of variability in the current capacity planning model, the inability to the effect on the amount of XLD’s and that some performance is lower than required, has resulted in the need for a redesigned model. This redesigned model is modelled after the maintenance process illustrated in figure 1. Since the downtimes cannot be obtained analytically, Simulation Based Optimization (SBO) was selected for addressing the problem in a redesigned model. Simulation based optimization is the practice of finding the best input values in a simulation model, without running the simulation model for all possible input values (Carson & Maria, 1997). This is done by using the results of prior simulation runs in order to obtain new input values for a new simulation run. The goal of the redesign is to minimize the costs involved, whilst meeting the SLA constraints. 

Figure 1 also illustrates the redesigned simulation model. This includes the simulation of a maintenance process and the optimization by means of a genetic algorithm (GA).  

2



2





Figure 1 - Redesigned simulation



The redesigned capacity planning model shows that the site size, the number of machines per site and type of those machines, has an impact on the amount of engineers which are required. Large sites have a buffer of engineers. The redesign takes this into account. Larger sites should have relatively less engineers per machine, compared to smaller sites. If multiple downs occur at a large site, they can resolve this since they already have many engineers. However smaller sites need relatively many engineers since events like multiple downs have a larger impact on their performance. 

Cross-training engineers is a promising method for reducing the effects of variability. By implementing cross-trained engineers the labor costs are reduced, whilst meeting the SLA’s. The reduction of labor costs, offsets any increase in training costs. Moreover, only a small amount of cross-trained engineers are required in order to obtain this effect. Some EUV engineers have prior experience with DUV/YS machines. Therefore it is time efficient and not expensive, in order to enable those engineers to be cross-trained. This would lead to improved performance with respect to the SLA’s and/or reduced costs. Therefore, we recommend the use of a limited amount of cross-trained engineers in the workforce.

This research also considered value chain costs, the costs incurred by failures by ASML and their customers for repair and maintenance, for assessing the capacity planning. If value chain costs are applied for assessing the capacity planning, then high cost reductions can be realized by minimizing the downtime. Many engineers are required to actually minimizing the downtime costs. This shows that minimizing the downtime has a large potential in reducing the lost revenue for customers. This is an interesting opportunity for ASML and their customers to decrease the overall costs. The benefits need to be investigated in more detail. We propose a discussion between ASML and their customers, in order to see if they both can benefit from the value chain approach. 
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List of operational definition

		Definition

		Description 



		Appeal  

		Changes in the capacity planning provided by information from local offices (offices near customer location). This includes but is not limited to FTE support which does not include repairs and missing contracts that require more headcount. 



		Availability

		Availability is the fraction of time during which a machine has not failed or it has failed and ASML is not responsible for repairing that failure. It is measured as the average availability of all machines per machine type in a quarterly moving average. 



		Blueprint

		Represents the expected number of required maintenance hours per machine, is calculated per machine type. 



		Business Line

		Each business line covers different sets of machine types or required service, there are 3 business lines: DUV, EUV and APPS.  



		Capacity planning

		Calculation for the amount of engineers required by ASML to meet their Service Level Agreements. 



		Cross-trained engineers

		Cross-trained engineers are FSE's who have the skills to perform repairs on all machine types. 



		Downtime

		The duration between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired. Alternatively it can be defined as the duration for which a machine is unable to execute its task. Only the downtime where ASML is responsible for repairs, is considered in this research. 



		Engineering group

		Currently there exists 2 engineering groups. The groups are divided based on skills. DUV/YS machines require different skills than EUV machine. In the near future cross-trained engineers can be trained. Such engineers are able to perform the skills from both engineering groups.  



		Fabs

		Semiconductor fabrication plant or foundry. In such a plant ASML machines are located and at such plants repairs take place.



		Failure rate

		Failure rate is the frequency with which a machine fails, expressed in failures per unit of time. 



		Failure time 

		The duration between the end time of a previous failure and the occurrence of a new failure 



		Field Service engineers

		ASML engineers who perform repairs. 



		Genetic Algorithm

		A meta-heuristic, which is applied in order to find promising solutions for the Simulation Based Optimization. 



		Goodness-of-fit test

		Statistical test which states if a theoretical distribution fits (is able to accurately represent) a set of observations. 



		Repair rate

		Repair rate is the frequency with which a machine is repaired from the moment engineers arrive. It is expressed in repairs per unit of time.



		Repair time 

		The duration between the starting time of a repair and the time a machine has been repaired.  



		Simulation Based Optimization

		Simulation based optimization (SBO) is the practice of finding the best input values in a simulation model, without running the simulation model for all possible input values. This is done by using the results of prior simulation runs in order to obtain new input values for a new simulation runs. 



		Service Level Agreement

		Agreement between ASML and their customer for the performance of the supplied machines. The two SLA's are Availability and the number of XLD's. 



		Team lead

		The person in charge of a team of Field Service Engineers (FSE's) during a shift. The lead stays in contact with the customers and FSE's on the status of failures and repairs. Together with customers it is communicated which machine requires repairs. Together with the FSE's a decision is made for dividing the labor.  



		Time-writing

		Time-writing is the administration where engineers describe their repairs. The information described here includes but is not limited to the name of the FSE, starting time of the repair, ending time of the repair, repair duration, task performed, machine type and machine number. 



		Variability

		The extent to which the data from a dataset (such as the durations of repairs) varies from the average value (e.g. average repair duration).



		Waiting time

		The duration of time between the occurrence of a failure and the starting time of a repair. 



		XLD

		XLD stands for Extreme Long Down. XLD’s are failures with a duration longer than 8 or 12 hours depending on the machine type. The duration is measured starting from the time the failure occurs and ending when a repair has been performed. It is measured as the average number of XLD’s per machine type in a quarterly moving average. 





Table 1 - List of operational definitions

1. Introduction

Chapter 1 gives an introduction of this master thesis. Section 1.1 gives a description of the company where the thesis is performed. Subsequently, section 1.2 describes the department where the thesis is performed. In section 1.3 the motivation for performing this project is stated. Lastly, section 1.4 states what will be discussed in each chapter of this report. 

1.1 Company description

This research has been be conducted at ASML. ASML is a manufacturer of lithography machines for the semiconductor industry. The company is headquartered in Veldhoven, the Netherlands. ASML supplies hardware, software and services, to chip manufacturers (In a nutshell, 2018). The machines and services provided by ASML enable chipmakers to create increasingly complex and small patterns on silicon wafers. ASML currently operates in 16 countries throughout Europe, Asia and North America.

1.2 Department description

1.2.1 Customer Support 

Customer Support (CS) is the department of ASML that department is responsible for the maintenance of machines. Customer support is required to appropriately respond if machines are down. Maintenance of ASML machines is performed at the customer and it requires highly skilled engineers. All CS engineers have followed thorough training in order to understand the complex lithography systems. Each type of machine requires different training. The combination of customer support and sound spare parts logistics, enables a high standard of service towards customers (Customer support). 

1.2.2 Business Planning 

CS business planning is part of CS. A main objective of business planning, is to annually determine the required maintenance staffing capacity at customer sites. Customer sites are a cluster of fabs (factories). The staffing capacity is expressed in fulltime-equivalents (FTE’s) of maintenance engineers per year. The capacity needs to be determined for each site where repairs are required. The amount of FTE’s required depends on how many machines of each machine type are present at a location, to which extent of servicing is desired and the location of the site. The current objective is to minimize the required number of Field Service Engineers (FSE’s) subjected to the requirements of Service Level Agreements (SLA’s). The SLA’s are agreements made with the customers, on how the machines should perform. There are two SLA’s agreed with customers, availability and XLD’s. Availability is the fraction of time during which a machine has not failed or it has failed and ASML is not responsible for repairing that failure. It is measured as the average availability of all machines per machine type in a quarterly moving average. XLD’s (Extreme Long Downs), are failures with a duration longer than 8 or 12 hours depending on the machine type. It is measured as the average number of XLD’s of all machines per machine type in a quarterly moving average. Currently only the availability levels are used in order to establish a capacity planning. 

The organizational structure of ASML and the operations of Business planning within this structure, can be found in Appendix 1 – ASML Organization Chart. Besides determining the required staffing capacity, CS business planning also measures the performance of labor related to maintenance. CS Business planning’s activities can be found in Appendix 2 - Business cycle planning.

We distinguish 1st line, 2nd line and 3rd line engineers. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd lines engineers have different specialization and skills. 1st line engineers are trained to solve general repairs, whereas 2nd and 3rd line engineers are specialized for only a part of a machine. 1st line engineers are located at or near customers, whereas 2nd and 3rd lines are not and provide service to multiple sites. First line engineers always start a repair, when a failure occurs. If the first line engineer(s) cannot repair a machine, then the problem will be ‘escalated’ and a 2nd line engineer will come to assist the first line engineer. 3rd line engineers will be called if there is further escalation. This is outside the scope for CS Business Planning, since they also have additional tasks besides providing 3rd line support. There are several Business Lines (BL’s) based on groups of machine types and services performed. The business lines are separated due to differences in knowledge and training for the engineers for different machines types. For each Business Line the capacity needs to be assessed separately. 

1.3 Motivation for the project

ASML CS Business planning currently determines the expected required FTE’s capacity by doing deterministic calculations based on the historic average hours worked per machine per year. The assumption is that the workload is equally spread throughout the year. The capacity planning models in-use today do not consider uncertainty caused by variability in failure times or repair times. Since variability is not considered in the capacity planning, the effect of variability on the performance of SLA’s cannot be determined. However, when machines will fail is uncertain, as are the exact durations of failures. The variability of the duration and occurrence of failures can cause multiple downs of machines at the same time. Multiple downs have an impact on the SLA’s levels. Situations arise where more engineers are required than are available. The expected demand of FSE’s is dependent on the amount of variability of the failure rates of machines and repair times. This can into waiting times for the failures. Failures have wait to be repaired. Currently the waiting times are not taken into account. Downtimes of machines need to be determined in order to calculate the SLA’s. Downtimes are defined as the duration between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired. This includes waiting time and the duration of repairs. Since the waiting time partially depends on the amount of variability, the variability needs to be taken into account.

The goal of ASML’s capacity planning is to minimize the labor and training related costs of FSE’s, whilst meeting the SLA’s. It is uncertain whether variability has a significant impact on the performance of SLA’s and the costs related to the capacity planning. In order to this, the effects of variability have to be include into the capacity planning. This can be achieved by creating a Decision Support System (DSS), which includes the effects of variability in failure and repair times. This DSS can also be used in order to assess the effects of variability on SLA’s and in order to minimize the costs related to the capacity planning. Furthermore, it can offer insights in whether the current capacity planning model is adequate or that variability should be considered in future capacity models. A more elaborate assignment will be discussed in Chapter 2 of this report.   

Currently, not all SLA’s are considered by the current capacity planning model. XLD’s depend on the durations of downtimes, the time between start of a failure and the end of a repair. Since the downtimes cannot be calculated with the current capacity planning model, the expected amount of XLD’s cannot be predicted.  

The different skills are required in order to repair different types of machines. The different types of machines can be split between DUV/YS machines, and the EUV machines. There is a group of engineers, who perform maintenance on DUV/YS machines and there is a group of engineers who perform maintenance on EUV machines. ASML is planning to combine the separate engineering groups into one group. There might be synergies by combining the engineering groups and having engineers with multiple skills. This project can provide insights into the benefits of merging the engineering groups.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

The 1st chapter gives an introduction to the thesis research. The introduction provides information about the company and department where the research is conducted, the reason why there is a need for research, and it gives a short outline for the chapters yet to come. The 2nd chapter will give a more elaborate description of the research. This section will entail the problem statement, it will provide relevant literature and will provide research questions. The 3rd chapter will entail a detailed analysis of the current methods in place at ASML and the performance at customer sites. The 4th chapter discusses the redesign of the capacity planning model. It will address which aspects need to be redesigned. Additionally, the chapter will include more literature. This is necessary in order to establish a redesigned model which is able to the determine expected capacity requirements. The 5th Chapter will discuss the implementation of the redesigned model into a simulation. In the 6th Chapter the implementation of the redesigned model will be used in order to determine the capacity planning for a selected cases. Lastly, the 7th chapter briefly summarizes the research and discuss the limitations, academic relevance and the recommendations for ASML.    




2. Research description

Chapter 2 explains the problems stemming from the current capacity planning. Furthermore, it states how the remainder of the thesis should addresses the problems. In section 2.1 the problem statement is given. Here the problem is discussed in more detail. Section 2.2 introduces the assignment. It states what the thesis needs to accomplish. The assignment breaks the research question down into sub questions, which will be answered throughout the remainder of the thesis.  In section 2.3 an analysis of the relevant literature is discussed. Section 2.4 gives the methodology, which is used in order to gradually solve the problems.

2.1 Problem statement

Currently ASML business planning considers availability as the most important SLA. Availability is the fraction of time during which a machine has not failed or it has failed and ASML is not responsible for repairing that failure. Downtime is defined as the duration between the moment a failure occurs and the moment a failure has been repaired. Availability is measured at a machine type level. Machines can be categorized into 7 machine types: TSD, TSW, NXT sustaining NXT new, EUV (NXE), YS sustaining and YS-350. Machines type availability is the average availability of all machines within specific machine type, at one site. The objective of the capacity planning is to minimize the required capacity (engineers) whilst meeting the availability service levels. 

Another SLA discussed in customer contracts, is the number of allowed Extreme Long Downs. Extreme Long Downs, XLD’s, are machine failures, where the downtime is longer than 8 or 12 hours, depending on the type of failure. For newer types of machines there exists an XLD SLA defined in contracts. This is the number of allowed XLD’s per quarter. It is measured as average number of XLD’s of all machines within specific machine type at a single site. This SLA is currently not considered, when assessing the capacity planning. By using their current capacity planning model ASML is unable to determine the expected amount XLD’s. Therefore they unable to determine if they expect to meet this SLA.

In the current capacity planning model, SLA’s are based on average values. However Wild & Schneeweiβ (1993) have argued that a good capacity planning should include stochastic influences. This applies to ASML since the duration of failures and the arrival of failures varies. Moreover, the current capacity planning model does consider the possibility of having multiple failures at the same time. This has an effect on the availability of engineers and machines. Having insufficient engineers, causes waiting times for machines in order to be repaired. Waiting times are currently not taken into account. 

The current capacity planning tries to meet the target availability, whilst minimizing the required number of engineers. ASML does not consider any other costs besides the labor costs of engineers. This implies that by minimizing the number of engineers, the costs are minimized. However, one could also look at costs from a value chain perspective. In this instance the value chain perspective are the costs for ASML and their Customers. Downtime costs are a major cost, incurred by ASML’s customers. By taking the value chain costs into consideration, one could map costs savings throughout the value chain with customers. Decreased downtime costs leads to less lost revenue and improved profitability for the customer. Both the client and ASML may benefit from a decrease in lost revenue.     

CS has decided that in the near future separate engineering groups will be combined. This means that groups of engineers with different skills will be combined in one engineering group. This only applies for locations where DUV/YS engineers as well as EUV engineers are present. Merging the DUV/YS and EUV group might lead to different capacities in the capacity planning. The skills between the engineering groups can be split between DUV & YS machines, and the EUV machines. Some of the EUV FSE’s might have previously worked on DUV & YS. This leads to believe that there might be some synergy opportunities, when engineering groups are combined.    

Currently ASML is unable to measure the effects of variability on SLA’s. This does not automatically imply that deterministic models are not adequate to determine staffing levels. They provide an easy to implement tool and could very well be a good representation of the real-world situation. However, it can be argued that including stochasticity could improve understanding about staffing capacities and help discover opportunities to improve staffing practices. If deterministic and stochastic models do not differ significantly, then redesigned stochastic models serve as a validation tool in order to confirm the accuracy of the current capacity model. This would imply that variability does not impact the SLA performance and as such would mean that the current planning method is accurate. However, if stochastic models lead to improved SLA, staffing levels and costs, it could imply that ASML needs to implement stochasticity in their capacity planning model. 

The performance in South-Korea can be used in order to illustrate the need for the inclusion of variability in the capacity models. Three out of the total of eight site clusters, in South-Korea, have locations where there are DUV/YS as well as EUV machines. Currently these locations have separate engineering groups. Therefore they can be analyzed separately and merged, which might give insights if merging engineering groups is beneficial. ASML has service contracts for 269 machines at these locations, whereas for the whole of South-Korea they have service contracts for 737 machines. 277 FTE’s are allocated to these sites out of the total of 480 service engineers FTE’s working in South-Korea. The three locations require many engineers due to the fact that there are relatively many new machine types present there. These need more engineers for service. The average labor and training costs of an engineer is $100000. If engineering groups can be combined, synergies might reduce costs for (additional) engineers. Overestimation of the amount of required engineers also results in more additional costs than necessary. Less engineers still can meet the SLA’s, which would result in less costs. Therefore, the goal is to minimize the amount of engineers, and their labor and training costs, whilst still meeting the SLA’s. 

It has been indicated that the utilization of engineers, worked hours per year, might seem low in some instances. In South-Korea EUV engineers are utilized 55% of the time and DUV/YS engineers are utilized 57% of the time. This means that engineers are repairing machines 55-57% of their available time. This causes problems when multiple failures occur in simultaneously. When there is a demand for many engineers, a shortage of engineers might occur. This has a negative impact on SLA’s caused by additional waiting times. Waiting for available engineers results into lower availability levels and higher numbers of XLD’s. An example of this can be observed from the EUV availability over 2018 in South-Korea. The target availability was set at 80%. However over the average availability of all EUV machines was 62%. The amount of labor hours required per machine was higher than target hours. This implies that the utilization of engineers was higher than expected. Therefore, also more waiting times existed, which further decreased the availability levels. The amount of actual required labor was also higher than the forecasted demand of labor.

2.2 Assignment

To ensure that the research can be conducted within a reasonable time and with reasonable goals a scope must be established. This thesis investigates the effect which variability has on the required capacity of engineers and the performance of SLA’s. Firstly, the research will address the current capacity planning. Thereafter, the focus will be laid on the inclusion of variability in a redesigned model. 



As discussed in 1.2.2, there are 3 lines of engineers. The 1st line engineer always starts a repair. If the first line engineer(s) cannot repair a machine, then the problem will be ‘escalated’ and a 2nd line engineer will come to assist the first line engineer. 3rd line engineers will be called if there is further escalation. This research will be focused on the capacity planning of 1st line engineers. This has several reasons. The first one being, that these engineers perform the initial repairs and stay with the failure throughout the repair/maintenance process. Moreover, other engineering lines are specialized for only a part of a machine and they offer services to multiple sites. Furthermore, the vast majority of the repairs are performed by 1st line engineers. This implies that improving the 1st line capacity will benefit the costs and SLA’s more, than it does by improving the 2nd and 3rd line capacities. This research only considers ASML assisted repairs and maintenance. Repairs and maintenance by customers is not considered, since no ASML engineers are required. SLA’s will be determined by using ASML accounted downtimes, meaning that customer attributed downtimes will not be included into calculating downtimes. 



Machines can be categorized in seven machine types, as was stated in 2.1. Machine types can be subdivided into main sub types. This research will consider all machine types. Luu (2018) has proven that there is a significant relation between the performance at a machine type level. Due to the introduction of new machines and highly customization of newer machine types into new main sub types, no or limited data is present. Using machine type levels will ensure sufficient historic data for analysis is available and provide information for newer main sub types categorized in a main type. The latter will help with analyzing the impact of newer types of machines, with little data available. 



Due to the interest in combining engineering groups, this project will focus on a country where multiple engineering groups exist. Only sites with both DUV/YS and EUV machines, will be included in this research. This allows for analyzing the influence on singular engineering groups, as well a combined engineering group. Although, the analysis of this research can be introduced to other countries, this research will analyze the results of sites located in South-Korea. South-Korea has sites with different locations sizes, with a variation of machine types and both engineering groups. Since South-Korea has such diverse sites (e.g. few/many machines and different ratios new versus older machine types) that it is be able to represent many different scenarios. This research primarily focusses on analyzing the effect caused by variability in failure and repair times. Historic failure and repair data will be used to obtain the failure and repair rates with their according variability. Historic data will serve as input for a redesigned capacity planning model which will address the impact of uncertainty. This model should determine how many DUV/YS engineers and EUV engineers are required in order to meet the SLA’s. 

The insights in the previous paragraphs suggest, that there is a need to investigate the effect of variability on all SLA’s agreed with customers. Additionally, there is a need to investigate the effect of combining engineer groups with different skills. This may lead to different insights into the capacity requirements for ASML. In order to addresses the problems, the following main research question is formulated:

‘Design a support tool for the decision making of the optimal workforce capacity with the right capabilities, given the uncertainty of failures & repairs of highly complex machines. The capacity levels must be cost optimal for labor and downtime costs, whilst respecting the SLA requirements of average machine availability and number of allowed XLD’s.’

Determining the workforce capacity is subject to minimizing either the labor and training cost or labor, training & downtime costs, depending whether the current or a value chain perspective is upheld. In the current capacity planning only the ASML costs are taken into account, which are labor/FTE costs. Decreasing the downtime costs could lead to less downtime costs for the customer, by reducing lost revenue. The customer and ASML can profit from reducing the downtime. The reduction in lost revenue might offset the increase in labor costs. Therefore both scenarios are can be relevant ASML. This thesis tries to provide insights in both perspectives. The research question can be subdivided into sub questions, which each need to be answered individually, in order to solve the main research question:

1. How does ASML currently assess their capacity planning and what is the performance of current maintenance actions?

1.1 What is the current maintenance process?

1.2 What are the current key variability drivers?

1.3 What are the current SLA’s?

1.4 What are the current SLA’s performances?



2. What is the effect of uncertainty caused by variability and the workforce capacity on the availability service levels? 

2.1 Which are the main reasons for significant changes in availability levels?

2.2 Does uncertainty caused by variability affect the availability SLA’s?



3. What is the effect of variability and workforce capacity on XLD’s?

3.1 What are the circumstances in which the amount of XLD’s are significantly                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    different?

3.2 Does uncertainty caused by variability affect the XLD SLA? 



4. What is the right allocation of skills to the workforce given the SLA’s?

4.1 Which skills are required, for which repairs?

4.2 Which methods for having a flexible workforce are possible? 

4.3 Does having a flexible workforce improve the SLA’s?

The first question mainly tries to establish the current operations and its performance. The second and third questions focus on the performance of SLA’s, given the inclusion of variability. The last question explores the opportunity of combining engineering groups, and which effect this could have on the performance of SLA’s.

2.3 Literature

This section discusses literature surrounding this capacity planning problem. The literature review explains what a workforce capacity planning is. Subsequently, this section explains the causes and effects of variability. Lastly having a flexible workforce is discussed.  

2.3.1 Workforce capacity Planning

Literature divides capacity planning into three categories, operational, tactical and strategical (Huang, Lee, Song, & Eck, 2009; Martínez-Costa, Mas-Machuca, Benedito, & Corominas, 2014). Each category has several sub-problems. Ernst, Jiang, Krishnamoorthy, Owens & Sier consider workforce sizing to be strategic of nature (2004). There is more literature regarding scheduling problems as opposed to long term staff-sizing problems (Li, Chen, Cai, 2007; Ait-Kadi, Duffuaa, Knezevic, & Raouf, 2009). This suggests that there might exist a gap in literature for long term staff-sizing problems. 

Workforce staffing consists of planning the use of human capital. Workforce capacity planning generally consists of a sequence of four steps (Buffa, Cosgrove, & Luce, 1976; Defraeye & Van Nieuwenhuyse, 2016; Li, Chen, Cai, 2007; Ingolfsson, Campello, Wu, & Cabral, 2010): 

1. Forecasting demand (based on empirical data).

2. Determining staffing requirements: determine the workforce quantity, given a specific performance, while optimizing cost.

3. Shift scheduling: determine how many personnel is required for a shift type, given the performances targets.

4. Rostering: Assign personnel to shifts.

Often forecasts are deterministic input variables and therefore they are overlooked in literature. Forecasts in many academic capacity models predict input variables, based either on estimations or on averages. This also applies to the current capacity planning model of ASML. Ernst et al. (2004) state that demand modeling itself, in combination with staffing requirements, is not trivial. The latter suggests that demand modelling is challenging. This is also the case for ASML, where the demand depends on the expected failure and repair rates.

Traditionally capacity planning has focused on shift scheduling. Although determining staffing requirements also influences the staffing levels of organizations. Both steps have a slightly different scope. Staffing requirements’ time scope is usually much larger than the time scope of shift scheduling. Li et al. (2007), argue that staffing, and scheduling are intertwined. It is suggested that overstaffing often occurs, if both staffing and scheduling happen independently. Wild & Schneeweiβ (1993) remarked that that lower level capacity planning, such as scheduling, should be included for better decision making. Therefore, also more comprehensive models, encompassing several steps of capacity planning, are reported (Beliën, Demeulemeester, De Bruecker, Van den Bergh, & Cardoen, 2013; Li, Chen, Cai, 2007). These models try to mitigate problems like overstaffing, by including multiple stages, with different scopes regarding time. Since determining staffing levels is the goal of this research, this research will focus on step two. However, step 3 should be considered when establishing the redesigned model.

Rostering considers short term allocation of resources to tasks. It is an operational task. Since it encompasses only short-term planning, which has other characteristics than longer term planning. Since Business Planning focuses on yearly planning, rostering falls outside of the scope in this research.

Performing workforce capacity planning is a methodical and unending process, which is used to determine present and future needs in human capital (Damasceno Cunha, Serrano, Franco, & Guarnieri, 2018). Effective use of manpower is vital for a company’s competitive advantage (Mundschenk, & Drexl, 2007). The ability of predicting the workforce size quantitatively as well as qualitatively, is required to achieve an advantage over competitors in uncertain conditions (Damasceno et al., 2018). Workforce staffing is essential to identify strategic objectives of a company and it is crucial for staff development. Adequately implementing a continuous workforce staffing model, improves competencies, experience and commitment of the staff (Morrow, Mood, Disch, & Kang, 2015). This indicates that adequately assessing workforce capacity, has a positive effect on the performance of organizations. The objective of a workforce planning should be: having sound specification of a correct staff quantity, who are having the applicable capabilities to execute tasks at certain location & time and are able to meet specified performance measures. Overstaffing could imply additional cost, whereas understaffing implies not meeting certain service levels. Failing to meet service levels will also lead to various costs (Rodrigues, Oliveira, & Lima, 2015; Li, Chen, Cai, 2007). The latter is important for ASML. Additional labor costs are undesirable, but there exists a contractual obligation to meet service levels.

2.3.2 Causes of variability

The major incentive for conducting this research, is to investigate the effects of variability on the capacity planning. Variability as a topic in literature has been investigated extensively. Even within a semiconductor context, the effects of variability have been documented quite rigorously. Hopp and Spearman (2011), formally define variability as “the quality of nonuniformity of a class of entities”. Nonuniformity refers to the divergence from the mean. 

By examining the causes of variability, this section tries to create a better understanding of which factors drive availability. Such factors should be considered whilst examining solutions for variability mitigation. The following paragraphs state the most important causes of variability:

Process times

Process times are a source of variability. Process time variability is inherent to natural process time, excluding external influences e.g. setup times. This variability is quite generic and includes no further specification of where the variation stems from. Even in strict controlled environments, there exist natural variability to some extent (Hopp & Spearmen, 2011). In the semiconductor industry natural variability is only limited source of variability (Kalir, 2013; Morrison & Martin, 2007).  

In the case of ASML, the process times are the repair times required to resolve failures. The variability in repair times have different reasons, as indicated by FSE’s. First of all, the most important factor is the type of outage. This is closely related to the next cause of variability, outages. The type of machine and the complexity of outages at such machines, affect the process (repair) time. Secondly, problem discovery could play a role. Sometimes the so-called root cause of a failure is identified quickly and other times it is not. Thirdly, it has to be stressed that every engineer is unique. Given the training and the protocols that have to be followed, each engineer might respond and act slightly differently to a specific failure. Experience levels and training could reduce times and variability. 

Outages

An outage can be defined as the duration for which a machine/process/system is unable to execute its task. Machine downtimes are covered extensively in literature. Outages are often attributed as the most important cause of variability (Hopp & Spearman, 2011; Schoemig, 1999). 

The time between failures of ASML machines have a high variability. Different components in ASML machines can fail at different times. Different machine types have different complexities and a different amount of parts. Moreover, client specification of allowable tolerances differ from client to client. Some clients have more stringent tolerances than others, which will result into a more variable failure times of the machines. Additionally, the process time also depends on the type of outage. 

Structural factors influence the outages and process times

Structural factors can influence the process times and outages. Dequeant et al. (2016) argue that the capacity in combination with the utilization of the capacity can be a limiting factor. If the utilization is high due to a limited capacity, this can cause high levels of process times variability. The workforce capacity is a structural choice for ASML. The training takes around a year to complete, therefore it is a long term decision to hire additional FSE’s. Overutilizing the workforce can cause exponentially worse SLA’s levels. Therefore, the initial amount of engineers will have an impact on the variability of the duration of failures

The number of machines and the amount of machines per machine type present at a location are largely fixed throughout a year, or can be foreseen. The amount of outages at a site during a certain period are dependent on the amount machines and types of machines present at that site.

Setups & batching

Also setups and batching are causes of variability. However both these causes do not apply for the situation at ASML. There are no setups for the repair process. The engineers pointed out that the repair process is iterative, with diagnosis and repairing. Since the customers want the machines to be down as little as possible, batching is not desirable. The latter because is cost more time. ASML does not pool the repairs of their failures. Therefore, batching is not in place.

2.3.3 Impact of variability

After having discussed the causes of variability, now the impact of variability will be explained. Hopp and Spearman (2011) argue that “increasing variability always degrades the performance”. Variability can cause multiple detrimental effects. The most noticeable of detrimental effects is an increase cycle time and processing time in general (Delp et al, 2006; Robinson et al., 2003; Schoemig, 1999; Tirkel, 2013). This is relevant for ASML, since longer cycle and process times, will cause decreased SLA performance. The effect of variability can be seen in figure 2, where increasing variability leads to worse performance in the Xfactor. Due to an increase in waiting time the performance of the cycle time will increase if the variability increases. Figure 2 - impact of variability on performance (Dequeant et al., 2016)





Variability also decreases the available capacity. More specifically there exists a relation between variability and the maximum allowed capacity utilization. The latter is the maximum utilization of the total capacity for which a service level is still met. Higher levels of variability require lower levels of maximum capacity utilization (Robinson et al., 2003). This makes it extremely difficult to determine the required capacity levels, for the required service levels (Dequeant et al., 2016). One needs detailed process information to adequately do so. Moreover, it is important to observe that variability propagates, therefore if variability occurs early in a process, this will have a negative throughout a process (Hopp and Spearman, 2011). For ASML this loosely translates to the following: If the utilization of engineers, becomes higher, then the performance of SLA’s becomes increasingly worse. Higher levels of variability, caused by process times and outages, increase this effect. High variability and high utilization together can result into undesired performances levels. However there exist approaches to reduce this effect. This will be discussed in the following paragraph.  

2.3.4 Mitigation of variability

Variability can affect the following dimensions: time, capacity and inventory (Hopp and Spearman, 2011). The maintenance process of ASML does not has inventory. Only capacity and time can be affected. The variables interact. One can use one of the dimensions as a buffer. A buffer can be used as a control for mitigating the effects of variability. An example is given in figure 3. Variability can be buffered by increasing the capacity, which leads to improved performance measured in time. Alternatively, one could decrease the capacity if the cycle time is not the bottleneck. This would lead to higher cycle times, but a lower requirement of capacity. For ASML the dimension capacity can be expressed in FTE’s. The dimension of time can be used, in order to evaluate the performance of the SLA’s. The objective is to minimize the FTE’s required for meeting the SLA’s. ASML can use their workforce capacity in order to buffer the performance of the SLA’s.      Figure 3 – Relation between capacity and mean processing times (Schoemig, 1999)





Having buffer flexibility is even more effective in mitigating the impact of variability. Having flexibility leads improved performance for similar costs or it leads to decreased cost for a similar performance. An example of flexible capacity is cross-trained employees. These are employees who have multiple skills. Variable lead times is an example of time flexibility. By enabling flexibility one can offer high levels of customization, without requiring higher levels of dedicated resources (Hopp and Spearman, 2011). Such flexibility is implemented at a tactical and strategical level. Since ASML is considering combining engineering groups, they can use buffer flexibility in order to reduce the effects of variability. This could result into a reduction of the effects of variability, without buffering the total capacity of FTE’s. 

Alternatively, one could investigate reducing variability all together. Tirkel (2013) argued that there is a significant impact caused by the availability and processing times variabilities. Hopp & Spearman (2011) and Tirkel (2013) argue that reduction of variability is more difficult to achieve. It requires identification of the exact problem, where the variability is coming from. It often requires custom solutions, in order to reduce the variability. One could think of postponing tasks with large variability towards the end of a process, since early variability propagates through the system. Additionally, it is important to observe that matching all the tasks in a process is important. One can reduce a task, but if this is not a bottleneck task, the effect on performance will be limited. ASML could reduce the duration and frequency of failures. However, this is not included into this research since this highly dependent whether improvements will be implemented and to the degree of effectiveness if such improvements. However, we do acknowledge that it could lead to a reduction in variability. 

2.3.5 Flexible workforce

The objective of ASML’s workforce capacity is to minimize the number of engineers, whilst meeting the SLA’s. Workforce flexibility can lead to improved performance and/or reduced costs. This section will discuss the influence of workforce flexibility. 

Extensive research has been done for including flexibility into the workforce capacity. Many models discussed in literature include having a flexible staff, who can be employed in order to meet service levels during peak demands (Chien, Chen, & Hsu, 2010; Fragnière, Gondzio, & Yang, 2010; Pac, Alp, & Tan, 2009; Safaei, Banjevic, & Jardine, 2011). Kim & Yoo (2012) and Ighravwe & Oke (2017) apply this in a maintenance setting. Other models allow for budget allocation between contingent and fixed employees, which also shows the trade-off between these two types of employees (Dellaert, Jeunet, & Mincsovics, 2011). 

All the previous models have the assumption that flexible staff is available and skilled. However, Olhager and Johansson (2012) state that having a flexible workforce can only be used for mitigating a high variability in demand and service if two conditions are met. There should be a limited amount of training required to perform a certain job and there should be ample availability of such staff. This suggests that for many situations the option of having a flexible capacity, via temporary staff, cannot be implemented. In case of jobs with highly specialized tasks or in case of stressed job markets, such models would not hold. The former holds for ASML. The engineers are highly trained in order to perform repairs. Such training takes months to complete. Therefore, using short-term flexible capacity is not applicable for ASML.  

To address the issues set in the previous paragraph, other types of “flexible workers” come into place, e.g. having floaters and having cross-trained employees (Bard, 2004; Fowler, Wirojanagud, & Gel, 2008; Wild, & Schneeweiβ, 1993). Using such employees is a viable solution if there are multiple types of work, since cross-trained engineers can perform multiple types of tasks. Having floaters and cross-trained employees, mitigates high variability in demand and processing (Fowler, Wirojanagud & Gel, 2008). Slomp, Bokhorst and Molleman (2005) state, that aside from costs savings, the flexibility of cross-training also may lead to a workload balance. This implies that cross-training might be used to mitigate overutilization in some parts of the workforce. Paul and MacDonald (2014) show cross-training heuristics might be used to obtain optimal utilization of employees, whilst meeting services levels across various departments. This shows that cross-training can be used to meet service levels not only at one location or department, but throughout the organization. The models in this paragraph prove that service levels improve, due to less understaffing and overstaffing, since the flexible workforce can cope with variable demand. All this is in line with Park’s (1991) observation, that the flexibility which cross-training enables, lead to improved performance and reduced cost. 

Chevalier and Van den Schrieck (2008) shows that in most situation, costs can be reduced by using partial cross-training. This is in line with what Brusco and Johns (1998) have found in their research. Bassamboo, Randhawa and Mieghem (2012) found that having relatively little flexibility, with respect to resource capabilities, can obtain almost all benefits of having fully flexible resources. Tsitsiklis and Xu (2013) have proven similar results and state that there are diminishing results when you further extend the flexibility of a system. Cross-training only a part of the workforce can lead to great cost reductions and/or lead to improvements in service. For ASML this implies that they do not have to fully train their workforce in order to benefit from cross-training. Additional flexibility leads to increased training costs and possibly longer repair times, due to less specialization. The flexibility could be implemented in order to decrease the effects of variability of failure and repair times, to an acceptable level. This will improve the capacity levels (FTE’s) and/or SLA’s.

2.4 Methodology

In order to successfully answer the research questions and goals discussed in the assignment paragraph, this research will use the guidance of a methodology. This paragraph will discuss the proposed methodology and how it will be used during this research. 



Figure 4 - Research process flow chart (Kothari, 2004)

This research will implement the research methodology as established by Kothari (2004). Figure 4 denotes this methodology in a flow chart (Kothari, 2004). This model includes 7 phases, number in roman numerals from I to VII. 

The first phase consists of defining the research problem. This phase roughly corresponds with chapter 1, 2 and 3 of this research. At this stage a preliminary literature review needs to be performed, in order to get acquainted with the problem environment. Additionally, the problem environment needs to be investigated & explained. This includes analysis of the current process, if this exists. After this preliminary discovery phase, the problem statement must be expressed as specific as possible. Clarifying this as much as possible, will help in resolving the problems later in this research. 

The second phase is performing an elaborate literature review. This is a more extensive review than required for the first phase. This review has been performed prior to the research. The second phase is a continuation of the preliminary literature study, where the existing literature is investigated more elaborately. This in order to determine which techniques are viable solutions, in order to solve the research problem. In this thesis, the literature has been reported in chapter 2 and 4.

Subsequently, in the third phase, hypotheses may be constructed. Kothari (2004) states that this phase is not required in all research settings. The goal of this research is to establish a DSS, which determines adequate capacity level. The tool must hold under various scenario’s. Since these scenario’s may differ considerably, there is no need to establish hypotheses.   

Phase IV is design research. Within this step, the redesigned model will be created. This is based on requirements which can be deducted from the previous phases. Banks et al. (2014) argue that model conceptualization is as much art as it is science. It is argued that a simplistic model is the best way to initialize this process. By extending the simplified model, more complex models can be derived. Banks et al. (2014) also argue that there is a relation between the degree of model refinement and the appropriate input data. Depending on the complexity of the model, the model might require different input data. This correspond with chapter 4 and 5 of this research.

Phase V is collection and execution. At this phase the required data is collected. The data implemented in a model. Subsequently execution of the model lead to research results. This phase roughly corresponds with sections 5 and 6 of this research.

Phase VI, analysis, evaluates the results collected at the previous phase and determines whether the results are significant and satisfactory to the requirements stated in the redesigned model. The analysis is strongly dependent on the collected data and the created redesign. Therefore these steps are iterative, until the analysis is deemed satisfactory. After obtaining satisfactory results, phase VII can be started. This phase corresponds with section 6 and 7 of this thesis.   

The seventh and final phase is interpret and report. Interpretation translates the analysis results and tries to find the underlying principles. This is done at chapter 7 of this thesis. If possible, some generalizations might be made based on the explanations of the analysis. This report serves as the report of the research and its results. 








3. Detailed analysis

Chapter 3 gives a detailed analysis of the current repair process and performance. Section 3.1 discusses the current maintenance process. In section 3.2, the current capacity planning model is explained. Section 3.3 discusses the performance at the selected sites.

3.1 Current maintenance process

Investigating the current maintenance process will help understand how maintenance actions performed. It may deliver insights in which bottlenecks exist in the current process. Moreover, it will lead to insights in the role of variability. 

The current maintenance process has been studied using two approaches. Firstly, study how ASML themselves describe the repair process. This will be combined with the time-writing of engineers in order to get an initial understanding of how the repair process works. Time-writing is the administration where engineers describe their repairs and their other work. The time-writing includes various types of information, such as a problem description, machine number which requires repair, machine type which requires repair, employee name & number who performed the maintenance action, time of starting the repair and the ending time of the repair. In appendix 3 an excerpt of such time-writing can be found. Secondly, semi-structured interviews with FSE’s about the day to day field operations have been conducted. This will validate if the process is correct and allows for additional remarks of the engineers to be included into the process. The failure and repair data over 2017 and 2018 has been used to validate this. This data is selected since it is completed and the time-writing has been approved by the manager in charge of approving the time-writing. Summarized transcripts of these semi-structured interviews can be found in appendix 4,5 and 6. Figure 5 – Example of a maintenance action



In general, repairing a failure can be broken down into the steps given in figure 5. In this figure the light green phases are always required in any maintenance action and the dark green are not always applicable.

ASML has several engineering groups. Engineers from these groups can perform maintenance on different types of machines for which different skills are required. The distinction is made between DUV/YS and EUV machines, since repairing requires different skills. Within the 1st line engineering group, the skills within one group can be considered similar for each Field Service Engineer. This means, that as a 1st line engineer, you can either perform DUV/YS or EUV repairs. 

Reporting a failure does not always mention all the phases stated in figure 5. Sometimes the time writing only mentions a few phases for an entire maintenance action. This has several reasons. First, the ability to report might be limited. The engineers might be forbidden to bring their laptops and phones into the fabs due to customer restrictions. This limits the accuracy of reporting, since it happens from memory. Moreover, it has been mentioned by FSE’s, that the time-writing procedure is not always filled out seriously. They argue, that time-writing takes a lot of time, that it is inaccurate since they have to describe it from memory, and it is difficult to describe the phases of a repair within the time-writing procedure. Some FSE’s take time-writing more seriously than others. That time-writing is not fully accurate can be concluded by analyzing the timestamps of starting time and ending times of failures. The starting time of a failure is either at an hour mark or half hour mark and seldomly at a quarter hour mark (e.g. starting times could be 17:00, 17:15, 17:30 or 17:45). The same applies for a ending times. However failures and repairs can occur at any time, not only at a quarter hour mark. This indicates that time-writing might not be accurate. Engineers mention that multiple failures on different machines, still might be written to one machine. It easier to describe their main repair during their day, instead of also reporting small repairs which might occur in-between. Therefore, it can be argued, that the time-writing data might be flawed to some extent. However it is argued by the engineers, that many engineers do fill out their time-writing to the best of their capabilities. We have tried to counter the problems, by selecting the sites where the phases of repairs are described most extensively. This will be discussed in 3.3.. ASML tries to train the engineers how to perform time-writing and make engineers aware why time-writing is important. 

Based on the interviews, the time-writing data and ASML procedure descriptions, a general procedure has been made. See figure 6 - maintenance procedure. This figure has been established in order to clarify the sequence how failures are solved. Business planning does not take this procedure into account, in their capacity planning model.Figure 6 - Maintenance procedure



After receiving a call for a failure, engineers will be requested. If enough engineers are available, they will go to that failure. Otherwise the failure will be put on hold in a queue, waiting for sufficient engineers to become available. All failures must eventually be served. As explained by the 1st line engineers themselves, they deem their repairs to be “generic”. The team lead is the person in charge of a team of Field Service Engineers (FSE's) during a shift. The team lead divides the work, but this occurs with consultation of the engineers. More experienced workers might be sent to a difficult failure, less experienced might be sent to a failure in order to obtain more knowledge about a specific failure. But in general, each engineer can be sent to each failure. If a failure is too difficult to be repaired by 1st line engineers, they will call in the help of a 2nd line engineer. Similar procedures will follow if the 2nd line cannot solve a disturbance. The issue will be escalated to a 3rd line/Global Support Center (GSC) that tries solve the issue off-site. In general a first line engineer will stay with the failure throughout the duration of a repair. Note that the 1st, 2nd and 3rd line serve a different amount of sites. Whereas 1st line is limited to site levels, the 2nd line can serve a whole site cluster. There are 3 GSC offices which cover 3rd line failures throughout all sites.

The number of engineers requested for a failure is dependent on the machine type and the failure. In general this is decided by the team lead. He does so by discussing the failure with the client. Then he is able to assess the complexity of the failure and the urgency of the problem. If more engineers are required, this would be known rapidly after the first engineers arrive. Initial diagnosis will determine the actual complexity of the failure. Since the traveling distance is most often negligible, additional engineers also would arrive near instantaneous. The 2nd and 3rd line, can be performed off-site (e.g. online support) and on-site. Off-site support is near instantaneous, whereas on-site support might require some travelling time, for an office towards a site. Since the 3rd line support is performed off-site (e.g. online support), it occurs near instantaneously.  

Note that all failures must be repaired. Failures which cannot be repaired immediately  have to wait in a queue. If there are multiple machines waiting for repair, then ASML’s customers determine which machines have priority for service, at the moment in time when engineers become available. The customer will discuss with team leader which machine is most important for the customer to be repaired. FSE’s stated that in general this will be the newer machine types, NXE (EUV) and NXT New (a DUV machine). This can be explained by the fact that newer types of machines play a more significant part in the production process of customers. If there are multiple failures of the same machine type waiting to be repaired, then a First In First Out (FIFO) strategy for repair applies. 

Corrective maintenance as well as preventive repairs take place. There exist preventive maintenance policies developed by ASML. The customer determines whether such policies are followed. Therefore, it is highly customer specific if preventive maintenance is applied at all and secondly to what extent. The FSE’s state that in most cases the customer do not follow preventive repair policies, only for a limited amount of major problems. Preventive repairs are ad hoc and mostly unplanned. Corrective repairs can occur at any time, whereas preventive repairs only takes place when there are sufficient engineers available. Due to relatively few preventive repairs and high machine availability levels, preventive repairs behave quite similarly as corrective repairs. Therefore the assumption has been made that preventive maintenance can be modelled as corrective repairs. 

If a failure is repaired, engineers will be sent to another pending failure. If there are no failures waiting they can do administration for the repaired failure(s) and monitor if other failures occur. According to the engineers they might not immediately do the administration, but they do multiple administration tasks at once. 

3.2 Current planning method

CS business planning department uses statistical calculations in order to determine staffing levels. These are based on historic averages of annual labor hours per machine. In current models the objective is to identify which workforce levels are required to ensure with 95% certainty that the availability constraints will be met. The 95% is an arbitrary value, selected by the department themselves.

An overview of the current staffing practice by CS business planning is denoted in figure 7. From this figure the main staffing procedure can be derived. 



Figure 7 - Current workforce capacity planning practice at ASML. (The history of blueprints, 2018)

In figure 7 it can be seen that the capacity planning model starts by obtaining the sales plan. The sales plan is a forecast, based on existing and sold machines, which determines how many machines are expected to be present at each location in the coming year. The sales plan is calculated by another department. The blueprint is denoted in red in figure 7. A blueprint consists of 3 parts, a model, drivers, and information how to use the individual blueprint:

· The model of a blueprint is formula to translate a forecast, given by the sales plan, into expected demand. 

· The drivers are the parameters of the blue print. 

· For the information how to use a blueprint. One could think of information of applying the blueprint only for a specific fab or office, or even only for a first introduction of a machine. 

The main goal of blueprints is to correctly translate forecast information into expected demand of service hours per machine on an annual basis. Currently ASML has different blueprints based on machine type and coverage (how many hours of per week service should be available). The coverage value is based on the required availability of engineers on a weekly basis, as stated in contract agreements with customers. E.g. if customers have a 24/7 contract, the coverage value is 1 and a 12/7 contract leads to a coverage value of 0.5. These variables might differ among sites and areas. The blueprints do not incorporate the interaction of multiple failures and omit waiting times from their calculations. This can cause an underestimation of the required number of engineers. When combining the available hours per engineers with the blueprint, the blueprint demand can be calculated, denoted in formula (3.1) (Luu, 2018): 

 (3.1)

In formula (3.1) the expected annual amount of labor hours required for repairs per machine for a specific machine type are derived by using the blueprint. They are the average repair hours a machine of a machine type per year. The hours available per engineer per year, are derived from local labor laws. It is assumed that all engineers work full-time. This is realistic, since it is standard practices to work full-time in countries where maintenance takes place. 



Figure 8 – LHM model (The history of blueprints, 2018)

By using the LHM (Least Hours Model) logic, the blueprint demand for a site can be calculated. This will result into the total number of required FTE’s for a site per year. Each site requires a minimum number of engineers in order to ensure that there are sufficient engineers to have 4 shifts and cover all competences. If a site has a small install base (number of machines), then the number of engineers required to create a shift schedule are sufficient to obtain the desired availability levels with more than 95% certainty. This practice is denoted in the horizontal beginning in figure 8. However for larger amounts of machines, the number of engineers to enable shifts is insufficient which causes the need for more FTE’s. The amount of engineers required is based on the FTE blueprint demand per machine. This is denoted in the linear increase in figure 8. Currently the planning is done separately for DUV/YS and EUV machines, since both set of machines require different skills. Note that the increase for DUV/YS might not be linear, but depends on which machine type is added to the install base. This is calculated with the formula given in (3.2):

  (3.2)

In formula (3.2) h is the average number of engineers required for repairs for all machines of the machine type at a site based on the FTE blueprint demand, z is a student t value, which is 1.645 for a one sided confidence interval of 95%.  is the standard deviation of number of required FTE’s, n is the number of machines of the machine type present at a site.

Local planners have more specific insights in local staffing problems or future demand. They can ask for additional FTE’s via “appeals”. Examples causes for appeals are when customers demand for additional support, in case of regulatory changes, or in case of additional contracts which require more FTE’s in the future. If appeals are approved, they are added to the blueprint demand and lead to the final FTE demand for a site. If not, they will be discussed and tentatively not be added to the blueprint demand.

3.3 Current performance

3.3.1 Failure and repair variability

In order to assess the current performance, 3 out of 8 site clusters in South-Korea have been selected. South-Korea has been selected, since South-Korea has sites with DUV/YS & EUV machines, a varying amount of machines and a different ratio of DUV/YS versus EUV machines. The performance is based on the combination of these 3 sites. These sites are selected over site clusters in Taiwan and the United States with DUV/YS and EUV machines. This has been done since South-Korea has different site sizes, different ratios between DUV/YS & EUV. Additionally in South-Korea they also describe the phases of repairs quite extensively.

Failure and repair data from SAP and W2IN databases have been used to analyze the performance. This includes all failures and repairs. This leads to figure 9 -Repair time indicators and figure 10- Failure time indicators. 





Figure 9 - Repair time indicators 						Figure 10 - Failure time indicators



Figure 9 and 10 show the performance of failure and repair times in South-Korea. The time between repairs (Failure time) is the difference in time between the end time of a previous failure and the arrival time of a new failure. The duration of a repair (repair time) is defined as the difference in time between the time when engineers are sent to a failure and ending time of a failure. The blue bar represents the average failure/repair, the red bar represents the standard deviation and the green bar represents the coefficient of variation. Repairs are measured in hours, whereas failures are measured in days.

Figure 9, shows that the average repair times are almost similar for all machine types. There are only small differences in the averages. The standard deviation of failure times, are similar as the averages. This results into a low Coefficient of Variation. This implies that the repair process is not highly variable. 

The latter is in contrast to the arrival of failures, see figure 10. Here large differences between the average time to failure between machine types can be observed. The standard deviation is noticeably higher than the average. This results in a high coefficient of variation. This shows that the time between arrivals are highly variable.



 	

Figure 11 – Availability EUV machines					Figure 12 – Labor hours /EUV / year

Figure 11 shows that the availability is lower than the target over 2018. This suggest that there might be a shortage of engineers. Figure 12 supports the latter statement. The amount of engineering hours required exceeds the planned hours. This is supported by the statement given by the CS business planning department that overtime is common. The performance is decreased since the required amount of engineers exceeds the planned labor capacity. A shortage of engineers may result in failures that have to wait until they are repaired. The new model must enable availability levels closer to the targets. 

3.3.2 Time between failures and repair time distributions

In order to analyze the performance of the current maintenance actions and obtain input data for a redesigned model, the failure times and repair times distributions must be analyzed. Time between failures distributions are based on the failure times. Failure time is the difference in time between the end time of a previous failure and the arrival time of a new failure. The repair distribution is based on the duration of a repair. The duration of a repair is defined as the difference in time between the time when engineers are sent to a failure and ending time of a failure. Since 1st line engineers are located at or close by sites, the travelling time and time for obtaining tools & parts are negligible 



There are several steps in the procedure of determining the distribution of these measures. Ricci (2005) has identified three phases in distribution fitting:



1. Select an initial set of distributions

2. Estimating parameters

3. Determine the goodness-of-fit



The first phase is collecting and sorting the data. We had to calculate the time between failures, and duration of repairs based on timestamps in the time-writing in SAP and W2IN failure database. After this had been achieved, the data could be plotted, and compared with theoretical distributions. Hereafter an initial comparison has been made, and suitable distributions selected, based on similarities in the shape of the plots. Since the duration of an repair and the time between failures is continuous, continuous distributions were considered:  

· Weibull

· Gamma 

· Lognormal

· Normal 

· Exponential 

· Uniform 

· Logistic 



The sample size of the data is extremely large. However, as has been explained before, the quality of the data is questionable. Not only is it inaccurate, often reported from memory. There also exists some reluctance, from FSE’s, to accurately report the performed repairs. The sites for analysis have been selected since they offered the most accurate description of the failure process. Therefore this data seems most reliable. 



Estimating the values of the distribution parameters

Estimating the values of the distribution parameters is based on the values from the actual dataset. Estimating the values of the parameters is generally done by choosing which parameters result into the closest fit to values from the actual dataset. Estimation of the distribution parameters can be done using various methods. Ricci (2005), has identified three major methods for estimating the theoretical distribution parameters:



1. Analogic method

2. Moment Matching Estimation (MME)

3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)



In Appendix 7 there is a detailed description how these estimations work. Due to the fact that the MME and MLE estimations are more accurate than the analogic method, only MME and MLE are considered. MME nee can be difficult to obtain, whereas MLE values are easily computed. Furthermore, it can be stated that the MME accuracy is generally lower than the MLE (Heckert et al., 2012). Therefore, MLE is chosen as the method to estimate the distribution parameters. 



Goodness of fit

In order to determine the goodness of fit, tests can be performed. Three standard tests for evaluating normality have been selected:



· The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS)

· The Anderson-Darling test (AD)

· The Cramer - von Mises test (CvM)



For the three goodness-of-fit tests, a 0.05 significance interval is chosen. The significance level is the probability that the outcome of a test could have occurred by chance. A significance interval of 0.05 means, that the probability of occurring by chance is small (in less than 5% of the tests). A 0.05 significance interval is selected since it is the most frequently selected significant interval (Zar, 1999). The null-hypothesis, H0, states that the empirical data follows the tested distribution. If the values are higher than the critical values given in Table 15 given in Appendix 7, H0 will not be rejected. This implies that the data follows the tested distribution. Alternatively, if the critical values are lower than the values stated in the table, the null hypothesis is rejected. This means that the empirical data does not follow the tested distribution.  

			

Figure 13 - CDF plot example			 Figure 14 –  Q-Q plot example

Alternatively one can use probability plots in order to visually inspect the fit between the theoretical distributions and the collected data. Frequently used are the so-called Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plots and Q-Q plots. In general the goodness-of-fit tests are leading in determining the appropriate distributions. If the repair time and time between failures distributions are rejected, this will lead to a visual inspection of the CDF and Q-Q plot. Figure 13 and figure 14 are examples of such plots. In these figures empirical observations are shown as the open circles. The dashed and solid lines denote the theoretical distributions. Figure 13 shows multiple theoretical CDF distributions and the empirical distribution function. Figure 14 shows 1 distribution function and the empirical distribution function. When the goodness of fit tests are rejected, the goodness of fit is determined based on which of the theoretical distributions follows the empirical  values. The theoretical distribution which deviates the least from the empirical observations will be selected. Any rejections of tests are caused by the sample size. In a few instances some sample sizes are very large. This will cause a larger divergence when comparing the theoretical and empirical distributions and subsequently might result in a rejection of a valid distribution. 

3.3.2.1 Summary results failure and repair distributions

After having implemented the methodology from 3.3.2. some remarks can be made. A detailed analysis can be found in Appendix 7 after table 15. Tests have been performed separately for each machine type and the amount of engineers required for repairs on that specific machine type. The goodness of fitness-tests, as well as graphical CDF graphs, support that the empirical distributions can be represented by lognormal distributions for all machine types and all types of repairs. Therefore the repair times and failure times will be represented by lognormal distributions in the new model. For both the KS as well as the CvM goodness-of-fit test, a lognormal sample came from the same distribution as the empirical sample. This means that the lognormal distribution is able to represent the empirical distributions. This was the only distribution, for which this was true. Other theoretical distributions were unable to represent the empirical distribution in many instances. This supports that the repair and failure times are distributed lognormally.

For 4 out of the 31 AD tests, the AD test gave infinite values for the lognormal distribution. From these results we are not able to conclude that the lognormal distributions could represent the empirical distributions. From the remaining 27 tests, the lognormal distribution was able to represent the empirical distributions. For the four tests which gave infinite results, all other theoretical distribution also gave infinite values. It was unclear if any of the theoretical distributions could represent the empirical distribution for these four cases. Therefore, these four cases are evaluated on the KS and CvM tests results and an inspection of the graphs. Additionally the other distributions failed in many of the other AD tests. This means that the other distributions are not able to represent the empirical distributions. By analyzing the CDF graphs, it could be observed that the empirical distribution is more skewed at the beginning of the distribution. This also applies to lognormal distributions, which further supports the selection of a lognormal distribution. 




4. Redesign

This chapter discusses the redesign of the capacity planning of FSE’s. Based on literature and the current maintenance process, a redesigned model is established. Section 4.1 states the problem and explains what is required to solve the problem. Subsequently, the assumptions for the redesign are explained. Then an optimization model is presented. Section 4.2 explores which methods are able to incorporate the requirements. Section 4.3 discusses Simulation based optimization, which is selected as the method for redesign. In section 4.4 the redesigned model discusses the redesigned model.

4.1 Model requirements and optimization

The section starts by giving the requirements. Then the section states the assumptions for the redesigned model. Subsequently, an optimization model is presented. The optimization model analytically represents the goal and constraints which are stated in the requirements. 

4.1.1 Model requirements

The redesigned model should be able to model individual machines and pools of engineers at a site. The machines must be classified per machine type, with failure rates and repair rates per machine type. Occurring failures have to be placed in a queue, waiting for sufficient engineers to be available for repair. The redesign should be able to prioritize certain failures. Priority can be based on machine type, starting time of the failure and the availability of engineers. The repair rate should depend on the machine type and type of failure. If there are insufficient engineers available, the redesign should be able to include waiting times until the repair is started. The amount and type of engineers required for repairs, depend on the failure and the machine type where the failure has occurred. The engineers must be sent to a failure if sufficient engineers are available. After a failure engineers have to be sent back to their ‘pool’ in order to monitor the performance of machines and wait for new failures to occur. The redesign should be able to model engineers with different skills into separate ‘pools’. There are three types of skills, skills for DUV/YS machines and skills for EUV machines. Additionally, the redesigned model should be able to include a 3rd pool, which may contain cross-trained engineers. Cross-trained engineers should be able to perform both skills. Moreover, it should be possible measure performance of both the SLA’s: the number of XLD’s and the availability. Finally, the model should be able to minimize the labor and training costs, whilst meeting the agreed SLA’s. If the model has a value chain perspective then the model should be able to minimize the labor, training and downtime costs, whilst meeting the agreed SLA’s. 

The redesign differs from the current capacity planning model. The redesign includes stochastic repairs and failures. Whereas the current planning method uses averages. The redesign is able to include waiting times. The current capacity planning does not include waiting times.  Downtimes can be calculated, by including the waiting times into the model. Downtime is defined as the duration between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired. Downtime consists of waiting time and repair time. Knowing the downtime is required in order to calculate the SLA’s. This model is able to incorporate the waiting times into the SLA’s. This enables the redesign to estimate the expected number of XLD’s. Additionally, the model is able to include the effects of priority. The current capacity planning model does not include priority. Lastly, the redesign is able to model cross-trained engineers. This is useful for assessing future scenario’s when engineering groups might be combined.  

4.1.2 Optimization model

An optimization model can be constructed in order to analytically represent the capacity problem. The goal and restrictions are retrieved from the requirements and previous sections. The goal is to minimize the labor and training costs, while adhering to the SLA’s and taking the effects of variability into account. The objective is cost minimization. As explained in section 2.1, there are two approaches to calculate the costs. Solely the FSE costs are considered, when assessing how many engineers are required. Alternatively, if the cost for ASML and their customer are considered, then the FSE and downtime costs should be minimized. Both minimization are subjected to meeting the SLA’s which is discussed in the following paragraph. 

Besides the objective function there exists constraints for the model. The most important constraints are the SLA’s. Both the SLA’s depend on the downtime. Therefore it is crucial to calculate the downtime. As explained, downtime consists of waiting time and repair time. The waiting time is difficult to calculate. The duration of the waiting time depends on the availability of engineers and amount of failures waiting to be repaired. The availability SLA is expressed as the average availability per machine type per site. This ensures that availability targets are still met if a single machine does not meet the SLA, due to the variability in repair times and arrivals of failures. The average availability per machine type must be higher or equal than availability SLA, as agreed with the customer. Moreover, there also exist a restriction on the maximum number of XLD’s for each machine. Each machine might only have a certain amount of XLD’s during each time period. Subsequently the average number of XLD’s per machine type must be lower or equal than number of XLD’s, as agreed with the customer. Additionally, there are constraints regarding the usage of FSE’s. There exists labor laws, which result into a maximum number of allowed working hours per engineer. A limit of hours worked, should be implemented via constraints. 

4.1.2.1 Assumptions for redesign

This section will briefly explain the most important assumptions that are made whilst establishing the redesigned model. 

1. The failure rates are independent and identically distributed across all machines in a machine type - Meaning that the failure rate of one machine does not affect the failures from other machines. 

2. The repair rates are independent and identically distributed across all machines in a machine type - This means that the repair rates do not rely on the repair rate at another machine. 

3. The failure rates and repair rates will remain constant over time – E.g. there could be improvements or components could degrade faster, resulting in different rates over time. Since there is a yearly evaluation of the staff capacity, this changes in the failure and repair rates will be limited.

4. Each failure needs to be repaired – The assumption is made that if a machine breaks down, it always needs to be repaired. 

5. Each engineer costs the same except cross-trained engineers – Training and labor costs does not differ between DUV/YS and EUV engineers. Cross-trained engineers require both DUV/YS and EUV training. Therefore, they are more expensive.

6. Each engineer works full-time – This is realistic, since it is standard practices to work full-time in countries where maintenance takes place. 

7. Each engineer works less than the maximum allowed of hours worked by an employee – Labor laws should be followed. Therefore this assumption holds.

8. The 1st line engineers are assumed to stay with a repair, until the failure has been completed - Only if a new shift commences and the failure is not within 30 minutes of the end of a repair, the engineers from a new shift will take over. 

9. Engineers will take breaks at times when there are no interruptions – This assumption is based on the interviews with engineers. If an interruption of a machine occurs, then engineers have indicated that they will stop their break and go to the failure. Therefore, there is no need to model this aspect. 

10. Engineers will perform administration immediately after a repair - Unless there is another failure, engineers will do the administration after a repair. Otherwise it is very difficult to estimate when and how many failures engineers will log. This differs from reality. However, this is how it should be performed. 

11. 1st line engineers have no travel time – 1st line engineers work on or close by sites. Therefore there travelling times are negligible. Therefore the assumption is deemed to be reasonable.

		Symbols

		Description



		 αc,t

		Fraction of time for which a cross-trained worker  is available for DUV/YS machines, during time period t.



		 

		Actual availability levels for type of machine i during period t.



		 

		Availability target levels for type of machine I which is constant for each time period t.



		 c,t

		Fraction of time for which a cross-trained worker  is available for EUV machines, during time period t.



		 

		Total expected annual costs



		 c

		Denotes the number of available Cross-trained engineers, with c = 1,2,…,.



		 

		The costs of downtime for customers per year.



		 

		The yearly costs for a single engineer.



		 d

		denotes the number of available DUV/YS engineers, with d = 1,2,…,.



		 

		The total downtime, on machine mi of machine-type i during period t where downtime is the time between a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired.



		 e

		Denotes the number of available EUV engineers, with e = 1,2,…,.



		 

		Denotes the number of failures for a machine during period t, with f = 1,2,…,.



		 

		Available cross-trained engineers from set c



		 

		Available DUV/YS engineers from set d



		 

		Available EUV engineers from set e



		 i

		Denotes the different machine-types, with i = 1,2,…,. If i = 1, this means that the machine type is EUV. All other i’s are DUV/YS machine types.



		 mi

		Denotes the specific machine mi within machine-type i, where m = 1,2,…,.



		 

		The number of 1st line engineers required in order to perform failure f  on machine mi of machine-type i, during period t. 



		 

		Maximum allowed working hours target for each employee which is constant fo each time period t.



		 

		The repair time, of failure f on machine mi of machine-type i, during period t. Repair time is the duration between the starting time of a repair and the time a machine has been repaired. 



		 t

		Denotes the time periods with t = 0,1,2,…,.



		 

		Denotes a fraction of the relative additional cost for cross trained engineers compared to DUV/YS or EUV engineers. The additional costs are caused by additional training.



		 

		Denotes the total duration of period t, for each machine mi of all machine types during time period t.



		

		Available working hours, for per cross-trained engineer of type c during time period t.



		 

		Available working hours, for per DUV/YS engineer of type d during time period t.



		 

		Available working hours, for per EUV engineer of type e during time period t.



		

		The total waiting time related to failure f on machine mi of machine-type i during period t. The duration of time between the occurrence of a failure and the starting time of a repair.



		 

		The average amount of XLD’s, for each machine types i and each time period t.



		 

		Maximum allowed number of XLD for machine type I which is constant for each time period t.





4.1.2.2 Optimization model

Table 2 - List of symbols of the optimization model



Table 2 denotes the symbols and their description which are used in the optimization.                                             Based on the redesign requirements the following optimization model is constructed:

Minimize 

			(4.1)

Subject to

				for t = 0,1,2,…, mi = 1,2,…,	(4.2)

					for t = 0,1,2,…, 			(4.3)

 							for t = 0,1,2,…, 			(4.4)

						for t = 0,1,2,…, 			(4.5)

*	for t = 0,1,2,…,  i =2,…,			(4.6)

*	for t = 0,1,2,…,, i =1				(4.7)

							for c = 1,2,…,  t = 0,1,2,…,			(4.8)

							for t = 0,1,2,…,e = 1,2,…,			(4.9)

							for t = 0,1,2,…, d = 1,2,…,			(4.10)

							for t = 0,1,2,…, c = 1,2,…,			(4.11)

	for t = 0,1,2,…, c = 1,2,…,  d = 1,2,…,	(4.12)

								e = 1,2,…,, mi = 1,2,…,

and integer										(4.13)



The objective function is stated in formula (4.1). The costs component consists of one or two parts, depending if the current objective is optimized or the total costs for ASML and their customers is optimized. If the current approach is implemented, only the  costs are minimized. These costs consist of the cost of an engineer per year multiplied with the sum of all available engineers with different skills during that year. Since engineers must be trained, and each FSE is always a full-time engineer, the costs are measured per year at an annual FTE basis. The  engineers require additional training.  states how much a cross-trained engineer is relatively more expensive then DUV/YS or EUV engineers. From a value chain perspective, also downtime costs must be included. These are measured by multiplying the downtime, with the costs of downtime. This is done at an annual basis, for each machine in each machine-type. The decision variables are the total amount of engineers per skill: .

The remaining formulas state the constraints of the optimization model. Formula (4.2) states the downtime per machine per machine type during period t. It is the sum of the all repair times and waiting times caused by all failures f which occurred during period t. The waiting time cannot be obtained analytically. The waiting times depend on the availability of engineers and the amount of other failures which are waiting to be repaired. Since each failures requires a different amount of engineers the waiting time depends on how many engineers are busy repairing prior failures. This differs constantly due to the stochastic arrival of different types of failures. Without an accurate calculation of the waiting times, the SLA’s cannot be calculated.

Formula’s (4.3) and (4.4), are concerned with the minimum required availability per machine-type. Formula (4.3) states the average availability per machine-type during period t. Subsequently, in formula (4.4), the availability during period t is compared with target SLA availability. The availability must be equal or larger than the target. Note that the targets are set in the contract with customers. The availability depends on the duration of downtimes. Since the downtimes cannot be calculated analytically, the availability cannot be calculated.

Formula (4.5), states that the maximum number of XLD’s must be lower or equal than the maximum number of allowed XLD’s. The number of XLD’s depend on the duration of downtimes. Since the downtimes cannot be calculated analytically, the expected amount of XLD’s cannot be calculated.

(4.6) and (4.7) state that the sum of the total capacity of labor hours is equal or larger than the sum for all required labor hours during period t. This is done separately for DUV/YS (4.6) and the EUV machines (4.7). This has been done, since both set of machines require different skills. The total number of available hours (capacity) is calculated by multiplying the available hours per engineer and summing this for all engineers. The total required working hours can be calculating as the repair time of a failure multiplied with the number of 1st line engineers required for a failure, summed for all failures. In (4.7) i=1 in order to only include EUV machines. Formula (4.8) in combination with the use of  and  in formulas (4.6) and (4.7) ensure that the available labor hours of for each cross-trained engineer c can be divided between DUV/YS and EUV machines. The division of labor is independent of time, since it is done separately for each time period t. The constraint in (4.8) ensures that the labor hours allocated to DUV/YS and EUV machines must be less than or equal to the total labor hours a cross-trained engineer c is able to perform during period t. 

The formulas (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) ensure that total hours worked during a period is lower than the maximum of total working time allowed for each engineer. 

Formula (4.12) are non-negativity constraints, which ensure that the variables are not negative. This follows from the fact that the used parameters cannot become negative. Moreover (4.13) states that the engineers are integers, since no people exist. 

The optimization is an analytical representation of the goal and constraints of the capacity planning. However the waiting time, , cannot be solved analytically. Without the waiting times, the SLA’s cannot be calculated. Therefore it can be stated that this model cannot be solved analytically. However, this model provides a good description of the goal and the constraints. The following section will address which method is able to represent the model and will be used to optimize the problem at hand. 

4.2 Method selection

The redesigned model needs to optimize the costs whilst meeting the availability SLA en XLD SLA. The previous section showed that the optimization model cannot be solved analytically. This section discusses which method is able to represent the optimization model. First this section will explain which types of workforce capacity planning methods exist in literature. Subsequently, the section will examine which methods are able to solve problem, given the requirements. The methods are evaluated on four criteria, which are based on the requirements: the ability to calculate downtimes, the ability to include priority, the possibility for engineers to have different skills and the ability to include varying number of engineers for different types of failures. These criteria have been selected, since not every method is able to include these requirements. 

The main focus is on calculating the SLA’s and subsequently optimizing the costs for the ASML. Both SLA’s depend on depend on the downtime, . Therefore, each method should be able to calculate the downtime. The redesigned model must do so, whilst taking into account having priority rules, different repair and failure rates per machine type, simultaneous repair by varying number of engineers and different skill levels. 

4.2.1 Prescriptive versus descriptive methods

The downtime,, can be calculated by either prescriptive methods or descriptive methods (Sinreich & Marmor, 2005). Prescriptive methods prescribe how to implement decision variables, in order to accomplish optimal performance of predefined objective(s). Examples of techniques used in prescriptive methods, include linear and non-linear modeling (Sinreich & Marmor, 2005). Descriptive methods give an encompassing report of the function of the behavior of such models. This behavior is deducted from the description of the model itself. Examples of descriptive methods include queuing models, Markov models and simulation models. This section will determine which type of model, (non-) linear modeling, queuing models or simulation is most appropriate for optimizing the required number of engineers given the SLA restrictions. 

Prescriptive methods are able to model towards an objective value, such as a minimum cost value (Fragnière et al., 2010; Ighravwe et al., 2014). However, prescriptive methods are only able to obtain an average waiting time (Yankovic & Green, 2011). Obtaining the average waiting time, is not sufficient to calculate the, as required for the SLA’s for ASML. Moreover, it is not currently possible to include priority of failures in such models (Yankovic & Green, 2011). In order to include priority, the models need to be extended. Since prescriptive methods are unable to include waiting times, it can be concluded that such models are inadequate to optimize the SLA’s and number of engineers. This statement is true for all situations where a high variability occurs and waiting times can affect the overall performance.

Descriptive methods offer a wider explanation of a capacity planning model’s performance, compared to prescriptive methods. Queuing theory models require less data than simulation and can be rapidly constructed and implemented. They are useful for quick estimations the performance, such as , under many circumstances. Queuing models are useful for obtaining (average) service levels. Queuing might depend be vulnerable to size, complexity and required detail (Hu, Barnes, & Golden, 2018). An alternative to queuing theory is simulation. Simulation can be used for creating a capacity planning model in highly variable situations (Mjema, 2002). Simulation is also able to measure the performance of the workforce and their services, in a workforce with multiple skills (Agnihothri, Mishra, & Simmons, 2003). Priority rules and simultaneous repair can be included into simulations. Simulation models are less susceptible to size & complexity and can include more accuracy. However, this type of descriptive methods has the drawback of time-consuming development of such models (Sinreich & Marmor, 2005). 

Since queuing theory can rapidly be constructed, can be easily implemented and offers fast output of results, it is the preferred method. The following paragraphs check if queuing is able to meet the four criteria: the ability to calculate downtimes, the ability to include priority, the possibility for engineers to have different skills and the ability to include varying number of engineers for different types of failures. If queuing models are not able to meet all the criteria, one could use the more intensive approach of implementing a simulation model for redesign. 

4.2.2 Priority rules

As explained some priority rules exist, when failures are waiting to be processed. There has been extensive research in queuing theory, regarding priority queues. Multiple priority strategies and distribution assumption have been established in non-preemptive situations (Shortle et al., 2018; Bartsch & Bolch, 1978; Takine, 1996). Therefore, it can be argued that priority can be implemented into queueing models. 

4.2.3 downtimes

As stated, the redesigned model needs to be able to include the SLA’s related to availability and XLD’s. Downtimes need to be known in order to calculate the SLA’s. The downtime is the duration between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired. Downtime consists of two parts, the waiting time and the repair time. Only the downtime attributed to ASML is considered in this research. The average value for downtimes has been established for multiple queuing systems (Hopp & Spearman, 2011). However, the average might not be adequate in all situations. The downtime distributions are required in order to determine the amount of expected XLD’s. Ozawa (2006), developed an approach to obtain downtime distributions, with phase-distributions (exponential family). A major assumption in this model, is a FIFO service model. Others developed model with general service times and exponential & general inter-arrival times (Sengupta, 1992; Zwart & Boxma, 2000). However such models are limited to one server only. 

The downtime will not always be useful to measure, for example in loss systems, where service demand is lost if a server cannot fulfill the required demand immediately. Alternatively, if downtimes are necessary to evaluate the performance of a staffing model, one could implement queueing systems to estimate the downtimes under certain scenario’s. One could check if having 1 server leads to adequate performance, under various service and inter-arrival rates. Alternatively, if FIFO service and exponential inter-arrival times are in place, the performance can be estimated by implementing a queuing model. In the case of ASML, the departure of failures from the queue is not FIFO and the number of servers is larger than one. This implies that the downtime distributions cannot be calculated by using queuing theory. 

4.2.4 Different skill levels

If separate engineering groups are implemented, the problem of capacity planning could be solved by using separate queuing models. In that case the DUV/YS and the EUV machine each have their own group of engineers with homogeneous skills. However, in the case of having shared skills, mixed skills queueing models are required. As was the case for priority, there has been attention directed towards such problems in literature. Federgruen & Groenevelt (1988) and Shumsky (2004) have developed models cross-training models. These contain cross-training with exponential service and inter-arrival time and different priority rules. However, Agnihothri et al. (2003) argue that obtaining approximations for multiple server queueing systems with non-exponential service times and heterogeneous failures and servers, are extremely difficult and opt for a simulation in their study. Tekin et al (2009), contradict this and suggest that approximations for M/G/c queueing models can be derived. For G/G/c models, there have no approximations been derived. In most situations, having different skills, can be implemented by using queuing theory. 

4.2.5 Simultaneous repair, by a varying number of engineers for complete repairs 

There exist situations where there is a varying demand of servers/staff required in order to perform services. ASML encounters this problem for different types of failures on different machine types. Van Dijk (1989) classifies services with a varying number of required resources as concurrent instead of independent. Rumyantsev and Morozov (2017) argue that concurrent services are more difficult to model in queueing theory. The distinction within concurrent services can be made between loss models and buffered models (Rumyantsev and Morozov, 2017). Loss models preempt customers, which cannot be fulfilled immediately. Alternatively, they also could be buffered, in which they are remembered and served after there is sufficient capacity. For ASML clearly the latter is the case, failures cannot be lost and must be repaired when there is sufficient capacity of servers. For loss systems, multiple performance measures have been established successfully (Vinayak et al. 2014; Gurvich & Whitt ,2010). Therefore it can be argued that queuing theory could be applied in situations for loss models. For buffered systems, establishing performance measures has proven to be more challenging (Rumyantsev et al., 2017). Bill & Green (1984), Filippopoulos & Karatza (2007) and Chakravarthy and Karatza (2013) have established buffer models. The initial model proposed by Bill and Green does not have proof for the stability condition. Filippopoulos and Karatza (2007) subsequently prove the stability condition, for the system by Bill and Green, in the case with 2 servers. However, no proof was given for having more than 2 servers. Moreover these 2 models assume that arrivals are a Poisson process and service times are exponential. Chakravarthy and Karatza (2013) have extended the model of Filippopoulos by creating a model with a Markovian Arrival Process, MAP. All these models assume FIFO/FCFS strategy. 

Queuing theory can be applied, in order to measure performance of a staffing model for many loss systems. When buffering applies, Queueing theory can be implemented in a limited amount of cases. Only when the number of servers is restricted to two and the models have a FIFO strategy and MAP arrivals, queueing theory can be implemented to estimate performance of such a system. Now it can be concluded if queueing can be used to model ASML’s situation. ASML’s maintenance process sometimes requires simultaneous processing, of 1 failed machine by a varying amount of multiple engineers. The amount of engineers depends on the specific type of failure and the machine type. This is a reason for concern when applying queuing theory models, because this cannot always be solved with queueing theory. The concurrent model of ASML can be classified as a buffered system. Only queueing systems with the maximum of two servers can be modelled. However ASML requires more servers/engineers for certain services. Additionally, buffered queueing systems are not able to include more sophisticated priorities required for ASML’s model. Moreover, the assumptions made on the MAP distributions do not hold for ASML. Lastly it can be stated that there has been no investigation, whether buffered queueing models can be extended by having multiple skills of the servers. Therefore, it can be stated that queueing theory is not able to the requirements for ASML’s redesign. However if such specific requirements do not hold, queueing could be implemented. 

4.2.6 Concluding remarks on choosing a staffing capacity model

Prescriptive methods are unable to adequately represent the situation at hand. Prescriptive methods are unable include the waiting time. In many instances queueing theory might be adequate to estimate the staffing requirements. However queuing theory is not able to calculate the downtime distributions, which are required to calculate the SLA’s. Simulation is able to address all the requirements. Therefore simulation has been selected in order to establish a capacity planning. 

4.3 Simulation Based Optimization

The limitations caused by calculating waiting times and the need for a varying number of engineers per failure, make it impossible to apply queuing theory in order to solve the problem on hand. Simulation based optimization (SBO) is able to solve the described problem. Simulation based optimization is a technique which is able to determine the (approximate) optimal solution of a random system (Gosavi, 2014). SBO is used to optimize a problem when it is not possible to solve/optimize the problem in a closed form. SBO tries to improve the objective value each simulation run. It does so by selecting the input variables for each simulation run based on the best outcomes of a previous simulation run. Therefore, the redesigned model will make use of SBO.

Simulation based optimization has several benefits and downsides. SBO has the advantage, that it can model more complex environments, with more accuracy (Hu, Barnes, & Golden, 2018). SBO models are less susceptible to size, complexity and required detail problems compared with queuing models, which make them more appropriate given the problem at hand (Hu, Barnes, & Golden, 2018; Sinreich & Marmor, 2005). However, SBO also has the drawback of being time-consuming in the development. 

4.3.1 Genetic Algorithm design

The use of meta-heuristics are useful if the solutions space in a SBO is very large (Gosavi, 2014). For our problem there are many different possible solutions. Not only is it possible to change the capacity levels, but the capacity can also be allocated differently between engineers with EUV and DUV/YS skills. Techniques like enumeration are too time-consuming, if there is a large solutions space. A frequently applied meta-heuristic is the Genetic Algorithm, GA. Nguyen, Reiter & Rigo (2014) argue that in situations where there are multiple objectives and continuous & discrete variables, genetic algorithms might be a good method for optimizing the simulation. Many simulations software tools have a GA included in their software. A GA has 3 steps (Gosavi, 2014):

1. Selecting initial solutions and start SBO. 

2. Identifying the best and worst solutions and selecting the best solutions and their neighbors as candidates. Subsequently execute the model and retrieve results. 

3. Repeat the 2nd step, until a maximum of prespecified iterations has been met.   

Figure 15, illustrates how an Genetic Algorithm works. It is based on the 3 steps described by Gosavi (2014). After the initialization values have been chosen, the SBO is started by performing simulation runs. After a simulation run ends, the simulation results will be obtained. These simulation results will be compared with the objective value and constraints. The objective value is the value a genetic wants to reach, e.g. zero costs. However you are not always able to obtain this value, due to constraints. Finally, it is determined whether these results are feasible & optimal or a prespecified number of iterations has been met. If this is not the case, then the results of the previous simulation run will determine the input values of the new simulation run. The genetic algorithm will decide which input values are most likely to result into promising new simulation runs. There are several techniques in order to select the promising results. The selection of promising results will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter. If the objective function is optimal and the constraints are met or the prespecified number of iterations have been met, the simulation run will stop and the outcome will be reported. The redesign should show which capacity of engineers is required, and how the capacity is allocated over the engineer groups. Additionally, the costs and SLA’s levels should be given.Figure 15 - Genetic Algorithm procedure



4.4 Redesigned model

Firstly, this section will explain the queuing policy and the rules for dispatching engineers, applied by ASML. Subsequently, this policy and the requirements stated in this chapter before it will be translated into a redesigned SBO model. It will implement a Genetic Algorithm in order to minimize the number of engineers required for meeting the SLA’s. 

4.4.1 Policies

There is a need for a queuing policy, which determines which machines will be serviced first if multiple machines are waiting for service. Also an engineering repair release policy needs to be determined. This policy determines which engineer is available for which type of failure and in which order engineers are sent to repair failures. Both policies will be discussed in more detail during this section.

4.4.1.1 Queuing policy

The rules for priority in the queuing policy are based on the description of priorities given by engineers. They argue that priority exists and should be included into the model. Based on their remarks and their experience with the needs of the customer the queuing rules can be ranked. Figure 16 gives the three rules in order of importance as stated by engineers:

The most important factor in the queue is the machine type. Especially the newer machine types, EUV and NXT New are quite crucial for ASML customers. They often require large investments from customers and they expect them to be up and running. Therefore, if a choice has to be made, between EUV, NXT New and other machines, the order of importance is EUV, NXT New and finally the other machines. It has been indicated that among the other machine types there is no real prioritization. Therefore, these machine types do not receive prioritization. Only if none of the EUV machines can be repaired, there is a check if NXT New might have open repairs. This approach is also followed prioritizing NXT New over other machines types. Figure 16 - Queue policy





The following rule is that the machines are ranked based on order of arrival. After each machine type has been ranked, the queueing priority follows a FIFO/FCFS strategy. Per machine type, the queue items are ordered based on time of arrival and the repair of the longest waiting machines will start first. 



There exist situations where high prioritized failures require more engineers then lower prioritized failures. A situation could occur where failures with a lower priority level could be repaired and the failure with higher priority level cannot. If this occurs the following priority rule will apply: If failures exist with a lower amount of engineers required than the amount of required suitable engineers for available, these failures will always receive priority. Note that engineers can only perform repairs for the machine types for which they are trained. This rule has been implemented, since engineers do not wait and remain idle until sufficient engineers become available to repair a failure. Instead they will repair other failures. 



The duration of failures is not taken into account in the queuing policy. Customers find it unacceptable for a failure waiting to be repaired. If a failure has to wait even longer, because of reasons not stated in the priority rules, they might file complaints. If there is a priority of the durations, the longest waiting failures might start the repair later then failures which have occurred later. Most machines still have unfinished tasks to finish after being repaired (e.g. finish production). The failure that is waiting the longest to start a repair is likely to become the most critical failure. Therefore the time of arrival is chosen as a priority rule instead of the duration of a failure. Meeting SLA’s does not play a role in determining the queuing policy. In general the customer dictates the priority policy. They do not take into account the SLA’s when determining the priority of failures. 

4.4.2.1 Engineer release policy

After having discussed the priority rules for failures, also the functioning of the engineer release policy will be discussed. First of all, each engineering group, each with their own skills, can repair different machine types. DUV/YS engineers can repair everything but EUV machines, EUV engineers can repair EUV machines and cross-trained engineers can repair any machine type. Therefore, the amount of available engineers available for DUV/YS failures, is the sum of available DUV/YS engineers and cross-trained engineers. The amount of available engineers available for EUV failures, is the sum of available EUV engineers and cross-trained engineers. 



First the assumption has been made that 1st line engineers can perform any type of failure. Engineers themselves have indicated that, this will hold in most situations. The total amount of engineers are equally divided and assigned to shifts. This ensures that each shift has around the same number of FSE’s working with a similar ratio of skills for each shift. Regional planners have indicated that there is or will be a 7*24 coverage of machine in place at most sites. This means that there are 4 shifts who will ensure that 7 days a week, 24 hours a day engineers are available. The regional planners indicated that each shift has an equal amount of engineers. Therefore, the redesigned model should include an ‘equal’ division of engineers over all shifts. However sometimes not all shifts will receive an equal amount of engineers. In order to explain this, we will give an example: If there are 5 FTE’s available in total then we have implemented the rule that in three shifts 1 engineer is allocated and that in 1 shift 2 engineers are allocated. This is also what occurs in reality according to regional planners. Engineers are also released to failures, while adhering to strict rules. Hereafter, engineers will be released according to the policy given by figure 17. 

The first two points are implemented fully in the actual release situation. There is a check for which engineers are available and which engineers are able to perform the type of repair. DUV/YS failures can only be repaired by DUV/YS engineers and EUV failures can only be repaired by EUV engineers. If a queue with failures waiting to be repaired forms, cross-trained engineers are allowed to perform repairs. This means that cross-trained engineers repair failures when DUV/YS or EUV engineers are not available.Figure 17 - Engineer release policy



The third point, utilization of engineers, is realistic to a certain extent. It cannot be the case that certain engineers do all the work and others do none of the work. The third phase of the policy was also implemented by practical programming reasons. If this would not have been implemented in Tecnomatix, the first created engineers would do all the repairs. This makes it more difficult to assess the performance of engineers. It can be argued that in real life the workload also should be balanced. Alternative rules can be imagined, e.g. based experience with certain types of failures. However it has been indicated that everyone should be able to perform every type of repair. Therefore we assume that such a rule does not take place. 

The fourth rule is currently not implemented. When the engineering groups will be combined, this rule is required in order to distribute the cross-trained engineers to where they are required the most. The cross-trained engineers can act as a buffer if there is a short-term shortage of engineers required for repairing DUV/YS failures or for EUV failures. In principle cross-trained engineers will be focused on EUV failures, unless there are multiple DUV/YS failure in the failure queue. This has the following reason: EUV has priority over other machine types, therefore enough engineers need to be available. Currently there are EUV engineers who previously have performed DUV/YS repairs. Such engineers are currently more specialized in performing EUV maintenance. However, with limited training they could perform maintenance at DUV/YS machines. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that in time of need they can perform DUV/YS repairs.

Beside repairs, engineers also have to perform additional tasks. Such tasks include training and administration. From schedules received from regional plans, it can be derived that training takes a day, whereas it is estimated by engineers that administration per failure takes 15 minutes. The policy to include administration into the redesign model is as follows: the administration will be performed after completion of a failure. The need for training is assessed daily per engineer. The probability that an engineer will receive training is the fraction of training days per year (e.g. 3/365). For holidays a similar approach is taken. A daily assessment takes place to see whether an engineer has a vacation. Regional planners from the US and Japan have indicated that free days are not taken all at once, but they are spread. We assumed that at least 70% of the engineers should be present during a shift. 

4.4.2 Redesigned simulation

This chapter has presented the requirements, goals, constraints and model selection. Now the last section will present the redesign model, which incorporates the findings of the prior sections of this chapter. 

Figure 18 illustrates the phases in a simulation run, and incorporates this into the genetic algorithm model. A larger representation of this figure can be found in Appendix 8. The simulation runs are represented by the box, simulation process













Figure 18 - Redesigned simulation 

From left to right the following occurs: Failures enter the system. If a failure occurs the corresponding machine will be placed into a queue. Subsequently this queue will be ranked based on priorities. The amount of engineers required for a failure is dependent on the type of failure and the machine type on which a failure occurs. Subsequently, when there are sufficient engineers, the failure will be removed from the queue list in order to indicate that this failure is being handled. Now the engineers will start their repair activities. Failures are escalated or repaired. If failures are escalated, the assumption has been made that there is ample 2nd and 3rd line capacity. This seems reasonably fair, since there are relatively many of such engineers, compared to the occurrence such failures. Additionally, they often can work off-site. While interviewing engineers, no indication was given that waiting for 2nd or 3rd line engineers currently causes delays. 2nd and 3rd line failures do not perform 1st line task. They are further removed from the sites, and they are specialized for repairing only a specific part of machines. After a failure has been repaired the engineers will return to their pool and are available for failures waiting in the queue. If there are failures waiting to be repaired, the queuing policy will decide to which failure the engineers will be assigned. It can be observed that data is collected from several point during the simulation runs. The data will include the failure type, the machine type, the number of engineers required, the starting time of the failure, the starting time of the repair, and the ending time of the repair. By storing this data, the SLA performance can be calculated after the simulation run. After each generation (number of simulation runs) of a Genetic Algorithm, the results are evaluated and the most best solutions are selected. The best solutions are altered with genetic operations, in order to change the values of decision variables and identify new possible tests. Which solutions are best and how many solutions are evaluated, will be discussed in the following chapter. Subsequently, a set of new and the best old tests will be implemented in a new generation of the genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm either finishes when the solution meets a prespecified optimal solution or when a predetermined number of generations has been performed. 

5. Implementation of the redesign in Tecnomatix

The previous sections gave a description of the simulation model. Now this will be translated into a redesigned model in Tecnomatix. Section 5.1 will explain the exact functioning of the Genetic Algorithm in Tecnomatix and will explain how the GA is implemented in Tecnomatix. Section 5.2 discusses the implementation of the SBO into Tecnomatix. 5.3 addresses the validation and verification of the simulation model and the SBO. For a description of the integration of software tools used for this process, see appendix 9. For a description of the functioning of the control panel of the created tool in Tecnomatix, see appendix 10.

5.1 Implementation of a Genetic Algorithm in Tecnomatix

First the functioning of the Genetic Algorithm in Tecnomatix will be discussed. This is required in order to understand how the GA in Tecnomatix functions and understand the terminology. Figure 19 explains the sequence of steps of a genetic algorithm in Tecnomatix. In this research the GA can be implemented to find the amount of engineers and capabilities of these engineers, which best fulfill the redesign requirements. Figure 19 - Genetic Algorithm sequence (Genetic Algorithms and Simulation, 2019)



5.1.1 Generic functioning of a GA in Tecnomatix

This section explains how a GA functions in Tecnomatix. Figure 15 and figure 19 are simplifications of the functioning of a genetic algorithm. Figure 20 is an elaborate representation of the functioning of the genetic algorithm used, in Siemens Tecnomatix. 

The goal of the genetic algorithm is to obtain the input values, for which the results are optimal. Figure 20 shows how a Genetic Algorithm works in Tecnomatix. Based on the sequence of steps in figure 20 we will explain the functioning of the genetic algorithm in Tecnomatix. The GA starts with initial input values and performs simulations with these input values. Subsequently the so-called fitness values are calculated, by a fitness function formula. The fitness values can be manipulated to only allow solutions who meet certain constraints. Calculating the fitness values and all subsequent steps defined in Figure 20 are iterative. One iteration of all these steps is called a generation. Each generation has multiple simulations each with different input values. The different input values are called individuals. After having calculated the fitness value for a generation there is a check whether the GA should be terminated. Termination occurs when a prespecified number of generations has been performed or when the fitness values meets a prespecified value. When either one of the conditions is met then the Genetic Algorithm is terminated. Otherwise a prespecified amount number of individuals are selected for a new generation. The individuals are selected based on selection rules (e.g. the individuals with the highest fitness values are selected). The selected individuals are called parents. The individuals are subjected to crossover and mutation. Crossover determines what part of the input values should change. Mutation determines the new value of the part of the input value which is subjected to change. This will result into new input values for new generation. These new individuals are called offspring. After performing the simulations of these new individuals, the fitness values can be calculated again. These steps are iterated until the GA is terminated. Figure 20 – Functioning of a Genetic Algorithm in Tecnomatix (Krajčovič et al., 2019)



5.1.2 Implementation of the GA

		Symbols

		Description



		 c

		Denotes the number of available Cross-trained engineers, with d = 1,2,…,.



		 

		The costs of downtime per year.



		 

		The yearly costs for a single engineer.



		 d

		denotes the number of available DUV/YS engineers, with d = 1,2,…,.



		 

		The total downtime, on machine mi of machine-type i, during period t. Where downtime is the duration between the time a failure occurs and the time a machine has been repaired.



		 e

		Denotes the number of available EUV engineers, with e = 1,2,…,.



		 

		Denotes the number of failures for a specific machine during period t, with f = 1,2,…,.



		 

		Cross-trained engineer from set c



		 

		DUV/YS engineer from set d



		 

		EUV engineer from set e



		 i

		Denotes the different machine-types, with i = 1,2,…,. If i = 1, this means that the machine type is EUV. All other i’s are DUV/YS machine types.



		 mi

		Denotes the machines within each machine type i, where m = 1,2,…,.



		 t

		Denotes the time periods with t = 0,1,2,…,.



		 

		Denotes a fraction of the relative additional cost for cross trained engineers compared to DUV/YS or EUV engineers. The additional costs are caused by additional training.





This section explains the implementation of the basic functioning of the GA, explained in 5.1.1. The GA starts by using initial input values in order to perform initial simulations. The input values for the redesigned model are the amount of engineers per skill. The current capacities are chosen as the initial input values. This seems reasonable since the current capacity planning should be closer to the optimal solution than starting with 0. 

Multiple simulation runs are performed for each individual of the initial generation, in order to determine the fitness value of each individual. In this case the fitness values are the costs. The fitness values consists of the average of multiple runs, for the same individual. It is based on multiple runs in order to ensure compliance to a 95% confidence interval. The average has been chosen, since in the fitness values can be determined in such a way that they can be penalized if they do not meet constraints from the redesign. The fitness values  are determined in (5.1) for only the labor and training costs of engineers and in (5.2) for the labor and training costs as well as the downtime costs.

 			         	  	(5.1)

       (5.2)  

Table 3 - List of symbols of the fitness values

Table 3 states the symbols which are used for calculating the fitness values. When the constraints are met the fitness values will be the same for the optimization model stated in 4.1.2.2.. When the constraints are not met, then there exists fitness value consist of a penalty costs of an arbitrary high number. The penalty cost is reduced by the amount of engineers times a lower arbitrary number. Reducing the penalty value by the amount of engineers is necessary in order to ensure that if no constraints are met, the GA will increase the amount of engineers. The fitness values will be lower (and better) for higher amounts of engineers, if the constraints are not met.

After calculating the fitness values, a selection rule decides which individuals from the last generation will be used for the following generation. These individuals are the parents. During this study both the parents and offspring solutions will be tested for having the best solution. This is called elitism, the best solution of the previous generation is always included in the next generation. This guarantees that the fitness will not degrade, whilst performing the genetic algorithm. The selection rule for selecting the parents is the so-called roulette wheel selection (Parent selection, 2019). In roulette wheel selection, the probability of becoming a parent for the next generation is proportional to its fitness. This means that individuals with a better fitness value, have a higher probability of becoming a parent. The probability {\displaystyle i} of selecting individual, is given in formula (5.3): 

{\displaystyle i} 	(5.3), where{\displaystyle p_{i}={\frac {f_{i}}{\Sigma _{j=1}^{N}f_{j}}}} {\displaystyle f_{i}} is the fitness value of {\displaystyle i}  {\displaystyle i}and {\displaystyle i} {\displaystyle N}is the size of the generation.

The selected values are the so-called parents. Ten values are selected for the following generation. This means that 20 tests are run every generation, ten parents tests and ten offspring tests. After testing for varying amount of selected values, the fitness values rapidly become worse for more than eight to ten selections. Therefore we have chosen to select ten fitness values. The parents are copied into offspring, and the offspring are clones of the parents. Then, genetic operators will be used in order to create new promising values for the offspring. New individuals (offspring) are created by the Order Crossover (OX). OX chooses a part of the parent and copies this to an offspring individual. The new individual will use a part of another parent in order to fill all values required to have a complete new individual. This is combined with mutation, which chooses a random numbers to replace part of some newly created individuals. The latter ensures that the genetic algorithm is able to find to global optimal values instead of local optimal values. 

The fitness values of the parents and offspring will be evaluated once more. This iterative process will be terminated, either when the predetermined number of generations has been met, or when a target fitness value is met. This study will end after a certain amount of generations, since the target value of zero costs cannot be met, whilst meeting availability and XLD constraints. The amount of generations has been selected based on the optimal result for each generation and a visual inspections of the outcome of the Genetic Algorithm. The best results per generation can be retrieved during and after performing the SBO. Visual inspection of simulation confirms whether a plateau has been formed and if the fitness-values does not improve anymore (see figure 22). We have chosen for 7 generations as the prespecified number of generations. By selecting 7 generations, all the optimal values remained constant for at least the last 3 generations. 

In order to initialize a GA in Tecnomatix, the following steps have to be completed. First the optimizer must be stated. The description of optimizer in Tecnomatix will include the optimization function, as well as the mentioned constraints. Thus, ensuring that the constraints will be met and the cost function will be minimized. The duration of the GA depends on a prespecified number of generations, also stated in the optimizer. We have chosen for 7 generations as the prespecified number of generations. By selecting 7 generations, all the optimal values remained constant for at least the last 3 generations. The XLD and work times are moving average values and need to be update constantly throughout the simulation. Whereas the availability of a machine is a long-term measure. By changing the FTE levels, which is done by the GA based on previous simulation results, the constraints and cost function outcomes will change. Therefore, during each simulation run, this will be the only values which will differ from a previous simulation run. 

5.2 Implementation in Tecnomatix







Figure 21 - Simulation run sequence in Tecnomatix

Figure 21 shows a graphical representation of how Tecnomatix handles a simulation run. Firstly, engineers need to be defined and their skills need to be stated. This needs to be done prior to initialization. Otherwise the engineers are not initialized properly. Subsequently the initialization starts. Here creating a source is created. Sources allow for a time between failures distribution to create failure. Additionally, 1st,2nd & 3rd line stations are created, first line stations, will handle first line repairs. In combination with an escalation probability, it is determined, if failures are repaired or there is a need for a 2nd or later even to a 3rd station. At this stage also the required initialization period and simulation duration is stated. Then, for each machine type the source and the stations must be filled with their appropriate failure and repair distributions. Additionally, a priority is included, based on the type of machine. 

Hereafter the EventController, which controls time during the simulation in Tecnomatix, must start the actual simulation. Subsequently failures might arrive which is depicted in the Failure handling box. If a failure arrives, the source will stop producing failures. The latter since a machine cannot fail, whilst it has already failed and is being repaired. After the initialization period, failure starting data will be stored in a database. Subsequently it is checked if there are sufficient available engineers at the engineer dispatching policy. 

If there are sufficient engineers, they will be dispatched to the failure according to the dispatching policy of which engineers to send. If there are no engineers available, constant checks will be performed. If sufficient engineers are available, the failures will be repaired in order determined by the queuing policy. Subsequently the dispatching of engineers also follows 4.5.2. Note that the available engineers, changes per shift. It might differ due to capacity differences, vacations and training.

Engineers are sent to the 1st line station, where they try to repair the machine. Data of this event will be recorded if the simulation time exceeds the initialization time. This can either result into a repaired machine, or in escalation to a 2nd line station. Similarly, a 2nd line repair can result into a repair or to an escalation to a 3rd line station. A 3rd line station always will result into a repair. After a repair occurs data of this event will be recorded. The recording of times only starts, if the simulation time exceeds the initialization time.

This process will continue until the simulation time reaches the prespecified simulation duration. Hereafter the simulation is stopped. Subsequently the performance of the system must be determined. 

Note that this representation consists of a single simulation run. However, this can be extended towards the desired use in Genetic Algorithms. The simulation run represents the 1st and 2nd step in the Figure 15 - Genetic Algorithm procedure. 

5.2.1 Verification and validation

This section discusses the verification and validation of the simulation model. Subsequently, it gives the verification and validation of the SBO. 

5.2.1.1 Verification of the simulation model

Verification is the procedure of confirming that the simulation matches the assumptions and restrictions as stated by the redesigned model. Verification is required in order to confirm that the simulation is able to represent the redesigned model specifications.

The verification of the model takes place by using both static and dynamic tests. Static testing checks whether there are defects in the simulation, without executing the simulation. Static walk-throughs are used, in order to evaluate system behaviour (e.g. are events being handled in the prespecified order in the code and are all requirements included in the simulation). 

Dynamic testing tests the behavior of the simulation under various scenarios. The output of simulations is tested for different input values. Manual analysis take place in order to determine if the output verifies the simulation. One performed dynamic test follows the traces. This means that the sequence of events are followed (e.g. a failure comes in, then the failure must be placed in the queue). Traces are evaluated based on the premise that they to behave similarly to the situation described in the redesign. Moreover, degeneracy testing is applied (e.g. does the system have an increasing amount of failures waiting over time, when the failure rates are higher than the repair rates). Besides degeneracy tests, other extreme condition tests are applied (e.g. is the availability of a machine 100%, if the duration of a failure is 0). Pseudo random seed values are implemented and the results in order to determine whether the results are consistent. Being able to control the seed values is required in order to replicate results. 

5.2.1.2 Validation of the simulation model

Validation checks the accuracy of the simulations representation of the actual repair process, done by engineers. Event validity can be checked for real life values (e.g. historical performance of SLA’s). Face validity is being implemented next to event validity to see if the model behaviour and outcomes (e.g. SLA’s) are reasonable, by expert opinion. Table 4 denotes the absolute difference between the actual availability & working hours versus the simulation availability & working hours. The differences for the availability are quite small. Due to the fact that failure and repair rates are calculated by aggregating 3 sites, small differences are acceptable. Especially NXE and NXT-Sustaining encounter a high failure time variability. Therefore it is not unexpected that they have the highest absolute difference in availability. The amount of working hours have slightly higher differences. However this can be explained by the assumption to omit the break times in the simulation. Since the actual measures do not differ significantly from the actual measures, the model is deemed to be verified. 



Table 4 - verification simulation

5.2.1.3 Verification and validation of the SBO

Verification is required in order to confirm that the SBO is able to represent the redesigned model specifications. The SBO differs from the simulation, since it includes the optimization of the number of required engineers. In order to verify the SBO, a static test as well as dynamic tests have been performed. In the static test there is a walkthrough of the code of the selection rules for parent selections, the calculation of the fitness values  and rules for termination of the GA.

The dynamic tests are evaluated similarly as with the verification of the simulation. An increasing amount of tests is being applied until the SBO outcome does not improve for  more than 3 subsequent generations. The best solution, denoted as the red line in figure 22, will decrease gradually. The gradual decrease of the costs was as expected, better solutions will be found after running more scenario’s and selecting the best scenario’s for further testing. Moreover, degeneracy testing is applied. This tests what happens when applying extreme (input) values in the system (e.g. does the simulation have an increasing amount of failures waiting over time, when the failure rates are higher than the repair rates). Additionally, other extreme condition tests are applied (e.g. are the downtime costs 0, if the duration of a failure is 0). Figure 22 - Example labor and training costs Location 3



Validation of the SBO is required in order to determine if the SBO is able minimize the costs, whilst meeting the constraints. The goal of the capacity planning is aligned with the goal of the SBO. The SBO is able to minimize the costs, whilst meeting the SLA constraints. This is the desired output which the capacity planning must have. Therefore, we can argue that the SBO is validated.


6. Case study

After having discussed the implementation of a redesigned model in a simulation, this section will discuss the case study. Firstly, the case selection is explained. Secondly, the rules for initializing the simulation is given. Thirdly, the simulation can be started, which leads to results. Fourthly, an analysis based on the results is performed. 

6.1 Case selection

    	 

Table 5 - Location 1  	           Table 6 – Location 2 		Table 7 – Location 3

Table 5, table 6 & table 7 show the current characteristics of each of the three selected sites for this case study. These 3 sites have been anonymized as Location 1,2 and 3. The left column of each table shows the different machines types. TSD, TSW, NXT-Sustaining, NXT New, YS-350 and YS-Sustaining machines are DUV/YS machines. NXE machines are EUV machines. The middle column of each table shows the amount of machines per machine type. The right column of each table shows the amount of engineers required per skill. The upper value of the right column shows the total amount of DUV/YS engineers. The lower value of the right column shows the total amount of NXE engineers.

These selected originate from South-Korea. It has been explained that South-Korea has sites which both have DUV/YS and EUV machines. The effects of combining the engineering groups can be taken into account at such sites. One can also use these sites in order to analyze the performance of engineering groups separately. This means that one simulation can measure the performance of DUV/YS as well EUV, without allowing cross-training. The redesigned model is able to calculate the expected required capacity when cross-training is allowed or when it is not allowed. From the tables above it can be observed, that the selected sites have different amount of machines. Also the mix, the ratio of EUV (NXE) and DUV/YS, is different. 

The tables 5, 6 and 7 include the amount of machines per machine type at a location. They also show the number of engineers currently allocated to DUV/YS and the number of engineers currently allocated to EUV (NXE) machines. These values can serve as a starting point for the Genetic Algorithm. Such values are a better starting point, as starting from zero. These values will be closer to the optimal value, since they are already based on an existing capacity planning. Using these values as initial values increases speed of the genetic algorithm and reduces the amount of generations in the GA.



Table 8 - Probability of escalation

Table 8 gives the probabilities of escalation. The escalation is given per machine type. The 2nd column gives the probability that a 1st line failures becomes a 2nd line failure. The third and last column states 

6.2 Number of replications, simulation duration and initialization period

After having introduced the selected sites, some decisions regarding the setup of our model has to be made. Law (2014), argues that in order to draw any statistical conclusions of a simulation model, the following needs to be clear prior to simulation: 

· Number of replications 

· Simulation duration

· Initialization period

The created simulation is a so-called nonterminating simulation. According to Law (2014), this is a simulation for which there is no natural event to specify the length of a run. 

6.2.1 Number of replications

The length of a run is dependent of the number of runs. The amount of required runs is based on a procedure established by Law (2014). This procedure needs to be performed for different simulation durations, since the duration of simulation in combination with the number of replications affect the desired precision of the simulation study. Formula (5.1) states how to calculate the interval half length, which is required for Law’s procedure.

							(5.1)

Where,  is the so-called interval half length,  is the student-t value,is the variance estimate and  is the number of runs.

Formula (5.2) states how to calculate the adjusted relative error, which is required for Law’s procedure.

									(5.2)

Where,  is the adjusted relative error and  the actual relative error.

The following procedure is as follows, as cited from Law (2014): 

0. “Make  replications of the simulation and set 

1. Compute) and  from , where  is the unbiased point estimator of µ.

2. If , use  as the same point estimate for µ and stop. Equivalently,  		(5.3) 	       Formula 5.3 is an approximate , confidence interval for µ with the desired precision. Otherwise, replace n by n+1, make an additional replication of the simulation and go to step 1.”

6.2.2 Initialization period

Welch’s graphical procedure can be used to determine the warm-up period (Law, 2014), which consists of 4 steps:

1. Make at least 5 replications of a simulation, where the simulation duration is large (e.g. 2 years). 

2. Create average process estimates, which result into average process has the same mean curve as the original process, but the variance has reduced to 1/10th of its original value

3. Transfer the average process value into moving average values over time. 

4. Plot the smoothed values. The warm-up period is the period up to time, where the smoothing values have converged. 

For a detailed description on how to perform this procedure see Law (2014, p. 514-515). Welch procedure may require a large number of replications if simulation contain highly variable processes. This implies that various test each with a different number of replications need to be performed. This in order to see if the warm-up period remains stable. In our situation 5 proved to be sufficient. Law (2014) argues that the procedure is partially subjective.   

6.2.3 Simulation duration

It has been identified that the simulation can be classified as nonterminating. Obtaining simulation results with a specified precision, such as a 95% confidence interval, are dependent on the number of replications and the time of termination of a simulation (Law, 2014). The duration of a simulation will be determined by the time when to terminate a simulation run. Therefore the precision of results is dependent on the number of replications in combination with the duration of a simulation. The number of replications, as well as the simulation duration have to be configured in such a way, that the required precision levels will be obtained. Based on the desired precision levels, the procedure as described in section 6.1.1, number of replications, can be used. This procedure determines how to obtain the desired number of replication, in order to meet certain precision levels. 

However the number of replications desired to obtain a certain precision levels, are influenced by the duration of a simulation. It can be argued that the procedure described in 6.1.1 must be performed for different simulation durations. There exist two approaches in order to determine the duration of simulations, fixed-sample-size procedures and sequential procedures. In the fixed-sample-size procedures, a simulation duration of an arbitrary length is performed. Subsequently from one of multiple methods can be applied in order to confidence interval. However, Law (2014) argues that such procedures have problems with the variance of point estimator, required in the procedure in 6.1.1. Therefore sequential procedures are selected in order to determine the duration of a simulation. These are procedures in which the simulation duration is increased, until the confidence interval meets the required precision. An adequate sequential procedure has been developed by Law and Carson (1979). It tests for a large simulation duration. Subsequently, the time measured within the performed simulation is increased and, and it is tested if the output in combination with the procedure in 6.1.1, give the desired precision. The time is increased until the output is able to obtain the required precision. 

6.3 Results

This section presents the outcome of the SBO. Different scenarios have been performed. First there is a distinction in which costs are taken into account. This can either be the labor and training costs of engineers, or this can be the labor and training costs and the downtime costs. The downtime costs are the costs of lost revenue for a customer. ASML themselves do not have direct downtime costs. For EUV machines the costs are estimated around $20000 dollar per hour per machine (Lubbers, 2016). The assumption has been made that only the prioritized machine types require downtime costs. The downtime costs for NXT are half of the EUV costs, due to less output. Additionally, cross-trained engineers may or may not be present at a site. This section can help to identify the benefits of having cross-trained engineers. 

6.3.1 Simulation results: no cross-training & only labor and training costs

The results for no cross-training & including labor and training costs are denoted in table 9. Note that these results are in the range of the current labor and training planning. For both Location 2 as well as Location 1, the amount of NXE FTE’s decreases slightly. The amount of DUV/YS FTE’s allocated to Location 1 increases. This is due to the limited amount of FSE’s and machines at this site. In order be able to perform maintenance 24/7, more FSE’s seem to be required. The opposite has occurred at Location 2. There are so many machines and FSE’s, that the capacity is large enough to buffer the SLA’s. Therefore, the amount of DUV/YS engineers is reduced at this location. It seems overstaffing took place.

		                         Site
Measure

		Location 1

		Location 2

		Location 3



		DUV/YS Engineers

		10

		23

		32



		EUV Engineers

		12

		32

		10



		Costs (x100000)

		22

		55

		42





Table 9 - labor and training costs, without cross-training
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6.3.2 Simulation results: cross-training & only labor and training costs

The results for cross-training & including labor and training costs are denoted in table 10. Compared to section 6.3.1, the costs decrease. The difference in costs can be attributed to the cross-trained engineers. Cross-training has led to lower required FSE’s capacities at the sites. Note that few FSE’s, of the total number of FSE’s at a site, are cross-trained. This implies that cross-training a small part of the total number of FSE’s has major costs benefits. This is in line with the findings by literature on this topic. It is important to observe that how bigger the site (more machines), the higher the reduction of costs is due to cross-training.

		                        Site
Measure

		Location 1

		Location 2

		Location 3



		DUV/YS Engineers

		12

		23

		26



		EUV Engineers

		5

		13

		4



		Cross-trained Engineers

		3

		4

		3



		Costs (x100000)

		20.3

		40.4

		33.3





Table 10 - labor and training costs, with cross-training
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6.3.3 Simulation results: no cross-training & capacity and downtime costs



The results for no cross-training & including value chain costs are denoted in table 11. Including the downtime costs has never been discussed with the customers. Therefore, this is only a preliminary research towards the future. The amount of engineers required compared to the previous 2 section more than doubled. This implies that the cost savings are at least equally high as the costs of all those additional engineers. Therefore, this proves that reducing the downtime costs could be beneficial for both ASML as for their customer. Also note that the costs are far higher than the costs stated in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.. This confirms that a lot of potential revenue is lost due to downtime. Therefore it confirms our  
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		                        Site
Measure

		Location 1

		Location 2

		Location 3



		DUV/YS Engineers

		22

		31

		56



		EUV Engineers

		27

		52

		71



		Costs (x100000)

		38

		127

		165





Table 11 – labor and training costs & downtime costs, without cross-training



6.3.4 Simulation results: cross-training & capacity and downtime costs



The results for this scenario are denoted in table 12. Since cross-training has a positive effect on the performance of machine, this is the best situation to assess the downtime costs. It might also be the most realistic assumption to include cross-training. Including the downtime costs has never been discussed with the customers. Therefore, this is only a preliminary research towards the future. In the future both engineering groups are likely to have merged. The downtime gave exceptionally high costs. The amount of engineers required compared to the previous 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 almost doubled. This implies that the downtime cost savings are at least equally high as the costs of all the additional engineers. Therefore, this proves that reducing the downtime costs could be beneficial for both ASML as for their customer. The total amount of cross-trained engineers are roughly 1/3 of the total amount of engineers at a site. Note that the costs in the cross-trained scenario are lower than the scenario without cross-training in 6.3.3.. This is as expected since less engineers are required. This confirms the statement that by having relatively few cross-trained employees, the costs can be reduced. The cost saving are relatively small, compared to the difference between scenario’s  6.3.1 and 6.3.2.. This can be attributed to the fact that in this scenario the majority of the costs will be caused by downtime costs, rather than the labor and training costs of the amount of engineers. Therefore, the reduction of the labor and training costs will have a lower impact on the total costs. As was the case for 6.3.2, the bigger the site, the higher the reduction of costs is due to cross-training.
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		                         Site
Measure

		Location 1

		Location 2

		Location 3



		DUV/YS Engineers

		12

		37

		22



		EUV Engineers

		16

		9

		42



		Cross-trained Engineers

		17

		13

		26



		Costs (x100000)

		36

		124

		161





Table 12 – capacity & downtime costs, with cross-training



6.3.5 Sensitivity analysis



		                         Site
Scenario

		Location 1

		Location 2

		Location 3
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Table 13 - Sensitivity Analysis different failure rates

		                         Site
Scenario
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 Table 14 - Sensitivity Analysis different repair rates



6.3.6 Analysis

The redesigned capacity planning model is able to include buffering. This helps to counter the negative effects caused by variability in failure and repair times. In 6.3.1. Location 1, might require additional DUV/YS engineers in order for engineers to be available during all shifts. However for larger sites, relatively less FSE’s are required per machine. The large number of machines and FSE’s, make it easier for the FSE’s to act like a capacity buffer. Since, the engineers are a capacity buffer proves that the capacity planning works and that indeed variability does play a role. However, this buffer can be reduced as stated in 6.3.1.. Additionally it can be stated that compared to the current planning, there are too many EUV engineers. Previously the EUV SLA’s did not meet their targets and many engineers were assigned to the EUV machines. Since the performance of the machines has improved, there is a surplus of FSE engineers.

It can be stated that having cross-training engineers is an effective method for reducing the effects of variability. Both 6.3.2 and 6.3.4. show that the costs are reduced by introducing  By implementing cross-trained engineers the costs are reduced, whilst meeting the SLA’s. Moreover, only a small amount of cross-trained engineers are required in order to obtain this effect. Since some EUV engineers have prior experience with DUV/YS, they can easily be transformed to cross-trained engineers. This could quickly lead to costs savings or improved performance. 

Minimizing the value chain costs results into a large amount of FSE’s at the sites. The downtime costs are apparently higher than the costs of hiring FSE’s. This shows that minimizing the downtime has a large potential in reducing the lost revenue for customers. If ASML and their customer cooperate they are able to increase their profitability. 




7. Discussion

This section gives a summary of the research in section 7.1. Lastly, the limitations and recommendations are stated in section 7.2. 

7.1 Summary 

ASML Business Planning has the task to establish a capacity planning for the annual expected amount of required Field Service Engineers (FSE’s). They should minimize the costs, whilst meeting the SLA’s as agreed with the customers. ASML has two SLA’s: Extreme Long Downs (XLD’s) and availability of machines. This research focuses on including variability of failure and repair times into the workforce capacity planning model. 

The research starts by describing the problem. The current capacity planning of FSE’s is not modelled after the actual maintenance process. The current capacity planning model makes use of the average working hours per machine in order to determine the expected number of required engineers. However, this model is not able to include variability of failures and repair times into the capacity planning. The two SLA’s depend on the downtime. The waiting time component of the downtime increases due to high variability. The high variability causes multiple downs at the same time, which leads to a lack of available engineers. This causes waiting times, meaning that failed machines have to wait for engineers until the repair can be started. In order to calculate the downtimes and SLA’s, it is necessary to include the effects of variability into the capacity planning. 

The research proceeds by obtaining insights into the causes and impact of variability. Outages and repair times are the main causes for variability in the maintenance process for ASML. Having a high variability has an impact on the capacity of FSE’s and downtime of a failure. Buffering or buffer flexibility can be used in order to counter the negative effects of variability. ASML is required to meet the SLA’s, which depend on downtimes. They solve this by buffering (increasing) the amount of engineers until they meet the SLA’s. 

Engineers can either have DUV/YS skills or EUV skills. This limits the amount of machine types an engineer can repair. In the future, the engineering groups are combined. This enables engineers to become flexible and learn both skills. Such engineers are called cross-trained engineers. This is an example of buffer flexibility. A limited amount of cross-trained engineers can be used as a cheap measure, to counter the negative effects of variability. Cross-trained engineers are able to perform the most urgent failures, both on DUV/YS machines as well as EUV machines. 

In order to include variability, the capacity planning model is redesigned. The redesign does not depend on the average hours required per machine anymore, but is modelled after the maintenance process. The maintenance process follows the steps taken in order to repair a failure. In short, maintenance has the following processes: A failure arrives and enters a queue. There it waits until sufficient engineers are available. When sufficient engineers are available, the repair starts. The repair ends or the failure is escalated. If a failure is escalated, then additional engineers are called in order to repair the failure. Finally, a failure is always completely repaired. In addition to this process, also priority rules and rules for selecting the right engineers are explained. The goal of the redesign is to minimize the costs, whilst meeting the SLA’s. Simulation Based Optimization proved to be only viable method for representing the problem in a redesigned model. Other methods could not represent the downtime in an exact formula and cope with a varying number of required engineers.

The Simulation Based Optimization (SBO) represent the maintenance process and includes the SLA’s as a constraint. The goal of the SBO is to minimize the costs involved. The SBO does this by implementing a genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm uses the results of a previous simulation to improve the results of the next simulation. This results into a near optimal solution.

The goal of thesis was to investigate the influence of variability on the capacity planning. This research shows that variability has an impact on the duration of the SLA’s. Therefore, it should be considered in the capacity planning. The failure and repair times are the two important causes of the variability.

Sites with many machines have more engineers available for repairs. The engineers at such sites are a capacity buffer. Such sites are less susceptible to multiple downs since they have more engineers available. This reduces the negative effect of variability. However if events like multiple downs occur at smaller sites, then the performance would degrade more. Such sites only have a few engineers available at any time. The capacity planning shows that larger sites should relatively have less engineers per machine, compared to smaller sites. 

The previous chapter shows the usefulness of cross-trained engineers for the case study. The costs can be decreased and/or the performance also can be improved. Furthermore, it is not only an effective measure, but it is also easy to implement. Currently, there already are engineers with experiences on both DUV/YS as well as EUV machines. Such engineers are able to become cross-trained engineer. They require both DUV/YS as well as EUV training in order to maintain their skills. Other engineers only require training for one of the two skills. Compared to the buffering alternative of hiring additional FSE’s, cross-training is cheaper and it is quicker to implement than hiring and training new FSE’s. 

Lastly there has been an investigation into the effects of minimizing the value chain costs. The costs minimization still lead to very high costs, which suggests that very high cost reductions are made by reducing downtime. The capacity planning requires many FSE’s at the sites. This shows that minimizing the downtime has a large potential in reducing the lost revenue for customers. The costs of hiring many engineers is lower than reduction in downtime costs. This is an interesting opportunity for ASML and their customers, since there is a large cost-savings potential.

7.2 Recommendations & Limitations 

The most important phases of the maintenance process have been included into the simulation model. However, the redesign has limitations to a certain extent. Not every aspect is fully covered and not every assumption is completely realistic. This section gives recommendations, discusses the limitations and proposes possible extensions for future research.

The redesigned capacity planning model shows that the site size has an impact on the amount of engineers which are required. Large sites have a buffer of engineers. The redesign takes this into account. Larger sites should relatively have less engineers per machine, compared to smaller sites. Therefore, we recommend that large sites should receive relatively less engineers per machine.

It can be stated that using cross-training engineers is an effective method for reducing the effects of variability. By implementing cross-trained engineers the costs are reduced, whilst meeting the SLA’s. Moreover, only a small amount of cross-trained engineers are required in order to obtain this effect. Therefore, we recommend the use of a limited amount of cross-trained engineers in the workforce. Preferably by using EUV engineers have prior experience with DUV/YS machines. 

When value chain costs are considered for assessing the capacity planning, then high cost reductions can be made by minimizing the downtime. Many engineers are required in order to minimize the downtime costs. This shows that minimizing the downtime has a large potential in reducing the lost revenue for customers. This is an interesting opportunity for ASML and their customers in order to decrease the overall costs. The benefits need to be investigated in more detail. We propose a discussion between ASML and their customers, in order to see if they both can benefit from the value chain approach. 

The failure and repair rates in this research have been based on data from the time-writing and failure databases. The assumption has been made that the databases are fully accurate. The failure database is deemed to be accurate. However, the data from the time-writing database is flawed to a certain extent. The time-writing is not performed directly after repairs, engineers are not motivated to fill out the time-writing and not all failures are described extensively. It is recommended that ASML explains the use of time-writing to their FSE’s. This is an incentive for the FSE’s to accurately fill out the time-writing. Additionally, ASML could look into providing tools (e.g. Negotiate the right to bring laptops into a fab, with the customers) to engineers in order to fill out the time-writing as quickly as possible. Such measures would also improve the completeness of the repair duration data.    

The costs for cross-trained engineers are assumed to increase by the training costs for DUV/YS. Currently, the EUV engineers have prior experience on DUV/YS machines. However, in the future new EUV engineers might not have any DUV/YS experience. Therefore, additional training (costs) might be required to train cross-trained engineers.. Including this into the capacity planning would make the costs estimations more accurate. Especially when it might become necessary to hire new engineers, with no DUV/YS experience.

The assumption has been made that failure rates and repair rates do not differ throughout the time horizon of the capacity planning. However due to upgrades or improved/changed repair procedures, the failure and repair rates might alter throughout a year. Also the learning curve of engineers might improve the repair rates over time. This has not been included into the redesigned capacity planning. A topic for future research can be to incorporate changing failure and repair rates into the capacity planning. This would make the capacity planning more accurate and flexible to changes (E.g. updating the failure rate after an upgrade has been made).

The downtime costs are largely based on the downtime costs of EUV machines. The assumption has been made that only NXT New and EUV machines encounter downtime costs/lost revenue. This assumption seems relatively fair since they are the most critical processes. However, additional research could be conducted into extending the downtime costs to all machine types. Moreover, the downtime costs might differ for each individual customer. Since the reduction in lost revenue depends on the customer, an investigation needs to be performed for each customer. This should verify whether the value chain costs approach is beneficial for a specific customer. However, in general it seems a very promising approach to evaluate the costs.   

The redesigned capacity planning model is only able to obtain the required capacity for 1st line engineers. However, also 2nd and 3rd line engineers are required in the maintenance process. Future research could extend the redesigned simulation. The assumption has been made that there is ample 2nd and 3rd line capacity. This seems reasonably fair, since there are relatively many of such engineers, compared to the occurrence such failures. Additionally, they often can work off-site. While interviewing engineers, no indication was given that waiting for 2nd or 3rd line engineers currently causes delays. By including 2nd and 3rd line engineers their capacity levels also can be optimized. This may lead to increased performance and decrease labor costs. Additionally, an extension could optimize the costs for 1st, 2nd and 3rd line engineers, whilst meeting the SLA’s. Including the 2nd and 3rd line into the capacity planning model will create a complete capacity planning for all FSE’s.

A possible extension might be the inclusion of preventive maintenance. It can be stated that in the current situation only corrective maintenance or preventive maintenance that behaves like corrective maintenance takes place. However this research could be extended to include preventive maintenance. By doing so, possible improvements in SLA’s and reduction caused by preventive maintenance could be discussed with customers. This might lead to an increased adaptation of preventive maintenance schedules, which ASML suggests. 

This research confirms the evidence found in literature. Having cross-trained engineers leads to a reduction of costs for similar performance. The results support that having relatively few cross-trained engineers results into less negative effects caused by variability. The additional labor and training costs for cross-trained engineers are offset by the reduction of costs caused by having fewer DUV/YS & EUV engineers. 

This research shows that simulation is a viable option for creating a workforce capacity planning model for complex problems, where traditional methods (e.g. MILP or Queuing Theory) are unable to model the problem. There exist many short-term workforce capacity planning simulation models for hospital and call-center staffing problems. The redesigned model is one of few long-term workforce capacity planning models for maintenance staff. Simulation must be implemented if there a varying number of employees is required for different failures and if the duration of failures depend on the duration of other failures. Further research can identify problems settings other than maintenance, hospital and call-center, where simulation is can be required. A complex manufacturing workforce capacity planning might be an example of such a problem. 

Lastly we want to address the value chain costs examined in this research. This research shows that the integration of downtime costs leads to a different capacity planning. More engineers should be hired, since the costs savings offset the labour and training costs of additional engineers. This research shows there is a potential for costs saving for ASML and their customers. However the integration of costs and profit is not only limited for downtimes. Various scenarios exists where integration of costs and profit may lead to improved capacity costs. Future research could examine how customers can integrate some profits and costs in order to reduce costs or improve profitability.
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Appendix 1 – ASML Organization Chart





Figure 23 – ASML organizational structure (About ASML, 2019)

CS Business planning supported operations given in yellow




Appendix 2 – Business cycle planning



Figure 24 - Business cycle planning at CS Business Planning (Introduction to apps, 2019 )

(CS Business Planning operations in blue boxes)


Appendix 3 – Excerpt time-writing 

Figure 25, is an excerpt from time-writing given in excel. The relevant time-writing data has been obtained from transferring SAP time-writing data, to the MySQL. Here it was processed and translated into an excel file, of which this figure is an example. It denotes which data is included in time-writing.  
Figure 25 - Excerpt time-writing



Appendix 4 – interview I

Questions for FSE (US):

1. How does a ‘normal’ working day looks like? What do you do and in what sequence?

· Get in the office early, check mail, see what is going on check if machines are down. Depending on down. Pass down, with other shifts, in the morning. Here we discuss the ongoing problems and the issues from the previous shift. If there are ongoing issue(s), the problems are broken up and divided amongst engineers. Look at SO’s, when there are multiple issues. Often FSE’s are allocated to certain machines, and are required to monitor those machines, if there are no ongoing issues. I estimate that we are busy 60-80% of the time.

2. How many engineers work during 1 shift?

· There are 5 engineers, with one lead. The latter is in communication with customer and FSE’s. This person decides who might do certain tasks if a failure occurs.

3. Are there specializations within teams? If so, how do you use this expertise?

· In a real group everyone is watching over for each other. There is certainly expertise, within the group. Some might have training in resolving certain actions. The urgency of the failure might determine if a more specialized FSE goes to a certain failure. Otherwise “less” experienced employees might tag along to learn how to resolve an issue, in order to become more acquainted. This will help in performing tasks, when a more experienced might be unavailable.

4. If a disturbance occurs, what are the steps you undertake?

· Customer will call, or we see it ourselves via monitoring, where we can observe issues before they arise. The lead is informed. Subsequently the issue is handled as mentioned and given in figure 5 - maintenance procedure. 

5. How do you decide how many engineers work on a disturbance?

· It depends on the issue, by consulting the team lead it can be determined how many will go to perform the action. It is mentioned that when someone is idle (doing nothing), this person also might come to help resolve an issue. This enables an engineer to learn or help to resolve an issue more quickly. Though the issue is frequently not resolved that much quicker, since only a limited amount of tests can be performed at once when troubleshooting. Moreover, the space within a fab might be limited, further reducing the need and the use of too many FSE’s.

6. When does an escalation occurs? Is this based on expertise of the disturbance, or also on duration?

· The data when resolving a problem is key. When we recognize something, we cannot handle or are unfamiliar with, we will choose to escalate. Time is also a major factor, longer down longer recalibration. When a lead calls, and we are still at a diagnosis of the problem phase, we might determine to escalate the problem.

7. What happens if there is an escalation? Is this an iterative type of event? Does a 1st line engineer remain with the disrupted machine? 

· In general, the same sequence of steps will be used as before. We will remain with the machine unless something exceptional occurs. Until the 2nd line engineers arrive, we will either further try to resolve the failure or we monitor machines.

8. What happens if there are multiple downs? Is there priority of certain machines? How many engineers? Etc.

· Depends on the customer. The customer dictates. Mostly the most expensive machines, will get priority. These are most often the newer types. The same rules apply as before, but the team lead will call the shots (in who does what), in combination with the customer. 

9. When do you have to work overtime? Can this be reduced? 

· There is limited amount of overtime. Overtime occurs when multiple people are sick, there are multiple machines (downs) issues or when a machine issue is nearly completed towards the end of a shift. The lead knows who to ask, often FTE’s with large commutes might have less overtime. In general, everyone goes the extra mile.

10. Do you think that with additional training, you could perform more tasks? E.g. that the amount of escalations is reduced 

· For the overall machines, the 2nd line issues are too specialized. You have to know what you are exactly doing, in order to resolve issues quickly. It is faster to call in the 2nd line for certain issues, than trying it yourself. They will recognize certain issues, as they occur more frequently in all the sites they must serve. Whereas certain issues barely occur at our site. 

11. In time-writing, can 1 task be a combination of multiple tasks?

· It is most often a combination of tasks. The major reason is that often there is no time for us to directly report. If we monitor machines, we have more time to do reporting and we will do administration for multiple issues, which have been resolved.

12. Do you think time-writing is adequately depicts your daily tasks?

· Some take it seriously, other not. It depends on the motivation towards time-writing. We do not know what happens with the time-writing data. We receive little to no feedback, which helps us.  

13. Do you have additional comments, to reflect on your tasks? 

· Currently we are having growing pains. The organization nearly doubled in 2 years. Therefore, we have to guide a lot of junior people, which takes time. They strictly follow the guidelines. Perhaps if they would think out of the box, this would help improve our service towards the customers. The tooling is very bad, limited amount and not in the best condition. 





 

Appendix 5 – interview II

Questions for FSE (KR):

1. How does a ‘normal’ working day looks like? What do you do and in what sequence?

· We will have a pass down, with the previous shift. Here we will discuss what happened the previous shift, what we can expect during our shift and if there are already ongoing issues. The team lead will divide ongoing issues. We will check our mail if there is time. If there are no ongoing issues, we will start to monitor machines and do administration. 

2. How many engineers work during 1 shift?

· Our shift consists of 8 engineers and 1 team lead.

3. Are there specializations within teams? If so, how do you use this expertise?

· There are people with more experience of different training. If required they will perform action on issues. If there are few ongoing issues, other FSE’s might go to issues, in order to obtain specific knowledge. This will help everyone to obtain knowledge.

4. If a disturbance occurs, what are the steps you undertake?

· First I contact the team lead. Subsequently I roughly follow the maintenance procedure steps. Which is diagnosis of the ongoing issue. Determining what is required for repairing the machine. Then, if possible, we will repair the machine. Subsequently we will report to the customer and to the lead. The administration is not possible within the fab. We do not do administration, after each issue.

5. How do you decide how many engineers work on a disturbance?

· This is determined by the lead. Either we will contact him after seeing anomalies, when monitoring, or the customers will contact him when an error occurs. Then he determines, depending on the expect problems, how many FSE’s will go. At initial diagnosis, more or less people might be required, but this is determined quickly.

6. When does an escalation occurs? Is this based on expertise of the disturbance, or also on duration?

· It has several reasons. The type of issue, the priority and the duration of an issue. If an issue is of a specific type, then protocol calls for escalation. If an issue if of such importance, then the problem might also be escalated quickly. When an ongoing issue takes too long, and it also might be escalated.

7. What happens if there is an escalation? Is this an iterative type of event? Does a 1st line engineer remain with the disrupted machine? 

· We try to resolve the issue and gather as much information for the 2nd line engineer as possible. When the 2nd line arrives, we assist in fixing the problem.

8. What happens if there are multiple downs? Is there priority of certain machines? How many engineers? Etc.

· The team leader manages with customer. Mostly the new models will get prio if there are multiple ongoing issues at once.

9. When do you have to work overtime? Can this be reduced? 

· No not really, only when we are near completion of an ongoing issue. I think we already work long days, so more overtime is not possible.

10. Do you think that with additional training, you could perform more tasks? E.g. that the amount of escalations is reduced?

· Price of part of escalation is high.

11. In time-writing, can 1 task be a combination of multiple tasks?

· It often is a combination of multiple issues. It is hard to remember all we did. More efficient ways should become available. Many of us do not see the added benefit to our operations from time-writing, since it costs much time.

12. Do you think time-writing is adequately depicts your daily tasks? 

· No, I don’t think so. It is difficult to say what I have done, when make the administration at a later point in time.

13. Do you have additional comments, to reflect on your tasks?

· Apart from having a high workload at times, not really. 






































Appendix 6 – interview III

Questions for FSE (DE):

1. How does a ‘normal’ working day looks like? What do you do and in what sequence?

· I start with a team handover. Here we discuss with the previous shift what has happened during the previous shift, and if there are issues which need our attention right away. Then together with the lead, we will decide who does what that shift. If there are issues we will try to solve them. Otherwise we will monitor the machines.

2. How many engineers work during 1 shift?

· In our shift there are 5 FSE’s and 1 lead.

3. Are there specializations within teams? If so, how do you use this expertise?

· Well, some FSE’s have received training to obtain certain knowledge. But what often happens is that this person will then try and transfer this knowledge to the group. If there is a specific problem, he might go since he has more knowledge. But mostly everyone can go to each disturbance. 

4. If a disturbance occurs, what are the steps you undertake?

· Mostly the steps you show me during the maintenance procedure. Though it does not necessarily happen that straightforward. Sometimes an issue exists out of multiple problems. Then you go back and forward to resolve that issue. 

5. How do you decide how many engineers work on a disturbance?

· Mostly out of experience. When determining a problem, we can quickly determine how many engineers we need. Mostly the lead already has determined who goes where. 

6. When does an escalation occurs? Is this based on expertise of the disturbance, or also on duration?

· It is twofold, either I would recognize that it is an issue I cannot resolve myself or it takes too long for me to resolve. In either way I would then discuss it, with the lead and escalate it.

7. What happens if there is an escalation? Is this an iterative type of event? Does a 1st line engineer remain with the disrupted machine? 

· Either we contact the team lead, or the team lead has contacted us, we then determine, due to reasons I just mentioned to escalate the problem. The first line engineer stays with an ongoing issue. Only if the team lead in combination with the customer determine that my service is required elsewhere, I would go to another repair. This mostly occurs only when I cannot assist the 2nd line and there is an urgent matter elsewhere. 

8. What happens if there are multiple downs? Is there priority of certain machines? How many engineers? Etc.

· The team lead discusses with the customer, which machines have priority. Only if the problems are urgent we will immediately drop a repair which we are doing at that moment in time.

9. When do you have to work overtime? Can this be reduced? 

· Only if many people are ill, there is vacation period or issues are nearly completed. Sometimes the planning leads to overtime, since more people are off, and we need to get the machines up before ending the shift.

10. Do you think that with additional training, you could perform more tasks? E.g. that the amount of escalations is reduced?

· Possibly we could learn to recognize certain problems. But I believe that we could not perform 2nd line tasks on our own. They are too specialized or simply would take too long for us to perform on our own. 

11. In time-writing, can 1 task be a combination of multiple tasks?

· It depends. If I have time after or during an issue, I can directly report what I do. Otherwise afterwards it is easier to summarize my actions over 1 machine. 

12. Do you think time-writing is adequately depicts your daily tasks? 

· Yes, reasonably well. It roughly says what I did during the shift.

13. Do you have additional comments, to reflect on your tasks?

· I really enjoy working, with our team. You learn something every day.







Appendix 7 – Distribution fitting



Estimating parameters

Estimating the distribution parameters, is required for comparing the theoretical distributions with the actual performance. Estimating parameters is done with the obtained data. Estimation of the distribution parameters can be done with various methods. Ricci (2005), identifies three major methods for estimating the parameters:



1. Analogic method

2. Moment Matching Estimation (MME)

3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)



The analogic method estimates the parameters, by using the function of the empirical data. E.g. using the mean of the obtained data, in order to estimate mean of the estimate. Alternatively one could use the methods of moments. The estimates are derived from equating the empirical moments, with the theoretical distribution moments. The MME’s are simple to compute. However there might be difficulties in obtaining them. Additionally, they might not be as optimal as other methods. Formula (A1) shows the formula for obtaining moments. In this formula  is the j-th moment, n is the number of observations and  is the distribution based on the sample moments X.



										(A1)



It can be argued, that MME values could be the initialization point of other estimates methods (Heckert et al., 2012). One of such estimates methods is the MLE. Cullen, Frey, & Frey (1999), argue that MLE is the most applied method for estimating the parameters. The MLE has a maximum likelihood function over the empirical data. The maximum likelihood estimates are parameters, which maximizes the empirical likelihood. This is the probability that a values of a set of data given by distribution with the estimated parameters, equals values of the empirical data set. The maximum likelihood model can be identified by formula x. The goal of the MLE, is to find , which lead to the maximum of .  is an unknown variable,  is a known pdf and  is the sampling data. 



							(A2)



Since the MME and MLE are more accurate than the analogic method, only MME and MLE were considered. Due to the fact that MME can be difficult to obtain and that the accuracy is generally lower than the MLE (Heckert et al., 2012), MLE is chosen as the method to estimate the distribution parameters. 



Goodness of fit

In order to determine the goodness of fit, tests can be performed. The tests need to be able to tests if continuous distributions are able to represent the durations of failures and repairs. The tests need to be able to test continuous distributions since the duration of failures and repairs are continuous. The three following tests are able to test the goodness of fit of continuous distributions:



· The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS)

· The Anderson-Darling test (AD)

· The Cramer - von Mises test (CvM)



In table 15, the formulas for calculating the goodness of fit are stated. Besides the general formulas, computational formulas for calculating goodness of fit values are given. The latter formulas can be implemented in a programming language, in order to calculate the goodness of fit for the required tests. is the fitted distribution function (theoretical distribution), is the sample data distribution function, for n observations. The programming language R is used to perform the goodness of fit (GOF) tests. R has statistical packages which have the computational formulas already built in, in order to calculate the GOF. 
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Table 15 - Formula's goodness of fit tests (Delignette-Muller & Dutang, 2015)

Cullen et al. (1999), argue that Anderson-Darling might be more appropriate to perform in cases with important tails of distributions. Therefore AD is frequently used as the goodness-of-fit test for distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov, the Anderson-Darling, as well as the Cramer - von Mises test, do not take into account the complexity of models. In order to prevent overfitting one could opt for assessing AIC or BIC criteria. Larson-Hall (2015) argued that KS-test can be too sensitive to deviations from large datasets. Since Anderson-Darling is an adaptation of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, it will also prone to this limitation. Though it suffers from this to a smaller extent. Therefore, it is argued that visual inspections of CDF-plots and Q-Q plots might be required. This in order to include falsely rejected distributions. 



The test procedure of goodness of fit follows a sequence. Primarily KS tests, AD tests and CvM tests have been applied, in order to assess whether certain distribution fit the data. The test values have been compared to the critical values of the of each tests. The critical values can be found in table 14. If the test values lead to multiple accepted distributions, mainly Cumulative distributions Function plots, will be used to choose the best fitting theoretical distribution. In addition to this, Q-Q plots and AIC/BIC test can also be used to choose the adequate theoretical distribution. One accepted test leads to an automatic selection for that test.  Rejection for all tests leads to an inspection of the Q-Q plots and AIC/BIC values. Based on this inspection, an assessment is made whether the theoretical distributions can represent the empirical distribution. If so, the best distribution is selected. Otherwise we will report the lack of adequate distributions.



Table 16 - Critical values for KS, CvM & AD tests (Shawky & Bakoban, 2009)

Table 16, established by Shawky & Bakoban (2009), can be used for finding the critical values for goodness-of-fit tests. The null-hypothesis for the test, H0, states that the values from two separate samples come from the same distribution. In this case the empirical and theoretical distributions are compared. If the critical values derived from the test are higher than corresponding values in the table (n=100, α=0.05), the null-hypothesis has failed to be rejected. Then the samples come from the same distribution.  

Repair distributions

			Table 18 – Critical values AD test Time to repair

Table 17 – Critical values KS test Time to repair

Table 19 – Critical values CVM test Time to repair



Tables 17, 18 and 19, describe the goodness-of-fit critical values from tests between the 

empirical distribution and a lognormal distribution for the repair durations. If a test accepts the H0, the value is denoted in green in the tables, otherwise it has been denoted in red. The amount of engineers required per machine type per test is defined in the final number of the left column in each table. The lognormal distribution was the only theoretical distribution, which was accepted by all tests for the KS and CVM test. For the AD test there were four rejections. However after inspecting the other selected distributions, they all were rejected at these tests. Moreover, the other theoretical distributions, incurred many more rejected goodness-of-fit tests. Since the goodness-of-fit support that the empirical distribution can be represented by a lognormal distribution, a lognormal distribution will be selected in order to model the repair duration. The selection of the lognormal distribution is compliant after having an inspection of a graphical representation of Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of both the empirical and lognormal CDF. Of each of the 31 tests there has been made a CDF graph, which is also presented in this appendix. The graphs show that the majority of the empirical probabilities are skewed at the beginning. This supports that the selection of the lognormal distribution. This also supports selection of other distributions, such as a Weibull distribution. However the selection is mainly based on the test outcomes, and is merely supported by the added graphical representations of the CDF’s. 

 

   

















	

















Time between failures distributions

		Table 22 – Critical values CVM test Time between failures

Table 21 – Critical values AD test Time between failures

Table 20 – Critical values KS test Time between failures



Tables 20, 21 and 22, describe the goodness-of-fit critical values from tests between the empirical distribution and a lognormal distribution for the time between failures. Similarly as for the repair durations, a test accepts the H0, the value is denoted in green in the tables, otherwise it has been denoted in red. The amount of engineers required per machine type per test is defined in the final number of the left column in each table. As for the repair duration, the lognormal distribution was the only theoretical distribution, which was accepted by all tests for the KS and CVM test. For the AD test there were two rejections. These rejections occurred at all theoretical distributions. The lognormal distribution was the distribution with by far the least rejected goodness-of-fit tests. Since all goodness-of-fit tests support that the empirical distribution can be represented by a lognormal distribution, a lognormal distribution will be selected in order to model the time between failures. Of each of the 31 tests there has been made a CDF graph, which is also presented in this appendix. The graphs show that the majority of the empirical probabilities are skewed at the beginning. This supports the selection of the lognormal distribution.







 









Appendix 8 – Redesigned model



Figure 26 – Redesigned simulation 


Appendix 9 – Integration between software tools

The most important aspects of the redesign have been explained in chapters 3 and 4. This appendix will elaborate on how this has been implemented in software. The most important design aspect will be elaborated.





Figure 27 - Implementation between different machines

Figure 27 shows the implementation of the redesigned model in several software programs. Three software programs were used, in order to implement the redesigned model into a functioning model. 



MySQL

Firstly, W2in failure data and SAP repair data is loaded into MySQL. MySQL is a database software tool and can be used to rapidly analyze and filter data. The data also includes irrelevant data, which needs to be excluded from analysis. Only 1st, 2nd and 3rd line maintenance actions are selected. Other repairs, upgrades and machine installs are not in the scope of this research. Subsequently the idea is to analyze the data in MySQL. However this software is not capable to perform advanced analysis on data. It lacks a prebuilt statistical package. Therefore, R software is selected as the software analysis tool. A plugin from MySQL to R exist. However unfortunately the license code for this plug-in does not function. The latter since R is not officially supported by ASML. Therefore, the MySQL files were saved as CSV files, which can be loaded into R. 



R 

In order to analyze the data, R is selected. R is an open statistical and data-analysis software tool. Though it is not officially supported by ASML, some employees use it. They have found a work around, in order to install this software. First of all, the CSV’s created by MySQL, are loaded into R software. Subsequently the data analysis can start. The objective is to retrieve the time between failures distributions & their parameter values, the repair distributions & their parameter values and finally the probability of escalation for each machine type. The repair time and time between failures distributions have been discussed in more detail in the chapters 3 and 4. There exists a plugin to transfer data from R to Siemens Tecnomatix. However due to the unsupported status of R, this plugin does not function with the Tecnomatix licenses codes. Therefore, CSV’s are created, which serve as input for Tecnomatix.

 Siemens Tecnomatix

MySQL and R provide the input data required for Tecnomatix to run the simulation model. The remainder of this chapter will discuss the implementation of a simulation model in Tecnomatix. Tecnomatix is a manufacturing simulation software program developed by Siemens. It especially focusses on simulation of manufacturing settings. This software was selected since Tecnomatix is able to simulate complex environments and because of the fact that ASML has frequently used it in other simulation projects. First of all the CSV’s, which are created in R, are loaded into Tecnomatix. Subsequently, the software is used to create a simulation model, which can be used to analyze the performance of the maintenance process. This simulation is modelled after the requirements explained throughout chapter 4. After a simulation model has been established, it can be used in combination with a genetic algorithm. This is explained in Figure 15 - Genetic Algorithm procedure. This enables to find an optimal objective value (costs), whilst meeting the constraints set during chapter 4. 




Appendix 10 – Tecnomatix control panel





Figure 29 - Unblocked created control panelFigure 28 – Created control panel





As described, Tecnomatix can be used to perform a simulation study. Figure 28 shows a representation of the final created model used to perform simulations in Tecnomatix. The unblocked created control panel is denoted in figure 29. We have ordered the control panel into several functions, which now will be addressed. The functions have been divided in 8 “blocks” as shown in figure 28.

Block I: Block one denotes the so-called EventController. Here the speed of the simulation can be adjusted. E.g. slower simulation speed, for debugging purposes or event tracking. The EventController is very important for simulation study, because it allows control of the duration of simulation. Furthermore, it also enables for a so-called initialization period. This is a period, where the simulation and its results are not stabile. After stability has been researched, the EventController allows for statistics to be collected. Note that the EventController is controlled by scripts (in methods) in block IV.

Block II: Block two denotes the workerpools, the broker and exporter. The workerpool is an object, which stores human resources (engineers), and determines which types of repairs each engineer can perform. The broker and exporter cooperate and check & match open failures to available engineers. The broker orders the failures based on the queuing policy explained in section 4.5.1. Alternatively, if there are available engineers, the exporter decide, which engineers should be exported (sent to) the failure. This is done based on the policy described in section 4.5.2. The queuing policy in the broker, the engineer release policy at the exporter and the creation of workers is controlled by scripts written in so-called methods. These methods are denoted in block IV.   

Block III: Block three denotes tables, which are loaded and updated by scripts, written in the methods at block IV and V. These tables consist of data, which are required to run the simulation. Prior to the simulation run commences, the failure rates, repair rates and escalation probabilities are loaded into the tables. Also, statistics will be stored and updated during the simulation run, after the initialization period has ended. These values will be used to calculate the final performance at the end of a simulation run. The remaining tables are required to have functioning simulation model. E.g. which engineer works during which shift.

Block IV: Block IV covers the methods, for controlling the simulation. This is the nerve center of this simulation. Here all rules for the simulation are described, excluding the rules of escalation & certain service time updates (given by block V) and the rules for performing genetic algorithm and multiple simulations runs (given in blocks VI and VII). This includes setting the initial values, of all machines, engineers, and all other settings. However, it also includes a reset option, which reset the values to preselected ones. This can be applied if a simulation fails, or when a simulation run is not fully ended. Alternatively, the endsim method allows you to specify what has to be done at a simulation run (E.g. store or display certain values). The other methods, ensure correct functioning of the broker, following of failures, checking that the right engineers work the correct shift, and updating the SLA’s over time. Methods are constructed by using SimTalk, which is the coding language developed for Tecnomatix. This allows for high levels of customization, which is required for modelling complex maintenance systems. 

Block V: Similar as for the methods constructed in block V, block six are methods. These methods use probabilities, from a table in block III, in order to assess if a failure will be escalated. If such a failure is escalated, the tables with time information will be also updated via these methods. 

Block VI: Block 6 denotes methods which controls a so-called ExperimentManager. The ExperimentManager enables testing multiple runs with different parameters, without having to prespecify the parameters after each run. The methods determine how many runs are performed before the variables are changed (in order to create a confidence interval), they also determine which variables are altered and lastly they define the values of the altered variables. This is useful for comparing tests with different parameters and the consequences on the performance of SLA’s. 

Block VII: Block 7 denotes the methods and the genetic algorithm solvers (+ExperimentManager). The Genetic Algorithm, GAWizard, can be used to optimize a cost function, while adhering to certain constraints. The constraints and objective function are defined in the methods. The GAWizard will then solve the optimization model. 

Block VIII: Graphical representation of failures in machines. It allows for tracking failures through the system. Each block of 4 consists of a failure creator, a 1st line repair, a 2nd line repair and a 3rd line repair. Lights indicate where and when a failure or repair occurs.
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WkStart_dateStart_timeEnd_dateEnd_timeSOSO_nameSO_act_typeSO_act_nameContract_nrContract_typeContract_type_nameEq_plantFabCustomerEq_nrEq_typeEq_nameEq_Main_typePers_nrPers_nameAct_typeAct_nameService_typeAcc_indHr_regHr_OTHr_otherHr_total


######08/08/201715:00:0009/08/2017NULL51311332FFU-snep2000 upgrade_mHK50_SD#213906Z81Field UpgradeNULLNULLNot assignedTW05TSMC   -A-HSI-FAB RD-P6TSMC 12P6HK50SD052AT:NXT1980CiNXT:1980I620678Dongen H.A.1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkRECOVERULNULL9.00NULL9.00


######08/08/201715:15:0008/08/201715:45:0051331637[SLA] BMWL failed to run for CM-000EZ10System Down40014576FSC_7X24_BASEFULL SERVICE 7X24 BASEUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1XINTEL D1X6507SD051AT:NXT1970CiNXT:1970I608507Schaaf1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkCUSTOMERINTERCLNULL0.50NULL0.50


######08/08/201715:15:0008/08/201716:00:005128423550 - CSR + Upgrade + LQ,HO96,SD207993Z4550 - CSR + Upgrade + LQNULLNULLNot assignedUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1DINTEL D1DHO96SD052AT:NXT1980CiNXT:1980I491855Bays D.E.1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkPREPACTIONILNULL0.75NULL0.75


######08/08/201715:15:0008/08/201716:00:0051323001[SLA] WH-9097 PID 0, LR, Axis 2Z11Service40014573FSC_7X24_BASEFULL SERVICE 7X24 BASEUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1CINTEL D1C8285SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I608696Babcock1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkRECOVERCLNULL0.75NULL0.75


######08/08/201715:15:0008/08/201717:00:0051317280Iso-dense bias out of populationZ23Exceed ASML SpecNULLNULLNot assignedIE10INTEL  -E-LEI-FAB24INTEL F245188SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I329471Feeney S.1LTWRK1st Line TS Reg.WrkPOSTSERVICEBL1.75NULLNULL1.75


######08/08/201715:15:0008/08/201718:15:0051244993NTP_GF_F08_L7_Focus (See Orig SO51185461Z74ProjectsNULLNULLNot assignedUS13GLOBAL -U-MAL-GLOBALFOUNDRIESGLOBALF8-18679SD051AT:NXT1970CiNXT:1970I490336Hanson J.APTWRKABS TS Reg.WrkPREPACTIONPL3.00NULLNULL3.00


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201716:00:0051299879FFU-PRO-OFP2 1970-SD#178322Z81Field UpgradeNULLNULLNot assignedUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1XINTEL D1X3714SD049AT:NXT1960BiNXT:1950I613885Baalmann1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkRECOVERULNULL0.50NULL0.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201716:30:005132553640 - System Integration for m5787Z4440 - System IntegrationNULLNULLNot assignedKR01SAMSUNG-A-TAE-L17SAM L175787SD043AT:XT860HXT:860613440Timmers S.D.2LTOV2nd Line TS Ovt.WrkRECOVERILNULL1.00NULL1.00


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201718:00:0051332523IDLE_XTIV:860L_WK1732Z28Generic Support40015250LMPE_DAY_NBFYESLMP EQUIPMENT_DAY_NBFYESHK15SAMSUNG-A-XIA-SCSSAM XIAN5212SD043AT:XT860HXT:860332747Shi, Gang1LTWRK1st Line TS Reg.WrkSITESUPPORTCL2.50NULLNULL2.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201718:00:0051332523IDLE_XTIV:860L_WK1732Z28Generic Support40015250LMPE_DAY_NBFYESLMP EQUIPMENT_DAY_NBFYESHK15SAMSUNG-A-XIA-SCSSAM XIAN5212SD043AT:XT860HXT:860622947Xin, Ai-Jun1LTWRK1st Line TS Reg.WrkD050CL2.50NULLNULL2.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201718:00:0051333497LMP_[BYS]F15B_CD_JumpZ24Potential Problem40014065LMPA_DAY_YBFYESLMP APPLICATION_DAY_YBFYESTW08TSMC   -A-TCH-FAB 15BTSMC 15BHZ10SD052AT:NXT1980CiNXT:1980I614151Chang, Yuan-LingAPTWRKABS TS Reg.WrkDIAGNOSECL2.50NULLNULL2.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201718:00:0051333526OT for earthquake recoveryZ22Performance out of Spec40014535SC_WAR_FEXTFull Extended WarrantyHK15SAMSUNG-A-XIA-SCSSAM XIAN3940SD049AT:NXT1960BiNXT:1960I611669Fu, Wen2LTTEL2nd Line TS Tel.SupDIAGNOSECLNULLNULL2.502.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201719:00:0051321240MI-FD47, Water leak in LCW MF lens circuZ10System Down40014048FSC_7X24_BASEFULL SERVICE 7X24 BASEUS03MICRON -U-MAN-FAB 6MICRON F67474SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I490492Atkins K.1LTWRK1st Line TS Reg.WrkPREPARTTOOLSCL3.50NULLNULL3.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201719:00:0051327511[SLA] RH turret clamping errorsZ20Intermittent Down40014575FSC_7X24_BASEFULL SERVICE 7X24 BASEUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1DINTEL D1D9006SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I624810Campbell B.1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkPREPARTTOOLSCLNULL1.50NULL1.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201719:00:0051327511[SLA] RH turret clamping errorsZ20Intermittent Down40014575FSC_7X24_BASEFULL SERVICE 7X24 BASEUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1DINTEL D1D9006SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I624810Campbell B.1LTWRK1st Line TS Reg.WrkPREPARTTOOLSCL2.00NULLNULL2.00


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201720:00:0051132776[BSP] CD coherenceZ23Exceed ASML Spec40013476SC_LHPLabor Hour Pool ContractUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1XINTEL D1X4605SD051AT:NXT1970CiNXT:1970I614258KimAPTOVABS TS Ovt.WrkDIAGNOSECLNULL1.50NULL1.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201720:00:0051132776[BSP] CD coherenceZ23Exceed ASML Spec40013476SC_LHPLabor Hour Pool ContractUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1XINTEL D1X4605SD051AT:NXT1970CiNXT:1970I614258KimAPTWRKABS TS Reg.WrkDIAGNOSECL3.00NULLNULL3.00


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201720:00:0051321701(SLA) FCO SCHX86 MK1 UPGRADEZ33Performance FCONULLNULLNot assignedUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1XINTEL D1X6507SD051AT:NXT1970CiNXT:1970I611114Rogel1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkESCALATION1LNULL1.50NULL1.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201720:00:0051321701(SLA) FCO SCHX86 MK1 UPGRADEZ33Performance FCONULLNULLNot assignedUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1XINTEL D1X6507SD051AT:NXT1970CiNXT:1970I611114Rogel1LTWRK1st Line TS Reg.WrkESCALATION1L3.00NULLNULL3.00


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201720:00:0051328167[BSP] Y-reg EOL issue seenZ23Exceed ASML SpecNULLNULLNot assignedUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1CINTEL D1C3593SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I608505Webb1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkPREPACTIONBLNULL1.50NULL1.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201720:00:0051328167[BSP] Y-reg EOL issue seenZ23Exceed ASML SpecNULLNULLNot assignedUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1CINTEL D1C3593SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I608505Webb1LTWRK1st Line TS Reg.WrkPREPACTIONBL3.00NULLNULL3.00


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201723:30:0051331637[SLA] BMWL failed to run for CM-000EZ10System Down40014576FSC_7X24_BASEFULL SERVICE 7X24 BASEUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1XINTEL D1X6507SD051AT:NXT1970CiNXT:1970I490049Young S.2LTOV2nd Line TS Ovt.WrkESCALATIONCLNULL1.50NULL1.50


######08/08/201715:30:0008/08/201723:30:0051331637[SLA] BMWL failed to run for CM-000EZ10System Down40014576FSC_7X24_BASEFULL SERVICE 7X24 BASEUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1XINTEL D1X6507SD051AT:NXT1970CiNXT:1970I490049Young S.2LTWRK2nd Line TS Reg.WrkESCALATIONCL6.50NULLNULL6.50


######08/08/201715:45:0008/08/201716:30:0051332437ARA axis became invalidZ20Intermittent Down40015096LMPE_DAY_NBFNESLMP EQUIPMENT_DAY_NBFNESUS04SAMSUNG-U-AUS-CU FAB AUSTINSAM SAS CU4581SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I490438Croaff I.1LTWRK1st Line TS Reg.WrkPOSTSERVICECL0.75NULLNULL0.75


######08/08/201715:45:0008/08/201717:00:0051327511[SLA] RH turret clamping errorsZ20Intermittent Down40014575FSC_7X24_BASEFULL SERVICE 7X24 BASEUS19INTEL  -U-HIL-FAB D1DINTEL D1D9006SD044AT:NXT1950AiNXT:1950I491991O'bryant J.A.1LTOV1st Line TS Ovt.WrkPREPACTIONCLNULL1.25NULL1.25
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